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LOCAL, AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank
OF

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

Authorized

pioneer National Bank

SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

WE

INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
accommodation consistent with safe
and legitimate banking.
Correspondents, National Shnwmut llank
mercial Bank, Albany, New York

of Boston ; National Com-

NOTICE.
Insurance does not cost blit a trifle compared with the
value of the property insured. Why go without it?
Write

W.

O.

call on

or

TAPLEY,

NEW AJJV KKTIMCM

&

F.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

»p»

TMi» WihiEM.

Whiting Bros—Meats, vtgetables, groceries,

noii', dry good*. eic.
M A Clark—(Greenhouse.
Patrick KeHrtiH—(jrocerlts. canned goods, etc.
A W Greely-Jeweler.
Charles H Iceland—Fruit and confectionery.
Floyd * H*yne»—>Meats, flan and groceries.
J C EMrloge— Hardware.
G A Pareher—A polhecary.
C K Clroutj—City lunch room.
Bar Hakb >r:
8 J Clement—Co-opera'Ire club plan.
Bangor:
Noyes A Nutter—8toves, hardware, etc.
New York:
It H Macy A Co—School boys suits.
SCHEDULE OF

Ellis worth.

L.

N

«1H Hre^nnhan—Thecs.
KU Moore— Apothecary.
Eastern Steamship Co—Change in schedule.

AT ELLSWORTH

In

W.

C.

*•

Qpo M 'Varren—Notice f foreclosure.
In tianfarupu-y—KHnhiImu & llavne*.
Ism'c Ilillaon—.a p)>m atton for naturalization.
Cii!z--n* of Hancock— lake notice.
Ellsworth Ice Co—For sale.
Clark A Wltham—Howling alleys and pool

RECEIVED.
m, 6.13 p ro.
m, 5.80 and 10.17 p

NO ONE

CAN BEAT ME ON PRICES AND VARIETY

-OF-

Toys, Dolls, Stationery
and

Books.

m.

Got wo East—7 a m and 5.30 p rn.
Goiho West—l».80a m, Sand 9 pm.
No Sunday mall

Miss Lulu W. Eppes is home from Banger for Christmas.

CUESS

THE

ON

WEIGHT

A $7.50 CROCKER FOUNTAIN PEN.
guessing
weight will receive the

The first person

J.

A.

the correct, or nearest correct,
pen on Christmas morning.

THOMPSON,
Main Street, Ellsworth.

How about the
Christmas Dinner ?
It must be

a

You’d better

attractive

good, hearty, happy
come to us

We

menu.

and let

can

one, of course.

suggest

us

supply anything

an

and

in the way of choice Meats, Fowl,
Chickens, Turkeys, Groceries and Provisions.
we’ll
We’ll deliver your goods promptly ;
quote bottom prices on whatever you select.

everything

Ellsworth.

FLOYD & HAYNES,
THE ONLY

EXCLUSIVE

PHONOGRAPH

EDISON

HEADQUARTERS

IN H

ANCOCKJCOU.NTY

IS AT

STAPLES’^
OUR SPECIAL

$25.00

Outfit

-INCLUDES—
One

Standard Phonograph,
equipped with Model C Reproducer^ Six Edison Gold
Moulded Records of your own
choice, 14-in. Black and Gold
Horn, Record Brush, One Extra 24-in Black and G Id
Horn, with choice of 3 styles;
One 9 Horn Stand, Winding
Crank, Oak Carrying Case
and complete directions.

and
Terms Don’t Suit*
Make Your Own.

If These

$1.00 A WEEK.WRITE

Tel. 53-5.

FOR

NEW

CATALOGUE.

STAPI.ES, SMITH & MOODY,

FRANKLIN STREET,
ELLSWORTH.

ORGANS Cleaned, Repaired and HOLLY AND LAUREL
Tuned. Sewing Machines
WREATHS
Cleaned and
I/MV*

orders

Moody-,,
Ot|»»s,”

at

or
mall
Box *69,

Repaired.
*™uh

AND FLOWERING PLANTS
•“**

Staple*.
a postal addressed
Ellsworth. ■*!*■«.

to

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, Bully Bugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets cleaned clean. Send lor circular.

1. l. MORRISON, SKGWHEOAN, ME.

For Qhristmas.
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Enterprising Druggist—Here’s a card,
madam. Every time you buy something
I’ll punch it. When two dollars’ worth is
purchased you get live soda water tickets
I’ll
Madam—That’s a fine idea.
take two dollars’ worth of postage stamps
tree.

now.

Henrietta A. Whitney,
has hauled up at

Nantucket for the winter. Capt. Woodward will be home the last of this week.
Miss

Pearl Gallison and Sherman J.
both of Hancock, were
married at the Methodist parsonage in
Ellsworth yesterday, by Rev. J. P. Simonton.

McFarland,

The dime sociable given by the W. C. T.
U. at Grand Army hall last Saturday evenwas

a

was a

very pleasant social affair.
short programme, with music

Winifred E. Clark and A. L. W’itham
have bought out the pool-room and bowling alleys of William Goggins near the
Main street bridge, and continue the business at the same place.

B. E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor,
Ellsworth yesterday on business.

was

Milton Beckwith and Robert King are
a week in Boston and vicinity.

spending

Harry E. Walker and wife are at home
from Fort Fairfield for the Christmas recess.

atmmtaemma.

NARROW ESCAPE.
Manset Fishermen Abandon Launch
and Take to Dory.
Capt. Lyman Stanley, of Manset, with
three other fisherman, had a narrow escape last Thursday, while fishing.
They
out in

Capt. M. B. King’s launch,
gale swooped down upon them.
The launch was doing well in the heavy
weather, until the steering gear went
were

when

a

wrong.
The launch became unmanageable and
was in danger of foundering under them.
Duck Island was nine miles away and
night coming on. The men who fish off
the Maine coast in winter are made of
stuff that does not shrink at difficulties.
It was decided to take to the dory and
row to Duck Island—nine miles in a
dory
in a raging sea and bitter cold! At midnight with hands and feet frostbitten and
unable to move almost, they reached Duck
Island, where they were klooked after by
the lighthouse keepers.
At Manset there was great anxiety for
their safety, and early Friday morning
the revenue cutter Woodbury went out to
search for them, and took them off the

Bakisig Powder
Makes
the lightest
most

island.

The launch, trawl and other fishing gear
were lost, the total value being over
fl,000.

delicious

SEDGWICK 31 AN ROBBED.

Harvey Benson Held up in Bangor
Saturday Night.
Harvey Benson, of Sedgwick, was the
victim of a bold highway robbery in Bangor early
Saturday evening, losing
about $40.

observe Christmas
honored form. Ail

in

Mrs. Fred Thayer, of Charleston, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. F. F. Simonton.

OF

schooner

Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will
Day in the timesir knights are
requested to assemble at the asylum at 11.30
o’clock on Christmas Day.
Charles W. Campbell, of Ellsworth, was
one of the principals in the presentation
of the great masonic spectacle, “The First
Stockton Crusade,” at Bangor last week, appearing

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will nominate
officers this evening.
James Allen, of Waterville, formerly of
Ellsworth, spent Thursday here.
Mrs. B. B. Walker, who has been critically ill, is gradually improving.

in

CAN

The

Capt. W. P. Woodward,

worked next week.

F. Joy arrived home Monday night
from Westbrook.

COME nr ANI) SEE IF THIS IS NOT SO.

YOU

acquaintances.

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will work
nights this week—Thursday and Friday-working the first and second degrees
both nights. The third degree will be

Miss Ella M. Jude has gone to
to teach a term of school.

Every Fifty-cent Purchase

old

two

Springs

With

on

Frank W. Lunt, of West Tremont, was
in Ellsworth yesterday. Mrs. Lunt, who
has been spending a few days with relatives here, returned home with him.

and singing.

MAILS

B.

I THINK YOU WILL FIND

ing

There

MAIL CL08ES AT POSTOFFICB.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTK, ME.

J. E. Watters, of Bangor, who was in
the hardwood business here a few years
ago with C. W. Pierce, is in the city call-

ing

MAILS

POST OFFICE.

effect December 4, 1906.

From West—7.16 a
From East— 1U« a

and shoe buyers have not responded at
once to the necessary advance in the price
of shoes.

and

tasty

Benson was on his way home from
Aroostook county, and reached Bangor
Saturday. About 6 o’clock he w*as walking on lower Broad street when, without
warning, he was' set upon by four men,
one of whom struck him heavily in the
face. He was thrown down and before he
could make outcry he was searched and
his money taken. He says that after the

the character of “Bohemond”.

Charles 8. Cottle, who will vacate the
Masonic block on State street by
Jan. 1, is selling out preparatory to going
out of business. He probably will remain
in Ellsworth during the winter, but contemplates moving away in the spring.
store in

assault

the

hot biscuit

away, and shortly
three of them in a res-

men ran

afterwards he

saw

Held for Forgery.
taurant, eating supper.
Jerry Staples, who was wanted at Bar
He at once reported the affair at the Harbor for
forgery, was arrested in Bel**
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., last Friday
station, and before morning three fast last Thursday and brought to KU»~
evening nominated officers as follower police
men were
under arrest on a teehnical worth.
N. G., W. A. Alexander; V. G., Horace
of drunkenness, but two of them
Staples was employed in the blacksmith,
F. Wescott; secretary, F. L. Mason; treas- charge
were identified by Benson as among his
shop of C. A. Weaver at Bar Harbor,
urer, J. A. Cunningham; trustees, John P.
assailants, and were bound over for the when Weaver came to Ellsworth to serva
Eldridge, Harvard C. Jordan, James E.
February grand jury.
sentence for assault on Martin Davis,
Parsons.
Staples remained in charge of the shop.
Irene chapter, O. E. S., at its meeting
Weaver learned that a check forfll4had
Grangers in Bangor.
Monday evening, elected officers as folThe annual meeting of the Maine State been sent him, and not
understanding wl^y
lows: Worthy matron, Mrs. Hannah E.
grange is being held in Bangor this week. he had not received it, set an investigation
Bonsey; worthy patron. Everett S. Means; The Hancock
on
are
well
was
foot. It
found that Staples had
county granges
associate matron, Mrs. Ella A. Dunn; seccashed the check, having Mr.. Weaver's
represented.
retary. Miss Carrie B. Means; treasurer,
a
was
which
he
Monday evening
reception
endorsement,
alleged to bo
Miss M^jry C. Stuart; conductress, Miss given to the grangers at
City hall by the forgery.
Ann is \V. Sprague; associate conductress,
At a hearing before Judge Peters of the
Bangor board of trade and citizens. The
tower of the hall was brilliantly illumi- Ellsw orth
Mrs. Adelaide L. Torrence.
municipal court Friday, Staples
nated with colored electric lights.
waived examination, and gave bond for
James Clark died at his home on Dean
The business of the session began Tues- appearance at the April term of
supreme
street early Sunday morning after a long
day and will continue through to-day and court.

Dr. H. W. Osgood and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born Sunday.
Prof. H. C. Emery, of Yale, is spending
the holidays with his parents, Judge and
Mrs. L. A. Emery.
Mrs. Harry C. Woodward arrived home
yesterday from East port. Mr. Woodward
is expected home Saturday.
Miss Leah B. Friend, who is teaching in
the Coney high school at Augusta, is at
home for the holiday recess.
The latUas’ aid society of the Baptist
church wwhave a fancy meat supper and
illness. Mr. Clark was born in New
sale at the vestry this evening.
Brunswick fifty-three years ago, but since
W.
Qoorgc
Higgins, who has been em- a young man had lived in Ellsworth. He
ployed as purser on the steamer J. T. leaves a widow’ and one daughter, Mrs.
Morse the past season, is at home.
Frank H. Riley, of Portland; also tw’o
Miss Fannie E. Hall, who has been brothers, John and Joseph Clark, both of
spending some months in camp near Ellsworth. Funeral services were held at !
1
Great Pond, arrived home last week.
the house at 10 o’clock this forenoon, Rev.
J.
P.
Simonton
officiating.
Mrs.
Walter
Irving Thompson, of
The supper and sale of the December !
Machias, is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer L. Kingman in this city.
committee of the Congregational society
**T Abie L. Friend got two tine deer last last Friday evening was a very pleasant
Thursday at Morrison’s pond. They are affair. An excellent supper was served, j
The net proc;eds were about $26. The
on exhibition at Floyd & Haynes’ market.
committee in charge w'as as follow’s: Miss i
Miss Lora V. Parsons left last Friday
Alice H. Scott, chairman; Mrs. Henry H. i
a
of
a
her
for
visit
month with
sister,
Higgins, Mrs. Lewis Hodgkins, Mrs. Fred
Mrs. F. A. Coombs, in East Orange, N. J.
H. Osgood, Mrs. W. R. Parker, Mrs. H. F.
The George H. Brooks house on upper
Whitcomb, Mrs. A. F. Stock bridge, Miss
Main street has been sold to Mrs. Lizzie Annie L. Lord, Mrs. H. E. Rice and Mrs.
Googins by the Hancock county savings C. R. Burrill.
bank.
Arrangements are being made for a reHenry Whiting, who was injured by a union of former Ellsworth people who are
fall two weeks ago, was out for the first now living in or near Boston to take place
time Monday, though confined to the use on Wednesday evening, Jan. 10. The
committee of arrangements is desirous of j
of crutches.
learning the addresses of those who would
Mrs. A. W. Cushman is expected home like to be present, and information of this
|
from Boston Friday. She will be accom- kind w’ill be gladly received by Mrs. C. E. I
26 Parker street, Charlestown, I
Bullard,
who
Miss
has
Louise
jtanied by
Cushman,
Mass., and by Mrs. R. S. Leighton, 100 (
been with her.
Winslow street, Everett, Mass.
Merle E. Tracy, who is in charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Harding, of Indian
water works improvement at Winter Har- Point, have announced the engagement of
their
granddaughter, Miss Ida Harding
bor, was in Ellsworth this week, looking
Brown, and John Abram, of Ellsworth.
for men to work on the job.
The wedding will take place Dec. 27.
The Union shoe factory, it is expected, Directly after, the young couple will leave
for Eastport. where Mr. Abram has alwill open some time next month. The
ready entered upon his duties as superinof
the
has
been
factory
delayed
opening
tendent of a department in the shoe fac- j
somewhat by conditions in the leather tory. Although Miss Brown’s home is in
market. Leather has boomed ^upward, Indian Point, she has many friends here j
and is well known, having been employed
for several years as bookkeeper at the
Record office, and previous to that was
3bDrtt!Scmcnts,
Mr.
cashier at the Morrison pharmacy.
Abram has been employed for several sea-

j

sons as

gardener

is well liked and

Record.

at the Ellis

cottage, and

respected.—Bar

Harbor

Sunrise council, Daughters of Liberty,
Thursday evening nominated officers

last

follows:
Vice-councilor, Mrs. Maud
Floyd; associate vice-councilor, Miss Nellie Haynes; associate recording secretary,
Miss Lucy M. Smith: inside guard, Mrs.
Addie Barron: outside guard, E. A. Lermond; recording secretary, Miss Bernice
Royal; financial secretary, Mrs. E. A.
Lermond; treasurer, Milton Beckwith;
guide, Mrs. Mary Card; trustee. Mrs. E.
W. Alien; representatives to State council,
as

Mrs. E. W. Allen and Mrs. Moses C.
Smith: alternates, Miss Addie Tinker and
Mrs. Mary Card.
Mrs.

Martha E. Pearson,

a

native of

Ellsworth, daughter of the late Eli Colby,
the eighty-fifth anniversary
at her home in Chelsea,
The Chelsea
Mass., Monday, Dec. 14.
Gazette says: “Mrs. Martha Pearson, for
many years city missionary, and an active
member of the Baptist church, celebrated
her eighty-fifth birthday at her home on
Mrs.
Ash street
Monday afternoon.
Pearson was assisted in her celebration by
a host of friends, including many from
the First Baptist church, besides a number
of relatives.
Many beautiful tokens of
with good
love and esteem were left
wishes, flowers and fruit being in abundwere
About fifty
ance.
present during the
afternoon and evening.”

sr., celebrated
of her birth

to-morrow.

Send v««r orders for FXOWERS for anv
purpose to MOSES, BAR HARBOR, Mid
you will be pleased.
Op* n all the year’round.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, Dee. 20, at Baptist vestry—
Supper and sale.
Thursday, Jan. 11, afternoon and evening, at Odd Fellows hall-State convenUnited American Me-

tion Junior Ordei
chanics.
Read

Stofoerttgimima.

Co-operative Club

Clement’s

idvertisement.

SUfetiscmmts.

Fancy Articles
Perfumery

jCHXKJOOOOCM3OOOOO0QaCfOCHXfl3 ;

Christmas Photos
*
Such

made

as

*

Choicest of both. Just the things
for Christmas presents.
My old
patrons know what to expect
New ones will be welcomed—they’ll
be surprised, too, at the goods and

*

by FENCEY at the

JOY STUDIO, Ellsworth.
be

a

Christmas

Don’t wait;

Me., would
gift highly appreciated.

come

in

now.

the

You know the

prices.

quality of his work, and also know that
it gave him
awarded

one

the distinction

of

National Medal and

being
a

PARCHER. PHARMACIST

New

England prize. That’s all.

[oooowoooooochx^ooooooooo!

GARMENTS

ELLSWORTH,

FOR

MAINE

CHRISTMAS!

I offer a most attractive Christmas present in the form of a
and varied assortment of garments for Women and
Child ren

large

AT COST.

TRIMMED HATS
Also I am

closing

out at cost.

Besides these attractions I have in my regular lines of

DRV and FANCY GOODS
l ots and lots of

that will make useful Christinas Presents.

things

Be sure and ask for the $."»

A.

E.

premium

card.

MOORE,

Corner Main and Franklin Sts.,

Ellsworth,

He.

Christmas Presents
COUNTY SUPPLY CO S.
(Next door to P. 0.)

Agents for

the Celebrated CLARUS WARE.

come:
D. H. TRIBOU, Pres.

and see

us.

P. T. DOYLE, Treat.

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

Prayer Meet Inc Topic For tlie Week
Beat no inK I>ec. 24.

The parpose* of this column are succinctly
stated in the title ami motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, it is for the com
roon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communication.-*, and its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

meeting.)

Christmas topic may well include
the two ideas of human brotherhood
and of missions. The coining of Christ
into the world made it possible for
men through IXim to become the sons
\il God and hence brethren through the
common tie that binds them to Christ.
And Christ's coining to earth may well
He came from
suggest missions.
heaven to earth ui»oi> tlm same mission
that the disciples of Christ leave their
homes and go to faroff heathen lauds.
He came to save men through His
death, and missionaries go to foreigu
lands that they may lead men to accept the gospel offer of salvation in
Christ.
The brotherhood of man is a well esTo a greater or
tablished doctrine.
less cxte: : it lias iieen recognized
throughout the ages. The Fatherhood
of God cannot be denied. No man was
"It is He that hath
ever self • rented.
made us. and not we ourselves." By
creation we have a common fatherIn
hood and are therefore brethren.
his addre;s to tile Greek philosophers
on Mars bill, in Athens, I’aul enunciated this great doctrine when he declared. "God. that made the world and
all thing; therein. * * • hath made of
our blood ail nations of men for to
dwell on all the face of the earth and
hath determines the times before appointed and the bounds of their habitation.”
By redemption also there is
a common human brotherhood.
By sin
we lost sou ship with God; by Christ it
has been restored. The redeemed sons
of God are therefore brethren, “heirs of
God and joint heirs with Christ.”
The brotherhood of man tirings its
blessings, but also its duties and obligations. The latter, above all else, need
to be emphasized.
Brothers, for one
thing, should love one another. If,
therefore, all men are our brethren we
should love all men, and this is the
commandment of Christ. John also declares that "he who hateth his brother
Is In darkness” and “he who loveth his
brother nbldetb In the light." Again,
be declares that brotherly love Is the
test of Christian disciplesbip.
“We
know that we have passed from death
unto life because we love the brethren." In other words, no man is a
Christian who does not love his fellow
men. Brothers should also be interested In one another and assist one anotber In the hour of need. Christ loved us
and manifested His love by dying for
us. We should show our love for each
other by self denial in each other's behalf and by the exercise of kindness
and charity toward one another. Nor
are the obligations of brotherly love
A

widespread
season amply

is

proves it. There may be here and there
a man "who hath this world's goods
and seeth his brother hath need and
shuttetli up his compassion from him.”
but the vast majority of men respond
to the calls of their fellow men. Ike
human heart is much better than it is
often given credit fcr being.
l ew
priests and Levites pass by on the other side. The spirit of Christ has a
large
hold npon the world. May it ever increase and more and more manifest itself not only in giving men bread for
their bodies, but especially in giving
them Christ, the bread of life to their
souls.
BIEI.E READINGS.

Lev. xix, 17, 18; Ts. cxxxiii: Matt, li,
1-15; v, 21-20; vii, 12; xxii, 35-40; xxviii,
19, 20; Acts xvii. 22-28: Jas. 11, 14-20; 1
John ill, 16-24.

1

"Helpful and Hopeful

It* Motto:

long ago.
I enjoy the many new friendship* which I
form every year, but none are no clear a* those
of my youth or younger day*. 1 count on my
Angers the old fi lends I hare found In the col
umn, both hands are taken ar.d It will take my
toes, too, no doubt, when all my friends are

writer will not be ptlnted except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

k'ovrn to me.

to

1

THK AMERICA!!.
Ellsworth, Me

THE

MILLIONAIRE’S

CHRISTMAS.

I’ve puttered round until I’ve got
myself made ••tich,\

By honest

otherwise—1 sometimes ;

to

represent it
In the field.
Mr. Parker is
a
Williams college man. a former Young Men's
Christian association secretary
in

Brooklyn

and

Christian Endeavorer with a
record of fonra

!

teen

years'

ac-

tive service.
The Bay State
has just reason
Jix.min.is.
suistB. t0
jiope to place
it3elf In the forefront of Christian Endeavor commonwealth.

A

Japanese Poem.

John E. Kandall, the secretary of the
Jamaica Christian Endeavor union,
was one of the foreign delegates to the
Baltimore convention. He writes an
interesting article to the Christian Endeavor Gem about a visit to Dr. Clark's
home and closes it with a description
of the interesting collection of worldwide Christian Endeavor souvenirs
which the founder of the movement
has treasured there, giving this translation of a Japanese poem which is
among the many tokens given to Dr.
Clark during his numerous around the
world tours:
Strive on with God.
Then all things may be done—
As trickling drops from mossy bank
A mighty eea become.
But strive with God:
There’s naught impossible to Him and
thee—
As trickling drops from wayside brook
Grow Into mighty sea.
Worth While.

At the recent Christian Endeavor
convention in Baltimore an evangelistic
meeting was held, and as a result of
the appeal of the l-tjer MX) persons
■rose for prater* au
JUO signed cards
signifying their eslre to Wad a new
life. That VM worth while.—Epwnrili
Herald.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 19, special—
Among the hundreds of nominations forwarded to the Senate in the last three
weeks has been one of interest in Hancock
county, where Aulick Palmer, marshal of
the district of Columbia, is well-known as
He has just been
a summer resident.
named by the President for a third term,
having made a capable official. When living in Maine Mr. Palmer had interested
himself in local affairs and proved his
good citizenship.
The office of marshal, in the old days,
used to be regarded as one of the most
desirable here, because the marshal was
attached to the President's household as a
social factor, introducing visitors to the
President at formal receptions and the
like. That long ago passed out, although
the salary and usual emoluments of the
office have been retained.
The courts of
the district have increased, and the marnow entirely
legal business.

shal is

an

official

engaged

on

_

Hale has rounded out a very
busy period with the adjournment of Congress for the holidays. The Senate hss
j
bestowed upon him another important
eyed boy—
I’ve ell 1 thought 1 wanted then, but not a
committee place, that on finance, which is
trace of joy.
the committee that passes upon tariff bills
And 1 would spurn this loathsome wealth, for
for the Senate. As sessions usually go,
which I’ve struggled so,
the finance committee disposes of but
To feel as t*en when Christmas Eve crept o’er went to the city yesterday; the roads were as
little work, but w hen a session comes for
smooth as In summer.
my world of snow.
revision of the tariff the committee is allGuess I sm not a good housekeeper, as I
These latter years it’s mine to give with lavish washed
my brratfa-t, dinner and supper dishes important, and membership pn that comhand to a!!
by lamp light last evening. Should not hare mittee is reserved only for the influential
Who live upon *ny bounty; but such lavish It It condemned If 1 bad lelt them till
Sunday men of the Senate.
givings pall.
as the mall brought a letter that no old friend
There was general acquiescence by all
No sweetening self-sacrifice goes with the gifts who had been called to the
the
Illness
city by
the New England senators in the honor
I give.
and death of a daughter was wishing she could
I
No long felt wishes gratified are in the life live. see me. As I had been with her on one such going to Mr. Hale, who would not consent
And those to whom the costly things I purchase sad
occasion, I just hurried my daturday cook- to becoming a candidate for it in any
are supplied,
ing and went, if I helped the least am glad, if sense. As there is no Maine man on the
Send formal thanks that grate upon a wealthy the work Old
DELL.
lay unfinished.
corresponding committee in the House,
pauper's pride.
I think. Dell, try helpers have put aside called the ways and means committee, it is
For 1 am poor—am starving for the joy I used !
their Christmas work lately to write for | certain that Maine will have a strong
the column, and there awaits you for next j friend on guard should the tariff be reWhen Christmas Eve crept o’er my world all
week a poem I have had In reserve for vised in the course of a few years.
b)anketed|with snow.
Mr. Hale closed out a hard task just bew inter, and !
Then all was In the future, and my life was In months—one Elma sent last
also a nice letter from Meb, which you j fore Congress adjourned in reporting to
Us bloom;
1
The dark that settled o’er my'world brought not will all enjoy. Now
accept a Merry the republican caucus the list of committee
a blot of gloom.
assignments for the next two
Christmas, all of you from
For Hope and Youth are playmates; and 1 bad ;
years. He was the chairman of the comAnrr Madge.
them both to keep
mittee which arranged these assignments.
A loving vigil o’er me when my day-dreams
He also did some excellent work in the apID.
£
£.
U
Column
to
turned
sleep.
propriations committee in examining witAnd though 1 knew when morning glowed
nesses
Panama canal
regarding the
iTbe eilltor InvllM secretaries of local union*
across thejsnowy earth.
tl»c W. C. T. C. In Hancock county,
appropriations.
My atocklng|by the jamb would show of coatlv of
white rlbbonem generally, 10 contribute to tub
column reports of meetings or Items that wilt <*
Congress is just Closing the initial stage
Yet now I koowjthe prospect held such bliss as of Interest to workers in other parts of tne
county. We would like this to be a ltveoolniun. of its session, comprising three strenuous
few may know—
but It needs some effort on the part of W. c. T.
weeks.
Us members, including most
When Christmas Ere! crept o’er my world all
U. women to make It so. It Is a column of then
making, not ours, and will !** what they make of those from Maine, are hurrying away
carpeted with snow.
it.
Items and communications should he short,
for the holidays. Nearly everybody seems
The country poor—God bless them! When lie and are, of course, subject to approval of th*
editor.!
glad to have the little vacation, which will
passed His riches round
be for about ten days, although the workHe gave to them the choicest that in Heaven
coul I be found;
ing period has been brief. But nearly
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
He made thtm rich in hunger, so that e’en the
came here after a busy summer
The Woman's Christian Temperance everybody
and found a lot of work to do in the devery least
anion of Northeast Harbor is still alive,
Of.all these things we surfeit on, woulJ be to
though it isn't making no very much noise, j partments.
them a feast.
Besides that, the sessions of Senate and
He hung their joys on limbs so low that, stretch- It seems to us better to do things first and [
House have been long ones about every
tell about it afterward.
ing up a bit.
The debates have been energetic.
Our latest achievement was a chicken day.
They seized the iiuest fruitage and enjoyed it
j Democratic orators have had full
swing,
every.wbit.
nerved
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
F.
L
supper
j especially in the House, where
But’sweetest of the pleasures t^at were given
they have
Phillips and well patronized by our neigh- washed their
them to know
dirty linen and engaged in
bors and friends, from which we shall
Came with the blessed Christmas Eve across
criticism of their republican oprealize fully |35 clear of all expresses. The general
their world of snow.
ponents, much of which the ^publican
money will be added to the drinking- j
leaders did not deem worthy of answering.
Last night I was in Heaven; for I dreamed I
fountain fund.
lad
old, humble homestead where such
blessings once 1 had;
I dreamed 1 saw the rich man as at heart I know
him now.
And yearned to sate his hunger from my joytree’s bending bough.
I dreamed of humble presents pulled from
stockings by the Jamb—
To live that dream I’d forfeit all I hope !or,
have or am.
But In the days that dream recalled, alas! I did
not know
How blest I was when Christmas crept across
my woiid of snow'.
was

a

We wish all

Dear Af. B. Friend•:
Last ^week I received a package very
carefully and neatly done up, which when

opened proved to be a jar which was
marked apple jelly. The handwriting of
the address 1 did not recognize, and the
postmark was very indistinct. But the
jar was put on the dining table, and we
wondered’to whom

jelly,

every meal.
“honey” in

we were

indebted for

we

flavoring.”
After several days the following letter
came, and we thank Uncle Dudley and
Aunt Dudley for all their trouble in thus
kindly remembering us. Uncle Dudley,
your

commentary

Timothy

is

Dear Aunt

on

the_best

1

Paul’s
ever

injunction

to

read.

Madye:

id my last letter I tola
you how 1 •made
rhubarb wine, now 1 am going to tell bow Aunt
Dudley mates apple Jelly. 1 think It Is better
to make jelly than to make wine, for there is do
danger of our being taken by the sheriff, and
we can partake of It as freely and as frequently
as we please without Incurring the sad effects
that Solomou says they have “who tarry long
at the wine".
Paul;recommended a little wlue for the stomach's sake. 1 think there must be a mistake In
the translation, for.Paul, without doubt, was a
temperance man, and be never would have recommended wine to any one whose stomach
craved an alcoholic stimulant. He might Lave
said something about a little wine “for the
stomach’s ache’Mnot knowing how much better
a teaspoonful of Boda and a few drops of
|*ep
permlnt was for gaatralgta and many other

Y.

PHYSICIAN

Ami pacae them down in a jar.
With sugar, and water fer juice;

SURGEON.

after arriving in Washington.
Burleigh, the dean of the Maine
delegation in the House, had a pleasant
soon

Ex Gov.

TKLHPHONK.

Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the
:

j
j
!

city,
way,

one

block east of Broad-

two blocks south

from

L. L.

LARRABEE,

Rooms, First National Bank Building,
formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental
Parlors. Telephone 57-5.

Office:

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
j&JbtrttBfmmtB.
"

Kates #1.00 per

day
ward, European plan.

and up-

Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard Mgr.

Ellsworth

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Steam

‘MO

PAT.

Ad

WASHRIi"

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
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dent to the conduct of a hotel in the heart
a city, made the location lens desirable.
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Shipping matters, in which Maine is
much interested, have been considerably
; 8 4*
.’!!!!
to the front in the last two weeks. E. C.
» 20 12 «5 7 35j
of
who
winthe
Bath,
spends
I
Plummer,
ters here looking after the interests of
Train* leaving Ellsworth 718 a m and c 13 a
m, and arriving Ellsworth 11 56 a m, 10 17 n
*
sailing vessels along the north Atlantic connect
with Washington Co Ry.
coast, is located at the Oxford. He will
»stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
have some matters of legislation to press
These trains connect at Bangor with throuik
as the
session progresses. Maine men trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boa
ion and St. John.
are
in
the
generally
disappointed
provisPassengers are earnestly requested to procure
ions of the merchant marine bill, now be- i tickets tm-fore entering the trains, and es
1 Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Kllswort
fore the Senate for action, because it has
r. K. BOOTH BY. G. P. AT.A.
nothing that will be of benefit to the sail- | GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice
Prea.
and Gen*t Manager
ing vessels along the Atlantic coast. However, the disappointment is not very keen,
EASTERN
because it is recognised that the bill can- j
not become a law at this session of Congress. Even if it passes the Senate, the
opposition to it is so strong in the House
that it w ill not pass there.
WINTER SCHEDULE.

l

...

w

Steamship Company.
Two

Magazine and Hook Notes.
“Forty Years as an Advertising Agent”
is a book of 560 pages soon to be published
by Printers’ Ink Publishing Co., 10 Spruce
It is a reprint of a
street, New York.
series of articles by George P. Howell, the
veteran advertising agent, who has for so

Trips A Week.

j
1

*lc»n»cr»

lc«vte> R*r

Harbor Mocdav* and

*1 hur*o«y« at 9 a m touching at 8ea1
Harbor,
N(>rtr*t*M Harbot Southwest Harbor. Stoning
many years been known the country over ton. connecting at Rocklaml with Meaner for
While !
among newspaper publishers.
Steamer
Bluehlll Monday* and Thur*.
primarily of interest to publishers, Mr. day a at U a leave*
m for South bluehlll. Brooklln, s*«lg.
Rowell’s association with prominent men wick, t*« cr I»lo, Sargeutvllle, Dark Harter and
during his long business career and his Rockland, connecting wlte M earner for Boston.
RETURNING
references to them, make the book of
From Boston Tuesdays and Friday* at 5 pm.
general interest, and it will no doubt be j From Rockland Wednesday* and Satun'ars at
generally read. The author’s description | *.30 a m. touching at Stonlngton. SouihweM
of the early days of the advertising agency j Harbor, Northeast llaroor and !*e*l Harbor,
From Rockland Wednesday* and Saturday* at
business—a business now one of such im- j a.ju
a in. touching at Dark Harbor, SargemviU**
is intensely entertainmense proportions
j Deer Isle, '■‘edgwtek, Brooklln, South Itluehllf
—

and Bluehlll.
From West Tremont Monday*
AH car*<o, cxceyi live stock, via the ►kan>ert
of tht* Company, la !t/fture*! agitate fire and

ing.

acfcrrtisrounts.

marine risk.

F. S. SUkkNiN, Uen'l Agent, Roek’aml. Me.
^Ai via ACan*. V. I*.
* v»en*I toauager.
Wharf, Boston, Mass.

Foster’*

asforttisnnfnt?
Msw

VDKLi

ANNOUNCEMENT.

No. 810
Boy's Suit

s2,g7
Add

Postage
25c.

MSP

VS

Serviceable and Dressy Suit For
the School

Having contracted with om- if the
most successful firms of Heal Estate
Brokers and Promoters in this country
(a firm having a clientage of thousands
from almost every stale in the union,
ami to whose untiring efforts the 'tats
of .Maine owes two of its most important industries) to establish an agency
for this State w ith headquarters n r the
present at Ellsworth, I feel that we
can sell your Heal Estate or Business
for cash at a fair price, and that we can
find a buyer for your property in less
time than anyone else.
It makes no difference whether your
property is worth $200 or $200,000, or
111 what part of Maine it is situated.
If you want to sell, send me des ription and lowest cash price. If you
want to buy, write me the amount
you wish to invest, and state what you
want. No charge unless purchase or
sale is made.
I have cash customers for two wood
lots within short distance (four nines/
of Ellsworth postotlice, and for small
house $750 to $1,000.
We can furpish experts to explore
timber lands at low rates, and furnish
abstracts of title to real estate in any
county iu Maine.
G. B. STUART. Ellsworth. Me.

Boy.

Value $4.GO

at

$2.97

This advertisement should interest every
mother who wishes her boy well dressed
at little expense.
We know that Boys’
Suits can be purchased for less than $-.1*7,
but they are not made of material that
will wear and are poorly tailored. The
suit here offered we guarantee to wear
well, having sold thousands of this number during the past" few months, and ail
have given thorough satisfaction.
The
suit is a Russian blouse, double breasted
style, made of excellent quality fine wool
cheviot; has extra linen Eton collar, with
silk tie; leather belt; bloomer trousers;
lined throughout. colors, tan, gray and
blue; perfectly tailored and will not rip;
sizes
to 8 years; price.
Any suit not satisfactory can be returned for refund of money, as is our rule
with every article sold by us.

New York Is just one year ahead of
every other city in the United States In
fashions. Why not learn what New York
Is jvearlng? Our Fall and Winter Cata-

Banking.

lswbAt your money will
Invested In shares of the

If

NEW SERIES

A
*s

now

open,

Shares, 91 each;

payments, 91

per

snare

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on you?
•'hares, *tve a first mortgage a™
Monthly
reduce It every mouth
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

own ions cwn home.
For particular* Inquire ol
11 Kh Hi W. CUKHMaJ*.
First Vafi Bank

500 pages of New York Fashions
men’s wear or in the home. If you wish
to know and have the New York Fall
Styles—If interested in Savins; Money—
write for our Catalogue.
Cloth Bound
Copy. De Luxe Edition, sent for Uc. to
or
pay postage,
paper bound copy sent
abs* lutely free. It places the New York
Market at your disposal—the pleasure of
New York Styles—New York Prices—all
are >ours for the asking.
Write for this

earn

Ellsworth Loan and Building ass’s.

contains

H

*•*>

Mr.

li"'.*

Notice
Pauper
contracted with the CttIOl

HAVING

worth to support ana care tor ujj®
the next
may need assistance during
zJSd
ami are legal residents of
all per^oua trusting them oti my *2J5!|J,tw
there Is plenty of io,»m and accommodations
care tor mem at lbc City Faun house.
M. 4. DPtr****'

Ellsworth^"0;,

Catalogue today—now.
Address Room 2*1

AH kinds of laundry work done at short notice,
ooods called for and delivered.

Dec. 4, 1905

HARBOR TO

RAR HARBOR...
JJorrenio.
■MjUtvai,.
Mi Dewrt Ferry..
Waukeag S Fy...,
Hancock.
Franklin Road

ing elsewhere, and they took apartments
at the Raleigh. While that is a very commodious hotel, the noise and bustle, inci-

Cloaks, Suits, Furs, Skirts, Shirtwaists,
and everything needed for men’s or wo-

Dentist.

Madison Square. House newly
decorated and
refurnished-

“AS

Gov. and Mrs. Burleigh are living this
winter at the Richmond hotel, where they
ha%*e a very comfortable suite of apartments. It seems more like home to them
than any other place in Washington, because they lived there when the governor
came to Washington as a new member of
Congress. The Richmond was not open
I last winter, which necessitated their liv-

logue

DR.

Commencing

with the President the first week of
the session. The President talked with
him about affairs in the Pine Tree State,
and showed an interest in the governor’s
plans for the session of Congress. While
their talk at that time was of but a few
moments’ duration, as the President’s
mornings are always busy ones with callers, he expressed the hope that Gov. Burleigh would call again soon when there
would be further opportunity to discuss
Pine Tree State affairs.
chat

DO YOUR BUYING IN NEW YORK

(J. M. Hale honse).
No. tt> MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME

apple

Goes out Into the verdant fields
In the warm, rosy .month of June,
And gathers the wild rose petals,
trn***n* snd rich with perfuae.

and

Offiee and Residence

gastric complaints.
Well, now about the
Jelly—Pare and core one half bushel
of clean, sound apples. String up the quarters
and bang them up for nse when wanted. Then
boil the parings and cores until soft and strain
them through a fine cloth; boil it down about
one-half, then put.ln one pound of sugar and
boll it slowly to prevent burning until it Is
thick enough to jelly when cooled. If the
apples are sour, more sugar may be wanted,
but If too much sugar is used It will form into
candy insiead^of jelly. It can be lUvored with
any kind of extract you prefer, we like rose the
beet, and make It* ourselves. My good wife
Marla dophia lie tec y Jane—I sometimes call her
“Maria Saphlre" for.shortness sake—

call,

friends would

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

fUflrsaes anft SUambait.

with well-defined ides* about policies he
wishes put into execution.
The Maine members all called to pay
their respects, or as some say, their duty

—

sampled it nearly
Uncle Madge said there was
it. Aunt Madge said “rose
as

our

“Uncle Joe” Cannon, the speaker, has
been putting his leaders through their
paces, and he has demonstrated more than
ever before the capacity of a
republican
and horses can refresh themselves with a
majority for transacting business when it
drink of cool water in the hot, sultry days
is working under a full head of steam.
of summer.
Climbing Capitol hill daily at noon, after
We are sorry to loose our president for
jogging around down town, visiting dethe winter, but we wish her a comfortable
partmental chiefs on errands for their
journey, a pleasant winter and happy re- j
constituents, they have found the speaker
turn.
A Merry Christmas and Happy,
had plans for them. During the last few
Prosperous New Year to all W. C. T. U.
days many members have found their
members in Hancock county and the
forenoons also occupied with work on
world.
Prhbb Supt.
i
committees at the capitol. The sessions of
committees are almost always held in the
An Order of Rattlesnakes.
morning, beginning along about 10
a
firm
deals
that
Recently Portland, Ore.,
o’clock. As a rule they come to an end at
in fish and game received from a man in j
noon, the hour for the assembling of both
an Idaho town this startling order:
bouses.
Please ship me at once,
“Gentlemen
j
C. O. D.t one dozen live rattlesnakes, j
The republicans came together for ConMust be good biters.”
gress this year in fine spirits. They found
Not having as many live rattlesnakes on Washington enjoying the finest kind of
j
hand as the order called for, the firm weather, it being almost as balmy here in
could not make the shipment; but a letter | mid-December as it usually is in June.
was sent to the Idaho man inquiring as to
j But before Congress adjourned for the
why be wanted the rattlers. Here is an j holidays, the capitol was enveloped in one
excerpt from the letter received in replf: j of the roughest snowstorms of years, and
“Three months ago I swore off from sleigh bells were jingling through the
j
drinking whisky! I was determined to streetB and broad avenues. The President
quit, so I took a solemn oath never to j has contributed much to the activity by
drink another glass of whisky unless I
pressing to the front matters in which he
should be bitten by a rattlesnake and is interested. Congressmen visiting him
need the liquor as an antidote. Rattle- at the White House offices have found him
snakes are mighty scarce in this part of
the country. I have been out hunting for
Shake off the grip of your old enemy,
rattlers every day this month, but have Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely’s Cream Halm.
found none.
Now, I am a man of my 1 hen will all the swelling and soreness be
word. I do not intend to violate my oath. driven out of the tender, inflamed merubia nee.
The
of sneezing will cease and the al-.
Surely you can get some rattlesnakes for
as offensive to others as to yourself,
me.
Never mind the cost; I’ll pay it. charge,
will be cured when the causes that produce it
Please ship at once. This is important.”
are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and health
renewed by the use of Cream Balm. Sold by all
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems eapec- druggist* for 50cents, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
i Uly adapted to the needa of the children. W Warren Street, New York.
Pleasant to take; soothing In its influence; it la
•the remedy of all remedies for every form of
throat and lung disease—Advt.
Professional Garbs.

—By Strickland W. Gal Ulan.
Selected by S. J. Y.

the nice

Senator

join us
in working for this worthy object, for
surely it will be pleasant to know there is
a place on the street where thirsty dogs

In that

Another Field Secretary.

In the person of Asa Merrick Parker
the Massachusetts Christian Endeavor
union has secured a strong man and a
stalwart worker
ir<r«~-—

enjoy my absence.
Thirty y-ars ago we took to our home a
widow whose husband had recently died at s*a.
A baby was born here, we have always had an
interest in her. Now she la repaying us through
a thousand kindnesses. Thus bread cast upon
the waters Is returning
(•lad Esther had such a rest from her wor*
W hat a glorious fall to pick up out doors and
get ready for the snow that has been bowling
1
around all day to keep people from church.
not

wonder whit h.
When Christmas comes, I realize that I have
more by far
Than childhood's dreams had shown me; yet
there's something come to mar
The pictures that 1 painted when I was a big.

I

enjoyed tne accounts of the vacation
If all who took them could have gone to
1 have Mt so
gether, what a merry crowd.
much better for mine, and really my John has,
a
fine
Ncule
was and
tor
be
tells
what
cook
too.
The hardest thing Is to
how he enjoyed her.
get a housekeeper In our absence. Mine left
her own husband to shirk for himself, so he did
nave

trips.

Somehow

means or

Busy as Vsnal-MTiatOthcr*
Maine's Delegation are Doing.

Son. Halo
of

Dear A uni Madge and Sitiert:
The holiday season la here, and every one
more than busy* y\t the column Is up to the
average each week. 1 have written a letter to
her- I guest It was Janet who raid 1 was an
old friend or aomethlng of that sort. Realty, I
do believe every body In the county and number*
out of It, know me; It does ua a world of good
to know «e are remembered t y the friends of

WASHINGTON.

FROM

They

"ACNT MADOi”.

EDITED BT

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—The brotherhood of mart.—I John
li. 7-11; iii. 12-15. (A Christmas missionary

wanting. Philanthropy
today. The Christmas

without any cooking at all*
are nice and ready for use.
Uncle Dudley.

fllutual Drncfit £olumu

R. H. MACY
NEW YORK

CO.

“Tww*''*
Compound
Reliable

Safe,

Quick,

Superior

to

°<J"r 'SlSfMs’cJiufiKu’S’

SiSfrtt^r,t»nfe.ri^CnSt5W*fc
Dr. UVnuo,

Hpark',under command of the writer, when
he was lost overboard off the Hirer de la
Plata in 1861.
He was a fine lad, gave
F.
GR.
(Bandage,
Brookline,
by
/mn»led
promise of being a smart man; the writer
Historical Society.]
^
Ma®8-*tor thG
loved him and mourned his loss as he
„.h(, niuehtil H’storleal society will be glad to
would if he had been bis son.
JLiv. through Us |resident. Dr. Otis LUtle
Since the death of Foster Hardin and
of B'uetilll, tugneMlonj, corrections, etc.,
ln
th^se
as
making
papers
5£h will »*sl®1
wife, the place has been sold at least twice,
ana ms correct ms possible.
and is now owned by Kneizel, the musical
artist, except the old house and a small
to Parker’s point and
road
shore
The
lot owned by David F. Harding, who lives
now laid out, did not exist, there
ulatf(.,as
in the house.
a foot path across fields and pasl^ing
The next place and house was that of
if
to
«nd
there
required
go
by
turetl only,
Samuel Hall, who built the house now
ox or horse, one turned off from the
team,
standing in the ’30s or ’40s of the last cennear Frederick Parker’s
-jgin road at or
tury, which is now owmed by the heirs of
the fcoint.
roach
to
tprn
Wolff Fries. Samuel Hall’s wife was a
which
followed the
old
the
path
Over
daughter of George Choate, and the record
road the boys of
the
of
ion
present
direct
of his family is as follows:
traveled in search of
three score years ago
for “slivering” fir
the
in
autumn,
Joanna, born Oct. 12,1831.
acorns
and visiting Indian camps
George Choate, born April 8, 1834.
trees in spring
shore. They had to climb
Rebecca, born May, 1837.
at Clough’s
or through bars in their
Richard E., born Oct. 28, 1840.
0ver his fences

BUIEH1LL

He,

sfcer.

history.

his wife

and children

%t'2ctti0tmnt0.

all

are

and his wife dying at an advanced age. Hannah Jane and Charles
Henry married, but neither are said to

dead,

he

have left children.
The next owner and occupant of the
Colburn place was Jonah Dodge, who,
with his family, resided there for some
years. He was a brother of Capts. Merrill
and Ezra Dodge, son of Jonah Dodge, of
Sedgwick, who married Susan, daughter
of Moses Carleton, May 3, 1826. She was
born July 4, 1805; died Feb. 28, 1878, in
her seventy-third year. He died Feb. 20,
1878, aged seventy-six years. Their chil-

JJJ’pleie

dren

follows:

were as

Mary

1.

The
Food Value
of a Soda Cracker

Ann

Webster,

born

March 18,

1827.

Edward Ellis, born Feb. 24, 1829.
Sarah Elizabeth, born May 8,1831.
Hannah Maria, born Oct. 8, 1834.
Susan^Ellen, born June 13, 1836.

2.
3.
4.
5.

You have heard that some foods furnish fat,
other foods make muscle, and still others are
tissue building and heat forming.

6.

Augusta, born Sept. 30, 1838.
7. Francis Judson, born July 15, 1840.
Mr. Hall sold his place in the ’50s, and
progress.
8.
Adelaide, born May 17, 1843.
Penobscot Indians were in the habit of the family removed from the town.
9.
Charles Michael, born May 16, 1846.
camping upon the shore in summer, where
The next occupant of this house was
10.
Henry Austin, born Nov. 26, 1819;
they shot seals, fished, and the squaws Andrew' Jackson Gray,
who married died March
30, 1867.
made and sold baskets. Some winters they Nancy E. Dodge, daughter of Capt. MerMr. Dodge and family removed from
remained at that locality, where the boys rill Dodge, July, 1852. She was born April
and young people of the town visited 6, 1831; he was born May 28, 1828. Their this to the Nathan Ellis house in the village, wheie now stands the new* town hall,
them, and were usually kindly received. children were:

The Indians were fond of stories and of
Albert, born May 22, 1855; died May 18,
gongs, and the boy who could entertain j 1863.
Ihem with either was a welcome guest to
Alice Judson, born March 13,1857.
their camps.
Annie Merrill, born Oct. 6, 1867.
Their birch bark candes, models of
Herbert Brooks, born Dec. 8,1871.
and
w

lightness, ere wonAt this house died Andrew Gray, father
they examined them
of Andrew Jackson Gray, Dec. 20, 1863,
on the shore or saw them paddled graceor eighty-eight years.
folly over the waters of the bay. The aged eighty-seven
The modern houses and cottages of
squaws were watched carefully as they
dcxtronsly wove and formed their baskets summer residents are not included in this
of early settlers and their houses,
of strips of ash w'ood colored to suit their account
so that we pass on to the farm known
fancy, while their “papooses” shyly eyed
now as
strangers and played their games and caPARKER’S POINT.
ressed the dogs which had a place in every
This was taken up, cleared, buildings
Indian camp.
erected and farm cultivated by Isaac Partuai
mvir
fOr me
ircqut’meu
the eighth child ot Peter and Phebe
[•amps they had names peculiar to their ker,
Marble Parker, born May 23, 1792. He
ongue and of recognized significance, j
married Hannah Carter, March 27, 1823,
)ne boy, with a florid complexion and ;
and they had the following named chilery active, they gave the name of “Ma- ]
dren :
a-jag-a-nut”, meaning “the red horse.” j
1. Leander, born Jan. 15, 1825; died in
nd others had names given tofthem quite
s appropriate but not now held in mem- j New Orleans, Jan. 18, 1853.
2. Simeon, born Nov. 16, 1827; died at
iry. They were an inoffensive folk, and
verr welcomed to the town by the people,
Savannah, Oct. 27, 1862.
3.
Elvira, born Nov. 20, 1829, died
mong whom they freely mingled.
Th

the boys,

was

first house

point

one

saw' on

his way to

August 6,1838.
4.

was

g this honse and

locating

Wooa, born Jan. 4, 1832; reBelfast., Me.
Edwin, bom Nov. 4, 1833.
Addison, born Jan. 10,1838.
Asro, born June 23, 1839; died Jan. 1,
Israel

sides at
5.
6.
7.
1863.

here.

Mrs. Hannah Parker died June 3, 1855,
Isaac her husband May 16, 1877, aged
ninety-ttve years. He was an industrious
and frugal farmer. His farm, possessing a
soil easily cultivated, was located on the
point between the two bays, a spot not
surpassed in beauty elsewhere in town,
which has brought it into prominence as a
and

During the time of the “embargo”, about
11, Robert Means was master, Stephen
irton, mate, Robert Robertson, Samuel
rse, jr., Wallace Hinckley, Lemuel E.
Peters and Samuel R. Candage, the
iter’s father, were the crew of brig
era”, the shipping articles for the same
ng in possession of the writer. Their f

summer

cottage resort.

The writer knew

well

ount of their sea life.
ui
nt> tuuiiiy rworu
found at Blue Hill,

re

mr.

Kobertson

?

but the children
Jane Grover, daughter of Mrs. Rob-

both Mr.

and

times to remain over night.
Mr. Parker was a gentlemanly man with
pleasing manners which won for him the
sobriquet of “Lord Isaac,” and by which
he was known throughout the town and

by a former husband, w'ho married
lotes Clough; Ann, who married Capt.
vicinity. He was a member of the church
ster Hardin, and sons George, John, and
punctual attendant upon the preach>bert and William.
ing of Father Fisher and his successors in
Mr. Robertson died many years ago, and the
pulpit of the old and the new Congres w idow on March 29,1856, aged seven- j
gational churches of the town.
son

-four years. An account of the sons,
aorge and John, has already been given,
nd their families.
f Robert was a sailor and w'as lost at sea
hile mate of brig “J. Randolph Mar-

in’, Capt.

Anson

Darling,

she

never

1

The writer well

ren

embers him at the

hav-

narried.

see a new turbine water wheel that had
Robertson, the youngest been introduced there, and upon returnJane
married
Elizabeth
Robert, sr.,
ing from under the mill in passing over a
jrindle, daughter of Giles J. Grindle, by pile of lumber a part gave away and he
shorn he had twelve children, viz.: Mary
fell, striking upon his left arm breaking
Ann, Jane Sophia, Robert H., William one of the bones above the wrist.
!
itevena, Sarah Brown, Giles Edsley, AdHe walked up to Dr. Tenny’s house to
dison Parker, Ednah Newel la, Emma have his arm set and splinted. Mr. Parker
Frances, Franklin, Chase Meltiah and heard of the accident and came to the
Hinckley Thomas.
doctor’s house to see about it, and was
Shortly after his marriage in 1842, he present when the broken bone was being
built a house near his father's, where he set. As the doctor pulled and stroked the
lived up to the time of his death a few arm in setting, the patient winced and
years ago at about eighty years of age. cried out in pain, and Mr. Parker, out of
|
He was rich in children but poor in other kindness of his
heart, said, “Doctor, do be
ways.
careful, for you must see how much you
After the death of Robert Robertson and hurt the young gentleman.”
"'He, his house was occupied by Capt.
To be called a young gentleman was
Foster Hardin and family, whose wife was salve to the feelings of the patient,and
Ann Robertson, daughter of Robert Robnearly neutralized the pain he was sufferertson, sr., and wife; he dying in 1861.
ing at the time. The arm was cared for,
Capt. Foster Hardin was a sailor and sea and the writer made hie way home with it
captain in early life, and married Ann in a sling from which it was not freed for
Robertson Aug. 24, 1826, both being re- several weeks.
corded at that time as of Sedgwick. Ml.]
After the death of Mr. Parker, his farm
Hardin died March 11, 1874, and Ann, his was sold to Mr. Sweet, who came from
widow, February 1887, aged above eighty. Salem, Mass. The old house has been reTheir children were:
modeled and placed upon another founda1* Edsley Austin, born May 28, 1828.
tion, and much of the farm sold for sumThe cottages and owners
2. David
mer cottages.
F., bom Dec. 26, 1829.
3.
George F., born Oct. 22, 1831; died upon the Parker farm which are modern,
Hee. 1831.
it is not the writer’s intention to describe,
be done by some one of
1- Mary
A., born Nov. 24, 1832; died j he leaving that to
Jan. 24, 1854.
the present day historians of the town.
ft- Hiram
Passing on from Parker’s point toward
B., born Sept. 8, 1835.
one
•
6- Eveline
Darling, born July 24,1837. the village, sixty or more years ago,
would next come to a house and place
John Robertson, born Sept. 6,1839.
Francis Alphonso, born Dec. 5, 1841; then owned and known as the Charles
lost at sea in 1861.
Colburn place.

William M.
of

■

Robert Gilbert, born May 3, 1845;
died Dec. 16, 1864.
10. Mftrcy, born, May 3, 1845; died July7
1815.
11. Charles Albert, born Feb. 16, 1848.
Francis Alphonso, the eighth child, of
Ibis
family, was upon his second voyage
^°und Cape Horn in the ship “Electric
Torture of a Preacher.
of the torture of Rev. O. D.
of the Baptist church, of
pastor
S°°rei
“•rpersviue, N. Y., will interest you.
says: “I suffered agonies, because of
*
persistent cough, resulting from the
I had to sleep sitting up dn bed.
fHp.
tried many remedfes, without relief,
“ntil I took i>r. King's New’ Discovery
Consumption, Coughs and Cdlds,
J?.
"hich entirely cured my cough, and
“*ved me from consumption.”
A grand
J*re for diseased conditions of Throat and
At E. G. Moore’S, druggist;
Trial
60c and *1.00, guaranteed.
flee
®°ttle free.

The story

The land is now owned by sumresidents, upon which is being built a
fine house on a part of it, the balance being in use for golf and other games. The
view of the mountain, village and across
the inner bay from that locality is one of
mer

CHARLES

COLBURN

sailor in his younger days; he was
born in the town of Billerica, Mass., and
He
1829.
came to Bluehill previous to
was a

married Serena Parker,
daughter of
Marble and Hannah (Lovejoy) Parker,
Oct. 15, 1829. She was born August 10,
1799.
He, so far as the writer knows,
built the house where he resided, probably about the date of his marriage. The
children of Charles and Serena Colburn
follows:
Hannah Jane, born June 25, 1831;
married a Mr. Elms.
2. Elixa Ann, born August 6,1834.
.3., Charles Henry, born April 24, 1836;
married in Massachusetts.
4.
Mary Frances, born April 24, 1836.
Mr. Colburn and family removed from
this place to East Boston in the ’40s
where he carried on the business of teamwere as

That is why Uneeda Biscuit should
form an important iwrt of every meal. They
represent the superlative of the soda cracker, all
their goodness and nourishment being brought
from the oven to you in a package that is proof
against air, moisture and dust—the price being
toe small to mention.

the finest in the town.
Next to the Colburn-Dodge place is the
old wharf falling into decay, where fishing
vessels once landed their catches and dried
upon flakes near by, and w'here later
first steamboat landing in the

them
was

the

town.
(To be continued.)

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

ELLSWORTH MARKETS
Christinas

Turkeys Cheaper Than
Eggs Easier.
Thanksgiving
Ellsworth people will be able to buy
their turkeys for Christmas a little cheaper than at Thanksgiving.
A “native”
bird will cost 28 cents a pound, while
western turkeys of selected quality will
at

cost 25 cents.

Potatoes

are

75 cents

a

bushel all

along

the line now, dealers who held to 60 cents
having advanced within the past week.

Lobsters
22 cents

a

IN

are

in the

market this week at

pound.

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce.
Creamery per Tt>.28 330

Dairy.*.*20 a 25
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per tb.169It
Best dairy (new).18
Dutch (Imported).....SO
Oft
Neufcbcuel.
Kggs.
Fresh laid, per doz.35340
Poultry.
Chickens.18 822
Turkeys.25 a W
Fowl.15
Hay.
Best loose, per ton...10$ 12
Baled
16
Straw.

THE LAW COURT.

Edward

Case of

Eggs are a little easier this week, with
retail price ranging from 35 to 40 cents.
One dealer predicts 30 cents as the price
very soon after Christmas.

T.

Finn

Tele-

vs.

“Follow the

phone Co. for Injuries.
the law court at Augusta Thursday
the first case heard was that of Edward T.
Finn, of Ellsworth, vs. the New England
In

a

collision with

a

livej wire while in the
defendant company at

employ of the
Augusta a year ago

last summer,

Blaine residence at

Through Car Service i3 operated between

NewYork, Boston and Chicago and St.Louis

the

near

intersection

the

of

And with but

Capitol streets, had his flesh
burned and lacerated, and one arm and a

State and

Associate
Justice William Penn Whitehouse at the
October term of the supreme judicial court
in Kennebec county, 1904, and the jury
awarded

before

tried

was

case

verdict for the defendant

a

the

ground that

the

verdict

Burleigh,

A.

of

law

the

Omaha.

and

Connections made with Tourist Cars for Los Angeles, San Francisco and other
Pacific Coast points, daily.

com-

Reclining Chair Cars, Seats FREE.
Privilege of Stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falls.

was

contrary to the law and the evidence.
Lewis

change to

Tourist cars every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to
Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New Y'ork.

The case was carried to the law
pany.
court on motion of counsel for the plaintiff
on

one

Kansas City

leg permanently impaired.
The

Flag"

Wabash R. R.

Telephone & Telegraph Co. This is a personal injury case, wherein the plaintiff, by

B.B.MCCLELLAK, Q.E.A.. B87 B’way, N

firm

C.S

Williamson & Burleigh, of Augusta,
argued for the plaintiff, and laid stress on
the following points:
Loose. 6011
First, that the plaintiff offered evidence
Baled.
15
at the trial tending to show' |t hat the

T.
J.D.HcBEATH, N.E J>.A.,
CEA.\E.G.P.4T.A.,St.Lomn,81o.

176 WnshingtonSt

Boston.

of

...

brought his lunch
and ate it between morning and afternoon
Potatoes, tm
services, as was the custom of those living Celery, bunch
Lettuce,
at a distance from the meeting house.
Squash, tb
One Sunday noon, during the life of the Turnips, tl>
old meeting house, the writer with other
boys went to the saw mill in the village to
old church where he

ng been heard from after sailing from
Rotterdam for Boston in 1814. He was not

«»n

i

Hatter.

npunionship wras warm, true and most Mrs. Parker, whose children were his
dial through life, and when they met it schoolmates, and he often visited their
a treat to those who listened to the
home where it was his privilege somelot

an

down.

as

that of Robert Robertson,
nilt about 1830, and still standing. Mr.
fcobertson was a sailor in his younger
fays, married his wife at Deer Isle, where
is supposed his children were born, find
ten removed to the Tide Mill district,
here he resided some years before buildhe

The United States Government report shows
that soda crackers contain less water, are richer
in the muscle and fat elements, and have a much
higher per cent of the tissue building and heat
forming properties than any article of food made
from flour.

both died.
He
influential member and deacon of
the Blue Hill Baptist church.
The Colburn house had no permanent
occupant after the Dodge family left it,
and it fell into decay and was pulled
and where ho and his wife

beauty,symmetry

ders to

You know that most foods have one or more
of these elements, but do you know that no
food contains them all in such properly balanced
proportions as a good soda cracker 7

accident
75 Onions, lb
25 Beets, lb
10 Cabbage, ft.
0) Carrots, lb

1*

04
3
02 S
• 2
05
30

Parsnips, ft.
Spinach, p<
deans—perqt—

foreman in

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

due to the

the

pole

ing

him that there

and do the

work without
live wire

w’as a

Cranberries, qt

warn-

06
06

lock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt
Hat!

Murphy,

neath.

12 315

12 318
50

4
22
15
30

Scallops, qt
Lobsters, lb
Smelts, lb

Shrimps, qt

•20
Fuel.

Clams, qt

Coal—per ton
Wood—per cord
5 00 §6 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 35 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
1003125
Nut,
Blacksmith's
5.00
Buttings, hard

—

50
7 50
7 50
7 50
7 0t
7

Flour, Grain and Feed,
50
Oats, bu
5 00 #6 00 Shorts—bag—1.25# 30
1 30 Mixed feed, bag,
Corn,100lb bag
1 3531 40
ISO Middlings,bag 145«1 55
Corn meal,bag
130 Cotton seed meal, 1 55
Cracked corn,

Flour—per bbl—

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, flu
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
English turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots,
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
A

1.

Apple

Puffs.

Crushed to Death Beneath

The Heselton house at Skowhegan

when

the

hunters were killed, and there
minor accidents by the persons
taken for deer.

a

accident occurred.

was

were

being

1

j

nize in the sum of $3,000 to await th »lotion of the grand jury at the Febrnnry
term of the United States district court at

Portland.

I

!
1

j

Furious Fighting.
“For seven years,” writes Geo. W. Hoff“I had a bitter
man, of Harper, Wash.,
battle with chronic stomach and liver
but
at
last
I
trouble,
won, and cured my
diseases, by the use of Electric Bitters. I
unhesitatingly recommend them to all,
and don’t intend in the future to be without them in the house. They are certainly
a wonderful medicine, to have cured such
a bad case as mine.”
Sold, under gin rant*»e to do the same for you, bv E. (i.
Moork, druggist, at 50c. a bottle.
Try
them to-day.

jASu.nisnnnus.

four
mis-

Melvin Douglass, an important witness
the Varney murder case at Kezar Falls,
committed suicide last Thursday, by cutting his throat. Melvin was the only witness at the coroner’s inquest able posi- j
tively to identify the shot gun found back j
of Varney’s barn as belonging to Wesley
j
Chick, who is charged with the crime.
in

The pier and freight sheds of the Washington County railroad at Eastport were
burned Thursday night. The loss is estimated at $30,000. fully insured.
The
fire is supposed to hive been caused by an
overheated stove.

In the

sheds

were

Announcement is made that one of the
largest lumber deals in the history of New
Brunswick will be consummated at Bangor Dec. 31, when the Miramichi Lumber
Co., an organization composed of leading

Bow den was driving a team of oxen next
to the building, which w’as than moving
down a slight incline w’ith considerable

capitalists
now

Maine,

new

timber lands

will take

over

the

the Miramichi river
William Richards Co.
The property includes 160,000 acres of lumber land, in addition to milling privileges
at Chatham and Boiestown, N. B. Charles
E. Oak, of Bangor, is at the head of the
vast

|

of

owned

by

concern.

on

the

Preparations

made to cut during
feet of spruce,

this

have

season

HOOD RUBBERS

1,0C0

cases of sardines, 2,500 cases of herring, !
2,000 empty barrels and other freight.

Mr.

headwray. Mr. Bowrden slipped and fell,
the building running dow n upon him.
A portion of the building was cut away
to reach him, but he w as dead when taken
out. Death must have been instantaneous,
bone in his body w?as
as nearly every
crushed. An inquest was deemed un-

lead, one case of washing powder an ! six
gallons of roofing cement. Probably < a use
was found, and Foss was ordered to rt
og-

burned

Moving
Building.
Bucksport, Dec. 18 (special)—'Thomas
W. Bow den, a prominent resident of the
Millvale district of this town, was instantly
killed Saturday afternoon
by being
crushed beneath a moving building.
Some time ago William Cole bought the
old school building. With good sledding
he arranged for an old-time moving bee,
to be followed by a supper, and his neighbors responded on Saturday with horses
and oxen to move the building to Mr.
Cole’s place.
The building had nearly reached its new
site

charged with concealing assets, consisting
of thirty boxes of soap, one chest of
t?a,
one case of coffee, 150
pounds of white

four-masted schooner Robert P.
697 tons, was launched Saturday
at Bath by Percy & Small, builders and
managing owners. She was built for
the lumber and coastwise trade.
The

under-

Sunday night. There were thirty.Oranges, do*
the affair five guests in the hotel, and very few saved
Lemons doz
35 Apples, (table)pk 35y4t> suppress new'spaper accounts
Groceries.
in the local press.
anything. Several had narrrow escapes.
The loss is $20,030; insurance, $7,000.
Coilee— per lb
.06 #.08
Bice, per lb
Third, that the plaintiff also offered evi.16 #.25 Vinegar, gal
20 a 25
Rio,
Mrs. Harriet Manley, daughterof the late
dence tending to show that before any
:<5
Cracked
Mocha,
wheat.
35 Oatmeal, per lb
Java,
,u*
controversy for settlement was pending Joseph H. Manley, was married Sunday
.2C
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per lb—
between the parties, the defendant com- to George V. S. Miehaelis, of Cambridge,
■45 3.65 Graham,
.04
Japan,
Mass., a former resident of Augusta, and
.04
.30# 65 Bye meal,
Oolong,
pany, through its manager at Ellsw'orth, son of the late
Maj. O. E. Miehaelis, U. S. A.
Granulated meal,lb 02)4
Sugar—per tb—
sent
for
the
and
offered
him
tw’o
plaintiff
05 >4 Oil—per gal—
Granulated,
Arthur Frost, aged eighteen, of Char.«6
65 #.70 checks, covering the expenses of his docCoffee—A A B,
Llnseea,
12
was killed by the accidental disTellow, C
05>;
Kerosene,
tor’s bills and requested him to sign a re- lotte,
Powdered,
08glo
of his gun while hunting rabbits
lease in full of all liability on the part of charge
Molasses—per gal—
last vVednesday. His body was .'ound in
.35
Havana,
the
company.
woods
the
Porto Kloo,
.5e
Thursday by a searching party.
.60
This the plaintiff claimed was evidence
Syrup,
The gam? season of 1935 came to a close
ItfeutA aud Provisions.
tending to prove an admission of liability last Friday. The season has been, with
Beef, lb:
Pork, tb.
on the part of the defendant, and excepone exception, the largest for a number of
18
Steak,
.154.JP
Steak, tb
15 tions were taken to the exclusion of the years. The total receipts at Bangor for
.10 #.25
Chop,
16 #.‘22
.CO 3 10
Ham, per i*»
Corned,
the season are 4,791 deer, 216 moose and 41
evidence.
13
10 foregoing
Shoulder,
Tongues,
bears.
Norman L. Bassett, for the defend.05308
1*320
Tripe,
10
Salt
Veal:
A record kept by L. T. Carleton, chairant company, argued that the verdict was
ofl a 12
25
Lard,
Steak,
12 322 a just one and in strict accordance to the man of the Maine commissioners of in.108.14 Venison, H>
Boasts,
Lamb*
land fish and game, shows that during the
law and the evidence in the case.
C5
Tongues, each
1905 hunting season beginning the first of
Spring lamb, 10820
August and closing Friday night, three
Fresh Fish.
BUCKS PORT MAN KILLED.
Cod,

assets. On Seplast Foss was adjudicated a
with
liabilities
at approximatebankrupt,
ly $45,000, and assets at $10,000. Foss was

Cottage hotel and stable at Presque
Isle were burned last week. Loss $10,033.
The

Second, that the plaintiff offered evi1C
dence
Pea.
tending to show that on the
Fruit.
evening following the accident in the
12 Apples,(cooklng)pk
afternoon, the foreman attempted to.
2 * 330
808*0
of
Yellow-eye

charged with concealing
tember 26

negligence of the
ordering the plaintiff to climb

w'as

been

20,000,000

Beat 4 eggs very light and add 3 tea- necessary.
pine, hemlock ana pulp
Mr. Bowden was sixty years of age. wood.
spoonfuls of pulverized sugar, a saltIn addition to operating the
in
and
had
been
a
selectman
the
tvro existing mills to full capacity, a large
tow*n,
spoonful soda, and 2 of cream of tartar, 1 He
cupful of milk, one and one-half cupful of w as one of the best-known men in his dis- pulp mill w’lll be erected.
Walter H. Foss, of Machias, was arfinely chopped apple. Beat the mixture trict. He leaves no near relatives. He
for several minutes, and bake in gem pans wras a granger, an Odd Fellow and a mem- raigned before U. 8. Commissioner Lew'is
ber of the N. E. O. P.
A. Burleigh, in
Augusta, Wednesday,
previously buttered and heated.

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

mass /?t/ar/ioAf rcH/ffafytu/f-a'fl/rr vs

yoc/ c/w/vot car

Nasal

CATARRH
In all its

stages.

Ely’s Cream Balm4

cleanses, soothes and heals

the diseased membrane.
It cares catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

quickly.
Cream lialm Is placed into the noetr Is,spreads
the membrane and Is absorbed. Rel cf iahnmedlate and a cure follows. It Is not drying—does
over

producesneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

not

!
A
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Convention of Odd Fellows—
Interesting Happenings.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Ladd are receiving
congratulations on the recent birth of a
daughter, Mary Elizabeth ladd.
The Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A. basketball
team defeated the Old Town team Friday
evening at the Y. M.C. A. gymnasium by
the score of 21 to 13 in a well played and
interesting game.
J. M. Dudley, State secretary of the Y.
M. C. A., addressed the men’s meeting at
the Y. M. C. A. rooms Sunday afternoon.
It was firemen's day and the members of
in a
the
department attended
body.
Earlier in the afternoon Mr. Dudley ad-

District

dressed

a

boys.

of

meeting

Society

MOON’S

VHASES.

1:37

JFO»J*rtar
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«,

Quarter ly *.m
^Hew
nc 11H>5
ZO p.m
wMooq

6;3S
jxm.

11

Third

fiV

O

Tliis wwkN

edition

of

The

American is 2,2."»0 copies.
Average for the year of 1904,

2,435

■WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1905.
The fact that the Panama canal bill :
so speedily
through the House
does not necessarily argue as well for !
its reception in the Senate. Doubtless
the bill is going to pass, bnt there is
went

likely

j

Harry

The reports of the bureau of commerce aud labor show that the international trade of the country is pick-

ing

j

up again, both in imports and exThe first is gratifying, as it !

ports.

indicates increased custom receipts
and a corresponding diminution of j
the deficit, aud the second because it
■hows expanding manufacturing in- I
terests at home.
The imports for
the ten months ending with October
showed an increase of 981,000,000 in
mennfactured articles, which was a 21
per cent, gain over last year. Tbe
whole of the imports amounted to 12
percent, more than last year for tbe
months. Tbe increase in manufactured exports was $58,000,000, or a

came

and escorted to the Casino, where the sessions were held.
The stage of the Casino was decorated
and cut flowers
Moses of
with
Bar Harbor, and music for tne work of
afternoon and evening was furnished by
the Island lodge orchestra of seven pieces.
At 6 o'clock a turkey dinner w** -served
and at midnight supper was provided.
It was decided to hold the next convention at Ellsworth in January, 1907.

palms

by

BOWLING TOURNAMENT.

Following

is the
came* to date in the

of completed
bowling tournament:
score

and a tree.
the usual morning ser10.30, the pastor. Rev. J. M. Adams,
will preach a Christmas sermon. There
will be special music.
The usual session of the Sunday school
will follow.

Rollins.

be

short entertainment

a

Sunday,

nave

tf not come in and see our
stock at moderate prices.

>•

goods
can

Gloria..
Veal Creator.
Stearns
Mr Hatpin
Credo. .Uo ard
Offertory— A dealt Fid las
Portugal
Sanetus.
Leonard
Agnus Del-....
Ch U*m*» hytaa
Ml*- NMD ittos, orsr*»1«t

55ar«rss**lS !
*S3~*^CCc
Red mer [1J
Red men (f)
Kof Pi!)
K of P (*)
Masons (1)
lfascas it)

X

..

I

1

1

=

1

*

—

4

1

..

~

..

I
It..

..

..

..

..

..

..

....

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Games lost

..

12

4

13

1..

it

off the

KM IS EXT DIVINE DEAD.
Dr. W. E. Parson,
I).

C'.,

of

Washington,

Dies at Urooklin.

Brooklin, Dec 30 (special) Rev. William Edwin Parson. D. D., pastor of the
Church of the Reformation, of Washington, D. (X, one of the foremost clergymen
of the Lutheranian church in this country
and an educator of note, died here yester-

\V« can

at the smallest

prices that you

find anywhere.

Saits. $7, $8, $10, $12, $15, $18.

Overcoats, $8, $10, $12, $15, $18. $20.

FUR COATS—A

1

new

line of Fur

Just received

O.

They

are

a new

extra

or

sty

line of CAPS of different
and well made.

good quality

ALL-WOOL
The famous
ing man.

Coats, any kind

$i5 to $35.

A DC

TROUSERS.

Campton Jail-wool Trousers, made specially for the

We warrant them not to rip in
any way

or

s

the buttons to come

m to 83.50.
Come and

T>

Bank

see our

line of Gents* Furnishings for the
Holiday

Reliable Clothing Co.,
SMITH,
GEORGE P.

Building, Main

Manager.

and State Streets,

Ellsworth,

Jj

••

Thh rrt t arm m ia

r

Christmas Goods

Franklin Street

The Sunday school will hare its Chriatree in the afternoon at 2 o'clock.

mas

BAPTIST.

DINNER

At the Baptist church Sunder morning
at the usual service the pastor. Rev. P. A.
A. Kiilam, will preach a Christmaa sermon.
There will be special music. The
regular session of the Sunday school will

WHITING BROTHERS’.
Christmas shoppers, undecided just what to buv
Christmas (lifts, hare found this store a veritable mine of suggestions. There are presents
here for every member of the family, and the selection has been made with speciaf reference to
the tastes and purses of the people of Kllswor h
and neighboring towns. Here are
just a few

WEDNESDAY.

follow.
In the evening the Christian F.udeavor
meeting will be omitted, and in place of
regular service there will be a Christ-

BILL

for the rest of this week.

Spring Chicken.

;

as

Roast Reef.

vesper service, the choir of the church
assisted by the Sunday school.
The Christmas tree and entertainment of j
the Sunday school will take place Christ- 1
mas night at 7.30.
Santa Claus will be
present.
mas

THURSDAY.

being

Roast Beef.

suggestions:
HANDKERCHIEFS ANDJSTOCKS, PILLOW
TOPS AND LAUNDRY BAGS. POCKET
BOOKS AND HAND BAGS, TOWELS AND
APRONS, BRUSH AND COMB SETS, MANICURE SETS, WORK-BOXES, COLLAR AND

Roast Pork.

FRIDAY.

X...1
a
1 1-3
x
I- 3
1
x
1

....

splendid

you the best values and the bent

give

—

UNITARIAN.

Overcoat Yet?

or

Forty-five members of the chorus were
present at the rehearsal, and abojt twenty-flve friends wore present to observe the
91 rk that is Magaoae.
At intermission a luncheon was served
which was provided by a committee apMiss A. May
pointed for the purpose
Bonsey, Mrs. E. E. Rowe, Mrs. F. F.
Si monton, Mrs. F. H. McFarland and Mrs.
L. F. Giles.
Unusual interest is being taken in the
the work of the chorus this year.
The

at

vice at

you nought

Your Suit

the

Foresters (?)

Hancock county coast in
winter, even from a power boat, is not all
fun and profit. Stont hands and stout
hearts are needed, as evidenced by the experience of four Manset men laal week.

Organized

Jrand

gain of 14 per cent,, while the total
gain in exports was 7 per cent. There
was a gain of $20,000,000 in the ex- loom)
i o o r (*)
ports of cotton cloths alone.
Foresters (1)

Pishing

in the Ellsworth
Churches and Sunday Schools.
The Christmas festival will be observed
as usual
in the churches and Sunday
schools of Ellsworth. In all the churches
there will be Christmas sermons, and the
Sunday schools will have Christinas entertainments.

At the Unitarian church on Sunday, at
the usual morning service at 10.30, tne pastor, Rev. 8. W.Sutton, will preach a Christ- membership is larger than any year since
mas sermon, subject:
ODD FELLOWS’ CONVENTION.
“Christ in the Life 1898. The music that is being studied is
of To-day.”
At 11.45 the Sunday school
attraotiv.
intonating ami
unusually
Wednesday afternoon and evening, Dec. will have a Christmas service in place of There
will be an
opportunity for some
18, the sixth annual district convention of the usual
weeks yet for those who so desire to join.
Sunday session.
districts Noe. 32 and 33, I. O. O. F., was
The Sunday school will hold a ChristThe next rehearsal will be on Thursday
held at Bar Harbor and was attended by mas
celebration in the vestry Saturday
evening, Jan 4, 1908.
some 600 Odd Fellows.
Dec. 23. Supper will be served
Island lodge, of Bar Harbor, had made evening,
for the members of the school at 5.30
When a boy turns his bilslng pocket Inside
extensive preparations for the convention,
o’clock; also any members of their fami- oul we marvel at the quantity amt variety of
and the various committees left nothing lies are
invited.
articles he has stow, d away
Old lengths of
undone for the success of the big meeting.
After supper the school will have its siring, marbles, a horse-chestnut, a top. brass
It was a very successful convention, inChristmas tree and exercises, to which any nail*, hickory-uuts, an apple and many more
j
anl'les are ga-nerei by this “snapper up of
teresting and instructive, pleasant ana en- friends of the school will be welcomed.
tinconsldercd trifl es.** We think the collection
ioya le from every view point. It was the
METHODIST.
must he hard on a ltpt% pocket, and It la.
But
first time the convention was ever held
do
we ever think of the variety and miscellany
At the Methodist church Sunday mornoutside of Ellsw orth, and Island lodge was
of the substances we
Into the pocket of our
hound
that
the districts represented ing at the usual hour Rev. J. P. Simonton stomach? There** theput
apple and the nuta, and
should not regret their action in deciding will preach a Christmas sermon.
There things beside* qu’te as
Indigestible as brass
That will be special music.
to hold this year’s meeting here.
In the evening nails and with no more rood value than ao
many marbles. And **vti we wonder that the
they were successful in their efforts every- there will be a Christmas service.
When the stomach
one who was present will agree.
The Christmas entertainment and tree stomach “gives out
Members from twenty-eight different of the Sunday school will take place breaks down under tin* strain of careless eating
and Irregular tmal* It can be perfectly and
lodges were present, and seven lodges Christmas night at 7.30.
permanent!) restored to health and strength by
outside of Maine were represented.
the use of Doctor I ierce’s Golden Medical
CATHOLIC.
The following grand officers were presDiscovery. The notion of this medicine on the
At St. Joseph’s Catholic church Christ- stomach
ent : Charles H. Morrill, of Newport.
and other organs of digestion aud
mas will be observed in the usual manner
nutrition Is so marked, that relief from disease
acting grand master; Clarence Raynes, of on Christmas
day. There will be low mass 1* at onco experienced, and the headaches, liver
Bangor, grand marshal; Frank L. Pond, at 7.30;
high mass at 10.30 and Rose wig “troubles," kidney disorders, skin erapilons
of Augusta, and Clarence Watson, of Bidand other symptoms of a diseased stomach are
The vespers at 8.
deford, past grand representatives.
Tne musical programme at high mass quickly cured « benever the u-e of a laxative
was
represented by will be as follows:
medicine Is Indicated, use Dr. Pierce’s Plea-ant
encampment
ohn Ward, of Bangor, grand high priest,
Pellets
They act In harmony with the “Disand Charles F. Allen, of Bar Harbor, Christmas carol
covery" and assist Its anion by purging
the bowel* of foul accumulations.
warden.
grand junior
Leonard
Kyrte.

delays, and the
Some tine work was done in the exemgrudge against j plification of the degrees by the degree
Moat of
the President, anl who are covertly teams of the different lodges.
the visitors arrived on the noon boat
against the canal itself, will have a Wednesday and were met at the w harf by
fine opportunity to vent their spleen. the famous Hobo band of Island lodge,
be vexatious
senators who have a
to

with a Membership of
Fifty-eight.-Officers Elected.
A business meeting of the Ellsworth
festival chorus was held in Manning hall
last Thursday evening, and officers for the
ensuing year w’ere elected as follows:
President, Rev. J. M. Adams; vice-president, Mrs, J. A. Peters; secretary and
CONGREGATIONAL.
treasurer, Harry L. Crabtree; executive
Re**. J. M. Adams, A. W.
At
4the Congregational church the committee,
Christmas entertainment of the Sunday King, Mrs. J. A. Peters, Mrs. A. W. Ellis,
Mrs. S. J. MorritOllj OOPOMpOlliltS, MISS
school will take place in the vestry at 4
Mary F. Hopkins, Miss Lora V. Parsons,
o’clock Saturday afternoon,
there will Mrs. Harvard Greely; conductor, F. W.

Special Service*

On

The ladies of the Unity circle held a
Christmas sale Friday afternoon and evenhall.
The fancy table was
ing at
in charge of'Sirs. E. J. Morrison and Mrs.
C.
eandv table, Mrs.
C. E.
Copp and Mrs. Bert Young; doll table.
and Miss Helen
Mrs. B. C. Reynolds
Hodgkins; Christmas tree, Mrs. Clinton
B. Higgins and Mrs. E. C. Whitmore;
domestic table. Miss Harriet Marshall.

Marceys;

ELLSWORTH FESTIVAL CHORUS,

MERRY CHRISTMAS.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

iCUeuiortlj American.

CaUtih Cat;not be Cored
with L’>CAL A PPLIcATIOSS, at they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh la a blood
or cone national dl ease, and U order to cure it
Halt** Cayou must take internal remedies
tarrh Cure 1- takes internally, and aeta directly
on
the blood ar-d mucous surface*.
Hair*
•Catarrh Cure U not a quack meuiclna. It was
prescribed by one of the f«eat physicians in this
country for rear* and Is a regular prescription,
it is ex mposed of the best tunics known, comid ed with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect
combination of the two Ingredients is what
•reduces
-ueb w.nderf ui results in curing
C«tar*h- S nd for testimonials free,
r. J t UENEY A CO Ptom Toledo. O.
field hr I'recrfist*, p ice. TV.
Take Halt** ramify nil* for constitution.

Baked Haddock.

Roast Pork.

CfFF BOXES. VFi Ktik nnvifs oevti f
MEN’S HOSIERY, NECKTIES AND SUSPENDERS IN FANCY BOXES, STATIONERY, UMBRELLAS.

SATURDAY.

Roast Beef.

Roast Pork.

Spring
Vegetables

and

Chicken.

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS] TURKEY AT WHITINGS.

Desserts every Day.

SELECTED WESTERN TURKEY, 25 CENTS A POUND.
Best of Service.

Cleanest of table bnen.

—

Excitement

over

the

Little

Deer Isle

thooting case has subsided, and no arrests
are likely.
It is generally attributed to a
thoughtless attack by boys of the island
who object the attention paid to the girls
day forenoon,
af the island over which they have estab- shock.
lished

a

protectorate.

One of the smartest old ladles in Hancock county is Mrs. Mary A.
Whittaker,
of Ellsworth, who on Thursday last celebrated the
her

ninety-third annirersary

of

birth.

She received many rememthe day. among them a bunch
•f ninety-three carnations from friends
in Boston. Mrs. Whittaker is a remarkbrances of

as

a

result of

a

paralytic

I>r. Parson had a paralytic shock at his
home in M ash ingtc*n early in the fail, lie
here Nov. 32 ia the hope of regaining his health, but was in a prostrated
oondilion. and was at once confined to fens
bed. On Dec. 4 he suffered a second shock,
since which he failed gradually. Death so
came

unexpected, however, following
sudden sinking spell the night before.

soon w«is
a

Dr Parson was one of the first educators to go from this country to Japan,
serving there tor a number of years as a
professor in the Imperial University at

lady, more active and alert in Tokio.
For several
body and mind than most persons a store

able old

•f years her

junior.

slatting

of the vessel’s sails, and ran
The horse cleared itself from the
and
ran
out on the ice in the harsleigh
bor, where it broke through. A crowd
and
rescued the animal.
gathered
away.

there

R.

THAT

maliciously

W E. Savage,
Lorimer.
F. Wayl.no West,
8 8. Scam room.,
Jan es W. Clark.
Hopa<d E. Hodgkins,
W. B. Clark.
W. A. Clark.
Geo ge F. Jordan,
Frank Jordan,
Tbeo P. A siin,
E. G. Barahm,
John L. York.

William F Jordan,
F. S Coombs.
C. J. Smith.
Barney Malian.
K E. ScanmoDt,
Percy T. Clark.
G. A Linacott,
John F. Clark,
8. H. Sa*age.
Amos S. Clark,
Henry A gpr nger,
L G. Bstier,
L. B. Clark.

Cottage

CIRONE.

Rods-

Dr. Parson leaves a wife and six
Paisou is ill in Washington.

Trimmings.

ANI) IT'S TIME TO STOP THINKING
AND TO BEGIN TO BUT.

I have just received a large stock of
these goods, and for the next two
weeks the price will be

sons.

son, Eric* was with him when he died.
Dr. Parson was in the sixty-first year of
his age.
The bo y was sent from here to Washington to-day. Interment will be at
Hanover, Pa.

FEET WARM

IF Yor ARE IN DOUBT, call at my store and your

j

doubts will vanish as you look over my

;

when RIDING in cold
weather by using the celebrated

TAXES! TAXES! Carriage Heaters

an error

Doesn’t that interest you?
Tliis is
rock-bottom price, and you will want
to call early if you desire to avoid the
rush.

isfaction in anything they may order of

E.

arranging
City

|
j paid

of

the

Castine.

old rope walk

in

the

town

of

The December

bulletin of the Bute
board of agriculture is devoted to the
much-heralded brown-tail moth, and the
extent to which the peat has already invaded the State sill be a disagreeable surprise to many. The brown-tail has been
foand in ten counties of the State, includYork and Cumberlan
ing Hancock.
counties are meet infected. In Hancoe
county the moth was found in greatre
number* at Deer Isle. Other jwee in th
county where they have been found ai
Bar Harbor. Buck sport, BrooksvtUe, Lon
Island, stoningtou. Sedgwick and Sea
Harbor. The brown-tail is no longer
threatened danger to betsared, outs pres
eat evil to be fought. The bulletin
give
valuable informat ion aa to how to ght i
figh
Head Clement', Co-operative Club

Sold

bj

Ellsworth.

J. A. McGOWN,
Manufacturer and Jobber of

obliged

rmme*se*

i

Trunks.

Whips.

ets. Rubber sad (Hied

Main Street,

%

C. H. FOSTER,

jail.
Kindly give this

Clothing.

ELLSWORTH.

ice-cutting.

mediate attention.

J. H. Bkksxahax,
WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN.
Collector.
OfScc in Cushman block, Franklin St.
Dec. 29,1905.
Taxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1905,
as per rote of Citj Government.

For further information inquire of
C. I. Witham, Ellsworth Falls, or
A. L. Witham, Ellsworth.

ALLEYS
^ BOWLING
AND

FLOUR

POOL ROOMS,

AT

$4.95 per bbl.
Every Barrel Warranted.

worth Falls; 1 ice-cart, and all

your im-

MAINE-

CLARK & WITHAM,

SNOW-FLAKE

FOR sale:.

tools used in

ROBINSON,

ELI-SWORTH,

Bar Harbor.

Ice Co.,

to

F.

me.

Robes. Blink.

hank and imrrow the money,
which w ill cost you no more
than you are now obliged to
The business and plant of tbe
pay the city; it will save
yon the expense of having
Ellsworth
lien claim attachment* placed
on your property, or the unConsisting of the ice-house at Ellspleasant duty of my Commit-

ting you

of

NO MATTER WHO IT'S FOR, I can furnish you
with a suitable gift which will be within your means.
SPECIAL ATTENTION will be given to orders received from my out-of-town customers, and those who
have not already dealt with me I can assure entire sat-

John

tion to

sfock

Silverware and Jewelry

a

slfidfiU££i8fm&

M. Vogell. of Castine. calls attengoing the rounds of the
Slste papers in stating that Seth Elliot,
•f Knox county, hong on Feb. 3,1825. was
the first murderer to be hung in Maine.
I am now
sett IeMr. Vogel! says the first was Ebenexer
Ball, who was hanged in Castine Oct. 31. merit with the
for all un1811. Mr. Ball was triad for the murder
taxes under my contract
of John T. Downs, a deputy sheriff, whom
to pay
l ain
Bali shot while the deputy was arresting j which
him for passing counterfeit mower.
The if not collected.
;
gibbet, or gallows, was erected in the centre of Fort George, and the execution was
I cannot allow my liondswitnessed by a great and morbid crowd.
This gibbet was tha one which afterwards rnen to settle
your tax, and I
was used to execute Elliot, in 1825, and
the
eventually was used in the construction suggest that you go ti

9 Cents.

KEEP YOUR

One

Ul

CHEER

CHRISTMAS 1
IS ALMOST HERE!

Silver and Gilt

H t traqa**itly c?ap«?d the palpi;
during his vacations.

Mrs.

CHEER UP!

White Poles with

A. W

ammusrinmu

summers

there.

C.

TAKE SOTICKwe. the undersigned citizen*, offer
e sum of one do Jar (•») each af&zed to
oor nsn es »s a reward for tbe apprehension
and bringing to jas'.ice <he miseternt who
danme. the d »or in a house, the
property of Profeasor Ball* r, sitaaltd at Batier's point. Hancock count*, Mail e:
Mar; C. Frets Austin. Frank A. Hodgkins,

tl

years he had been spending
at Brooklin, and his genial,
companionable way made many friends
his

Deer Isle had excitement enough in a
few minutes last week to last a month.
4 vessel trying to dock at the coal wharf
aent aground near the mill dam. Mail
Carrier Eaton’s horse was frightened by
the

5 proa! Ratios.

3

CASH
are

PRIZES

Ellsworth.

-

FIRST PRIZE, $j. SECOND PRIZE, $2.
THIRD PRIZE, $1.

[ east

end

bridge]

(Formerly occupied by Win.

At HANCOCK SOCil ST A SLR.

Water Street,

-

offered for the highest string rolled at
Contest to close Christmas night*

1 will pay 9 1 -3c per lb. cash tor
all hides brought la.

0. H. GRINDAL,

p

CANDLE PINS.

COOMBS’ BLOCK,

Cash Paid for Hides and Pelts.

L

Seretml road business Horan, sew and
Sand OutSiH. Ilaraassss. AM lor

». H. OOCLD.

H. A.

KLLSWOKTH, <

Goggins.)_.

Beau with BaconCut Into one-fourth inch ntrip*
of bacon, or 8 slices of very thinly
dinary bacon. Put into u trying P*
cook until crisp. Add 2 cups ol cold
8*
beans and cook 5 minutes.
breakfast.

and

BUY AT HOME

picture frames, draperies.etc.,

ways most appropriate as gifts.
has sleds for boys and
girls.

CHRISTMAS OPPORTUNITIES
ELLSWORTH STORES.

L.

IN

are

al-

W. JORDAN

another sufferer from the recent Main
street fire. He was “cleaned out” entirely,
and at his new* location on State street has
but new and up-to-date stock.
A GLANCE AT THE DISPLAY IN ELLS- j nothing
I There are handsome chairs, chiffonieres
WORTH
STORES
UP-TO-DATE
R°d other furniture in
mahogany, cherry
and oak, in the attractive modern
ADVERTISING METHODS.
designs,
was

The Ellsworth stores, with their usual
Christmas enterprise, are offering an array
of goods for Christmas buyers far in advance of that found in most cities the size
of Ellsworth. One cannot reasonably expect to find here the enormous assortment
of goods offered in citiec like New York
and Boston, but In the matter of taste in
selection, in the quality of goods and in
price, the Ellsworth stores offer opportunities which many Christmas buyers fail

well

as

j draperies.

pictures

and

picture

THE RELIABLE CLOTHING

is

an

excellent place for

frames

Miss Bernice H. Lord has gone to Portland to take a course in shorthand at the
Shaw business college.

of Ellsworth.
Christmas buying especially offers opportunities for patronizing home stores.
The Christmas shoppers are looking for
presents for friends. In some cases, perhaps, they have made up their minds just
what they want, and not finding it here,
go elsewhere, but in the majority of cases
they are undecided w hen they start out,
just what they want, and are looking for
suggestions—for anything suitable. If
such cannot find their wants satisfied in
Ellsworth, they must indeed be hard to
please, or rather their friends must be
hard to please.
In the matter of prices, it is doubtless
true that on some articles, the price here is
a little higher than in
Boston or New'
York, where “bargains” in the holiday
season are the exception rather than the
rule, but does the woman who figures a
saving of a few' cents in the price of an
article, stop to figure in the cost of travel,
if Bhe goes out of town shopping or the
express charges if she has goods sent? It
is often a case of “saving at the
spigot and
wasting at the bung”.
w THE

ELL8WORTIT STORES.

A walk down Main street this week
bears out the assertion already made that
few cities the size of Ellsworth offer
better opportunities. The storekeepers
this year nave shown exceptionally good
taste in their window displays, and the
assortment of goods on the shelves and
counters compares favorably with past
years. Glance through the advertising
columns of The American this week,
and notice the
many suggestions, the wide
aTa«\iety of goods offered.

G. A.

who

are

PARCHER’S.

MOORE.

The dry and fancy goods store of A. E.
Moore at the corner of Franklin and Main
streets makes a particularly handsome
display of Christmas goods. He calls particular attention to his garments for
women and children, on which he is makIn his
ing special closing-out prices.
regular stock there are many Christmas

gift opportunities.

DAVIS,
original buckboard man, is making a
specialty of the Dana fur coats and robes,
and many a man who dreamed of tome
day owning a fur coat may And one of
these on his Christmas tree, if his family
appreciates a good thing. Sleighs, harnesses, whips, lap robes are also appro-

priate.

JOY’S PHOTO STUDIO

rushed with orders lately for the
Christmas holidays. The artistic work of
W. R. Fenley, who has returned to this
studio, is well known in EJlBWorth.
has been

FLOYD & HAYNES,
the marketmen, who have been
carrying
on a consistent and intelligent advertising
campaign in The American throughout
the year, will have a tine line of turkeys
for the Christmas table, as well as the
“flxin’s” which go with it.
PATRICK KEARNS,
the grocer, has also been doing some telling advertising, and while he makes no
specialty for the holidays, the friends he
made during the year assure him
good share of Christmas trade.
has

C. H.

also in line with one of the most attractive lots of Christmas goods they have
ever offered.
They have an unusually
handsome assortment of handkerchiefs
and stocks for ladies, and have paid particular attention to providing gifts for
men —“the hardest ones in the family to
buy for.’*
are

A.

W.

OREELY

happy way of putting the gift opportunities in his jewelry store before the
a

people,

his advertisement

presenting

a

lot

of suggestions for gifts for every member
•of the family.
Many will find here an
answer

the

to

•“What shall I

perplexing

buy?r’

E. F.

a

GRIXDAL,

question:

ROBINSON’S

the Water street grocer, is making a drive
on “Snow-flake” flour, at a special price.
Here is a gift which should appeal to the

charitably
ber

bors

inclined who wish to rememof their less prosperous neighChristmas
season.
at the

some

Christmas without candy is an impossiand Ellsworth is
fortunate in

bility,
having

this year to buy
its connections for the holidays at bargain prices. That’s what Leland is advertising, and he quotes prices to prove it.
Cigars and pipes are also here for Christmas

an

opportunity

presents.
8TOCKBRIDGE,

candy man, is also making
offerings for the holidays. A
leader at this store are the Apollo chocolates put up in fancy boxes especially for
Christmas. Stock bridge also has a fine
line of cigars and pipes in Christmas
boxes.
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
the Main street

special

Flowers for the Christmas table, or as a
friends on
graceful remembrance to
Christmas morning, are always in order,
and at the Ellswortn greenhouse, Miss M.
A.

as

Clark, proprietor,

well

as

holly

these may be
and laurel wreaths.

found

CIRONK,
who has just opened the City lunch rooms
on Franklin street, is a new comer in Ells-

rapidly making
up-to-date lunch room
restaurant, which is fast gaining in popuHe
also
sells pies and pastry at
larity.
worth,
running

friends.

but is

is

an

wholesale.

CLARK

A

WITHAM.

The newest firm in Ellsworth is that
of Clark & Witham, composed of Winifred E. Clark and Albert L. Witham,
who have purchased the bowling alleys
and pool room of William Goggins. Just
now they are offering a prize for the highest score at candle pins, the contest to
close Christmas night.

There are other advertisers in The
jewelry store is another most attractive
place for Christmas shoppers. In his regu- American to whom we extend Christmas
lar line of jewelry, silverware, cut glass greetings at this season, but who, from
and Christmas novelties, there are presents the nature of their business, make no
•for evety person and every purse.
special appeal to Christmas shoppers.
STAPLES.

SMITH

&

MOODY.

many

appropriate holiday gifts.

Just

now

this store is making a special offer on a
phonograph, and many a long winter
evening in Hancock county will doubtless
be made merry by one of these instruments.
J.

A. THOMPSON.

There are the First national and Burrill
national banks, O. W. Tapley and C. W. A
F. L. Mason, the insurance men; Dr.
Harvard Greely and Dr. L. L. Larrabee,
the dentists, and Dr. F. F. Simonton, the
and others.
physician,
Even these Christmas touches more or
less directly—the banks open to Christmas deposits, the insurance men who will
insure you against Christmas tree fires,
the doctors and dentists, who will cure
your after-Christmas aches and pains.
The improvement in the character of
advertising which Ellsworth business j
American has j
men are doing in The
been most marked during the past year.
Several of them are having their adver-

At the book and stationery store of Miss
J. A. Thompson, always a mecca for
Christmas shoppers, there is an opportunity this year to make yourself a present if you are lucky. A |7.60 Crocker pen
is offered as a prize to the customer w'ho
A tisements written
by specialists, and
guesses nearest its correct weight.
others are following the lead thus set, and
guess goes with every 50-cent purchase.
“ads” say someweek
each
their
making
CAMPBELL’S VARIETY STORE
thing. It is the kind of advertising which
is a veritable w’onder-house for the chilpays, for it tells buyers something they
dren, with its shelves, counters and cabcs want to know, and brings business to the
filled with toys, dolls, games and other advertiser.
delights for the little ones at Christmas
Advertisers, too, appreciate the fact^that
time. There are also in the stock of china The American is beyond all question
and glassware, lamps and novelties, many the best
advertising medium in Hancock
appropriate gifts for older members of the county.
It reaches each week more
household.
people than all the other papers printed
THE COUNTY SUPPLY CO.
in Hancock
county combined.
Advertising to-day, properly conducted,
is another store in which many Christmas
is
a
business
carstore
This
be
found.
proposition, pure and simple.
presents are to
rather
ries a great variety of goods—it is a variety The advertiser buys circulation
and
there is no legitimate reathan
household
of
store in fact—and its stock
space,
son wny ne should not know just how
offer
and
ware,
glass
crockery
utensils,
circulation be is buying.
suggestions for the Christmas shopper on much
The American prints each week at the
every Band.
head of its editorial column a statement of
F. B. AHCRN,
the actual number of copies printed.
•on State street, is showing a particularly
When a business man pays for 2.000 cirfine line of sleds this year, and many
he does not accept 600 as full count.
culars
at
youthful eyes have gazed wistfully
should
them as they are arrayed in front of the There is no more reason why he
for
2,000 circulation and get only 600.
store. Inside are many other equally pay
He should investigate and know for him•attractive presents for the children
mechanical toys, drums, games, etc. His self what he is getting. The American
stock of crockery and glass ware, stoves will welcome sutm investigation.
To advertisers and readers alike The
and ranges offer opportunity for useful
American wishes a Merry Christmas and
and handsome gifts.
a Happy New Year!
ELMHDGE
JOHN
—

P.
has recovered from the recent fire which
damaged his store. A new stock of goods
baa been put in to replace damaged or
destroyed stock, while opportunities still
remain for bargains in goods only slightly
damaged by fire and water, damage so
■slight, in fact, that the mark-down price
seems hardly necessary.
c. R. footer,

;

SDbertt0ment0

Lowell Chatto and wife were guests of
Mr. Chatto’s sister, Mrs. Clara A. York,

Salad Dressing.
Beat the yolks of 3 eggs, add I teaspoonful mustard, 2 of salt, a bit of cayenne, 2
tablespoonfuls sugar, 2 of batter, 1 cup
milk, W cup of vinegar, and last the
beaten whites of the eggs. Cook in double
boiler until creamy.

the furniture dealer, has a handsome stock
MOSES, FLORIST, BAR HARBOR.
of goods for the holidays, and his store is
Established for many years.
-sought by all Christmas shoppers for sugOpen alt the year 'roncd«
gestions. A piece of furniture, pictures ]

the

GREEN

CLEMENT

CO-OPERATIVE CLUB PLAN ?
That for

by paying

j

you

by paying

LAKE.

has started up

snow'

Vuu

THE

business

in

Ellsworth

resentations, either verbally
competition.

■

The

Bch

of the

season.

best

Here’s

a

sug-

list—looks

“good
gestive
to
eat”
on
paper; IS
enough
to
eat”
on
“good enough
Christmas Day:

Mixed Nuts 15c lb.

Oranges 30c per dot.
Lemons 30c per doz.

Patrick Kearns,
Ellsworth, Maine.

in order to meet

CLEMENT.

what I have to offer.

see

Mixed Candy, 10c;

3 lbs.

Candy, 10c and 13c;
Peanut Brittle, 15c;
Mixed Nuts, 15c;
Fine Stationery, 10c, 20c, 25c, 35c,

2

Nuts, Dates, Figs, Oranges,

25c.
25c.
25c.
18c.

best

2
Walnuts
Per Box

Lemons and

Bananas.

Pop Corn 5c.

a

Pound.

Ice Cream for the Christinas dinner nlust leave
orders tor same before 0 p. m. Friday.

Anyone wanting
Come

Mixed Nuts
!

Mary E Lynch,; St George for

At

a

You Will

C. H. LELAND.

Once

Come Again

FRUIT

i have my usual

Low Price.

-line of-

OF

ALL

KINDS.

Apollo Chocolates

Fancy Boxes for Christmas, also
of Mixed Candy at 10c, or"3 lbs. for 25c
of Peanut Taffy at 15c, or 2 lbs. for 25c

In

150 lbs.
150 lbs.

200 lbs. Chocolates at 15c.

Nougatines, Montevideos, Pecan
Creams, etc., at 20c per lb.

100 lbs.

You’ll be Surprised
lots of

to learn what

things

may be found a stove store
suitable for Holiday Presents.

ELDRIDQE’S
Goods
them

I will also sell 1 lb. of 40c Chocolates for 35c, in Fancy Box.
Don’t forget that I carry a large line of PIPES, TOBACCO and
CIGARS In CHRISTMAS BOXE:-. Kemember the place:

STOC KB RIDGE’S.
and see my stock and be convinced that I have the LARGEST
and BEST IN TOWN.

jyCome

useful, and many of
ornamental—and all

are

are

are sold at prices that
defy competition, and thus
appeal to the thrifty house-

of them

That Leak

If you have
#

J. P.

DANA

a

You have

in the water pipe must be attended to.
Telephone me.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street,

a

guarantee against discomfort from the

coldest of weather
I have

Carriages,

a

Coat or Robe

large

Sleighs,

or

the hardest of winter storms.

assortment at

prices that will suit.

Harnesses,

HENRY

El.

Lap Robes.

Whips,

DAVIS,

(ORIGINAL BUCKBOARD MAN.)

JORDAN,

FRANKLIN STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

FURNITURE

BARGAINS! BARGAINS!

AND

UNDERTAKING.

Figs 15c lb.
Dates 8c lb; 4lbs. for 25c.
Grapes 15c lb.

advertising,
S. J.

Broken

the Nuts and

the

newspaper

A FEW OF OUR BARGAINS

wife.

delicacies

by

and best line of Christmas boxes in the

largest

Come and

city.

ea*t

ar

or

At Reasonable Prices.

Don’t wait.

haven’t;
fully stocked with
and most popular

PIANOS

1905 Christmas Goods 1905

sHj&ntisrmrnts.

We

l’iano to be de-

of the man who advertises at ridiculously low prices goods which he does not
handle and will not furnish at such prices. I have never yet found it necessary
to commit piracy in advertising, nor to resort to false statements and misrep-

Port.

Hnncock County Ports.
Stonington—Doc 14, ar schs Frances Hyde,
Connecticut Hlver; Henry Weller, Clnrk’s Island; Harriet C White' ead, Boston; Anule and
Reuben, do. 81d sch Pe» obscot, N Y
Sullivan—Dec 13, ar ecb Mary Augusta,
Portland to haul up
Domestic Ports.
Boothbay Harbor—Dec 13, >ld sch Jennie
A Stubbs, Washington, D C
Dec 4, sld pch C B Wood, Bangor for Boston
Boston— Dec 17, sld sch Maine. (Returned
to Nantasket Roads Dec IS)
City Island-D'c '4, ar sch David Faust,
Bangor for N Y
Dec IS, »*oun«1 south, schs .1 M Harlow, Bangor for NY; L T Whitmore Stonlngton for N Y
Dec 16, bound east, sch Mary E Lynch, St
George, S I, for Stonlngton, Me
Dec .7. bound south, s. ha Wl lie L Maxwell,
Stonlngton; Julia Frarces, Ea t Manillas
Dec 19, bound east, sch Flhcman, Tolienvllle
for Boston
Delaware Breakwater—Dec 14, sr sch F
C Pendleton, Georgetown for N Y. (Sld Dec 1>*)
Chatham. Mass—Dec is, passed north, sch
Florence L land, South An.buy for Stonlngton
Gloucester—De* 1*, ar schs Maud Seward,
Sullivan for N Y; John Proctor, Sedgwick fur
do
Jacksonville, Fla—Dec 15, old sch John
Maxwell, N Y
Nantucket
Dec 14, ar sch Henrietta A
Whitley, Port Johnson
New Yo K-Dec 13 sld sch Carrie A Buck,
nam, Wilmington. N C
Dec 11. t-ld s h Alice J Crabtrre, Wilmington
Dec 17. Bid sch Hugh Kelley, Norfolk
Perth Amboy —Dec 16, sld sch Myronus,
Norfolk
Provides ce. R I-«D c 18, Bid seb D Howard
Spear, Norfolk
Salem—Dec 18, sld schs L T Whitmore, N Y;
George Nevlnger, do
Dec D, ar schs Jennie A Stubbs, Bluehlll for
Washington; Samuel B Hubbard, Stoulngton
for N Y; Penobscot, do for do; T W H White,
do lor do; Sadie Wlllcutt, Hall Quarry for do
Saundbrstown, R I—Dec IS.arsch Henrietta
A Whitney, Port Johnson for Nantucket
Dec 5, ar schs Julia Frances, East Machlas
for N Y; Willie L Maxwell, Stonlngton for do.
(Both sld Dec 16)
Vineyard Haven—Dec 15. ar sells Hazel Dell,
Virginia; Miranda, Bangor for N Y. Passed,
schs L T Whitmore, Stonlngton for N Y; George
Nevlnger, Bangor for N Y
Dec >8, Bid Bch Hazel Dell, Virginia, bound
Dec 19.

bounti-

BACH

whiiL

Stonlngton

are

paid,

BEWARE

F>u«wers sometime!
HAK HARBOR
Open all the ye»r 'round.

wilt

MARINE LIST.

DIED.

we

BACH

a

$5 down and #1 eacli week until the whole is

—

and

get

PIANO worth

MOSES FLORIST,

8PURUNG-BUNKER-At Cranberry Isles,
Dec lfl, by Rev A P MacDonald, Allas Annie
L Spurllng to Elisha G Bunker, both of
Crauberry I»1 a.

Fruit side of Christmas.

for

hauling and loading cars at Green Lake. Pond, Merrill, Poole, Crown, II. M. Cable, Kohler &
Campbell and other wellM. Quinn is yarding, Frank Fitts, Darling, Burke are loading cars. It promises known makes at equally low prices and easy terms.
to be a busy winter.

—

forget

worth

$5 down and $1 per week,
or

Sunday quite a few' people enjoyed the
skating on the lake, but all are looking
forward to ice-boating. The lake is all
frozen except a small strip in the centre.

1

COLBY— CARTER— At Scarl>oro. Dae 7, by
Rev W 11 Varney, Mias Florence II Colby, of
Alt Desert Ferry, to Smith W Carter, of West
Scarboro.
DOUGLASS—WESCOTT—At
West
Brooks
\llle, Dec 1, by R« v Edward T Green, All*s
May K Douplass to Lester Clifford Weecott,
botn of Brooksville
GALLISON
M’FARLAND
At EUaworth,
Dec 19, I y Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Pearl
GnMson to Sherman J McFarland, both of
Hancock.
SILK-LYMBURNER-At Bar Harbor, Dec 11,
by Rev Angus M MacDonald, Ml-a Catharine
Grace Silk to Everett L Lymourner, both of
Eden.

Don’t

a

have a warranty stamped on each piano to be first-class in every particular.
They have elegantly designed cases, double veneered and beautifully finished.
Good action and fine tone. Our club price does not represent their full value.
You should see them to appreciate this extraordinary offer. Call and examine
them or write for further particulars. We have also the Weber, the Ivers &

MARRIED.

KEARNS.

get

STUART PIANO

Lord, of Ellsworth, arrived to spend a few
days with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.

BORN.

FROM

can

you

Horace F. Lord.

!

BARTLETT—At Lamolne. Dec 16, to Mr arid
Mrs Reuel Bartlett, a daughter.
BILLINGS—At Little Dier hie, Dec 14, to Mr
and Mrs Elmer J Billings, a son.
BLACK—At Deer Isle, Dec P, to Mr and Mrs
George 8 Black, a eon. [Carl.J
DAVIS—At Deer IbIo, Dec 8, to Mr and Mrs
George W Davis, a daughter.
DUNTON—At 8urry, Dec lu, to Mr and Mrs
Frank Dunton.a daughter.
GREEN—At Deer Isle, Dec 18, to Mr and ifrs
Gardner K Green, a daughter.
GRINDLE—At East Sullivan, Dec 18, to Mr
and Mrs Everett Grin le, a son.
MARTIN—At East Sullivan, Dec 5, to Mr and
Mrs Linwood Martin, a son.
OSGOOD—At Ellsworth. Dec 17, to Dr and Mrs
II W Osgood, a daughter.

LASTMINUTE
HINTS

of the

livered when the fi rst money is paid.

The

aWitttiamtntv

advantages

John Clark, of Bar Harbor, arrived yesterday on business.
Saturday evening Miss Annie Louise

Read Clement’s Co-operative Club
advertisement.

CLARK—At Ellsworth, Dec 17, Jamea Clark,
aned 58 years.
COLLINS—At South Surry, Dec 14, Mrs Elvira
R Collins, aged 68 years.
FREEMAN—At North Bucksport, Dec 18, HeTetf
C, widow of Smith Freeman, aged 93 years, 2
months.
GILES—At Dedham, Dec 14, Mrs Alice P Giles,
widow of Joseph Giles, aged 87 years, 10
months.
GRANT—At West Brooktln, Dec 13, Miss Jessie
Grant, aged 17 years, 3 months, S days.
PARSON—At
Haven, Dec 19, Rev W E
Parson, D D. of Washington, D C, aged 60
years, 2 months, 1 day.
PECKIIA Ai—At Bar Harbor, Drc 12, James A
Peck ham, aged 7 years, 7 months, 17 days.
SILSBY—At Amherst, Dec 13, Mrs Mary J
Sllsby, aged 77 years, 2 months, 25 days.
WE-iCOTT—At Castlne, Dec 14. Mrs Hannah
Wescott, aged 6J years, 2 months, 15 days.

Thoroughly Understand

due?

recently.

William W. Sewall—“Bill” Bewail, as he
is best known-has been nominated by
President Roosevelt as collector
of
customs for the Aroostook district.

Do You

During the open season for hunting
which closed last Friday,
very few deer
were shot in this
vicinity. This is not
however, to a scarcity of game, for
during the last few days of open time
signs could be found almost anywhere in
the woods, and unless the deer are driven
out they ought to be very plentiful next
fall.

winter.

He
and

i\D\ £iK119r.K9.

Around on Franklin street, at the music
•store of Staples, Smith & Moody, there are

|

OF THE RIVER.

_

C. R.

WHITING BROTHERS

J!

HENRY E.

the

C. H. LELAXD.

inaugurated a special two weeks’
Christmas sale, offering opportunities for
Christmas buyers seldom found at the
holiday season. The stock is large, and
Christmas suggestions meet the eye at
•every turn.
c. L. moranu’h
department store is running over with
Christmas goods. He offers this year an
especially attractive lot of gifts for children—dolls, books, games, etc. —while the
articles suitable for children of older
growth are without number.

I

W. 8. Murch, who has been laid up with
a cut foot, is able to be around
again.
j Dennis Reynolds and his son-in-law,
Reuel Clark, shot tw'o deer recently.
Mark L. Milliken, who has been employed at Bar Harbor, is at home for the I

companion

baa

has

MOUTH

At the harness store of James A. McGown an excellent gift for the man or
woman who drives may be found.
One of
those foot warmers—a most comfortable
for a long, cold winter drive—
would be most acceptable to many. Robes,
whips, trunks, and suit erases also come in
line as articles suitable for gifts.

M. OALLKRT

A. E.

mas

looking for presents for the men of the
family to visit. Gloves, handkerchiefs,
neckwear are always acceptable gifts for
men, while those parents who consider
the utility as well aH the acceptability of
gifts could do no better than look over
warm overcoats and in its at this store.

At George A. Parcher’s drug store tasteful gifts may be found in the way of toilet
articles,
perfumery, etc., while the cigar
to appreciate.
case offers fragrant Christmas
cigars for
It ought to need no argument to induce the man of the family. It may be well
the people of Ellsworth and vicinity that right here to suggest that the woman who
making a present of cigars,
their own interest lies in patronizing the contemplates
can steer clear of the time-worn Christmas
home stores.
The amount of money in cigar joke by relying on the judgment of
actual circulation here is not large, and the man behind the counter.
MOORE’S DRUG STORE
every dollar sent out is another drop of
the constant drain from the bucket. The makes a strong appeal to Christmas shopinherited instinct of most women to pers this year by an attractive window
display. At this store there is an excel“shop”--to see, and see, and see and see lent line of manicure and brush and comb
some more, and then
buy out of town sets and toilet articles, and a full line of
what they might just as well have bought Roger & Gallet perfumeries. Here, too, is
a fine stock of cigars of
good brands.
at home—has driven many good dollars
J. A. M’GOWN.
out

Miss Annie F, Scott will have a Christtree for members of her school in the
schoolhouse Friday evening.
John Clough and wife and Henry Frost,
of Mars Hill, are here for several days’
visit w'ith Mr. Clough’s brothers.
The annual Christmas sale held in the
vestry on Wednesday afternoon by the
ladies’ sew ing circle netted about |47.
Mrs. L. C. Hastings, who has been in
Bar Harbor for several weeks w’ith her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Holden, came home
last week. 8he will l*»ave for Boston today to spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Frank Morgan.

ana

8TORE

women

LAKEWOOD.
Mias Flora Garland has gone to Otter
Creek for the winter.
David Thomas, of Otter Creek, visited
friends here recently.
Roy Webber and Pearl Nickerson, of
Bangor, are visiting relatives here.
The Christmas exercises will be held in
the church on Saturday evening, Dec. 23.
Miss Josie Garland, who has had employment at Ellsworth for some time, is
at home.
Abi Garland went to Green Lake Monday to work for Mr. Fitts. He will move
his family there later.
Miss May French and niece. Eulalie
Finn, spent Saturday and Sunday with
relatives in North Mariaville.
Vernal Frazier is at home for the winter.
He has had employment until recently
with the Maine Central railroad.

Clough.

—

as

ELLSWORTH FALLS
8. B. Rogers, of Bangor, Is the guest of
W. H. Brown any family.
Mrs. Nettie Debeck, of Waltham, is visiting here with her sister, Mrs. Eugene

He also

Campbell’s Variety
is well stocked with the iinest China,

I have leased the
door of the Eno
on

ground
building

State street, and have

moved from my

location

on

temporary

Main street.

L. W. JORDAN,
Ellsworth,

Maine.

Store

Crockery, Toys, Books,

Games, Bolls and Novelties of every description.
Large line of LAMPS. Our Five and Ten Cent Counters are
loaded with beautiful articles. It matters not whether you’ie going to
buy Christmas presents for big folks or little folks, you will find a splendid great assortment of the right sort of giveables to select from, if you
step into our store. We are bountifully stocked in every department and
we are bound to give all bargains for money invested.
Checks given with
every five-cent purchase at our store. Come in and look us over.

CAMPBELL’S VARIETY STORE,
Jordan Block, opposite Hanning Block.

oj
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Be,
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Game Warden

x
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Davis

Many

Bangor Saturday.

in

were

from this town

were

in

fcaiui’day doing Christmas shopping.
Tac* many friends of Forest Haskell

ghui

to

111

him out

see

again

after

a

Falls,

are

severe

tives

A

candyywerejsold.

large

was

>

Mrs.

men

going
quite

are

>n<\

and

out of town
a

number

are

going

the woods to work.
Dec. 18.

iag

on

ft

scallop fishers

good da;«‘s'
permitted.

DESERT FERRY.

MT.

Arthur Lounder arrived home from BosNahum Jellison, who has been ill for

time,

is

very low.

>n

Mrs. Bessie Tufts, who has been visiting
Trenton, is at home.
Charles Havey and f Free man Grant shot
two deer at Washington Junction last
Lgwia Jordan and wife and F. L. Colby
«nd wife go to Bangor to-day to attend
the State grange.

Joyce
Llewellyn
ior a few

Arthur Jellison, who is attending^school

Charleston, came home Friday to spend
the holiday vacation.
Thursday evening. Dec. 7, the home of
Bev. W.H. Varney, in Scarboro,Jwas the
*oen? of a quiet wedding, when Miss
Florence H. Colby, of Aft. Desert Ferry, and
Smith W. Carter, of West Scar boro, were
married, the ring service being used.
The bride was becomingly dressed in
brown, and was attended by her sister
Hjrbert Carter, a brother of
Camp
the groom, was best man. Owing toth?
illness of the groom’s father, ths bridal
trip will be deferred until later, and the
happy couple will be at home to their
the home of the groom
West Scar boro.

friends at
in

s

parents
C.

Dec. 18.

EAST LAMOINE.

Judge
their
A

Peters and wife

spent Sunday at

home here.

summer

daughter

was

Reuel Bartlett

on

born to Mr.

Saturday

and Mrs.

last.

George Shea returned last Saturday from
Searsport, where he has been at work
during the fall.
8. W. Bennett and son Ralph came home
from Boston last Thursday, af: r a stabo Vs work at paper hanging.
C’apt. F. L. Winterbotham, of the
steamer J. T. Morse, arrived home last
Thursday to spend the winter.
Miss Alice Higgins has gone 10 Kirgher sister,
Mrs. Eugene
man to visit
Bunker. She will then return to Bangor,
where she will attend Shaw’s business

•oilege.
S.’h.ul

is

se..-i >n, tau^lB
vooJ. i'o

in

Mary Garland, of Lake

of

Miss

wife

meeting of Lamoine
following officers
Master, Jesse E. Young;
overseer, Homer Wilbur; lecturer. Mrs.
Carrie King; steward, William K. Salisbury; chaplain. Rev. T. McDonald; secretary, Eunice Coggins; assistant steward,
Clarence Young; lady assistant steward.
Miss Lizzie Bartlett; Ceres, Mrs. Minnie
Laura
Hodgkins; Pomona,
Linscott;
Flora, Flora
Stratton;
gate-keeper,
Stephen Young.
i
Dec 18.
H.
At

the regalar

grange, Dec.
were elected:

12,

the

early .spring

remain

through

get

opinion.

More than

the

New Bedford, Mass. She will
few weeks in Boston on her way

borne

in

spend

a

are due Mr. and Mrs.
Rich, who were recently married.
Mrs. Rich was Miss Mamie Milliken, one

Congratulations

our

They will
au Haut,

well-liked young ladies.
a permanent home at Isle

Mrs. Wiil

potatoes, cakes, pies,
which all did ample

chicken, mashed
nuts

fruit,

and

to

justice.
The first part of the evening

playing progressive

in

|

gramme

offered

was

spent
The prothe best. It
was

whist.

one

of

Min Cora E. Clark, of Manset, visited

Mrs. Clara E. Leland, of Trenton, spent
week with her granddaughter, Mrs.
Alton Trundy.

Herbert Lnrvey, who has been working
for Graves Bros, in Bar Harbor the past
year, is at home for the winter.

system.

Scott’s Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil
just

such

a

lias

a

Rowcna Rebekah lodge has nominated
as follows:
Mrs. Bertha Newman,
N. G.; Mrs. Ida Richardson, V. G.; Miss
Carrie Sparling, secretary; Mrs. Margaret
Trundy, financial secretary; Mrs. Mabel
Tinker, treasurer.
Dec. 18.
Spec.

food in its best form.

Capt. E.
Daisy after

L.
a

Gott has gone in his sloop

load of

A.
_

give
you.

it

a

down

trial:

or

emaciated,

it cannot hurt

It is

possible

Clinton to work

on

been
have

the railroad.

Mrs. Lydia Springer, of Partridge Cove,
spent a few days last week with her niece,
Mrs. Albert

Harvey.

children and

has

We will send you

anaemic

girls.

sample

free.

a

Be sure that this picture
in the form of a label is on
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

scon &

s

BOWNEj

SUNSET.
Invitations have been received for the
wedding of Dr. Allen McDonald Small, of
Freedom, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. 8. Small,
of this plaoe, and Miss Edith Williams,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Thomas P. Williams, of Sears port, which will take place
in the First Congregational chnrch at
Searsport, Tuesday, Dec. 26.
Spec.
Dec. 18.
_

Chemists

EAST BLUEHLLL.

409 Pearl Street, New York

The following officers have been elected
by the East Bluehill grange: Master,
John F. Wood; overseer, Arthur B. Wood;

50c. jsui *1.

All Druxjfists

well

at

as

■

aa

!

sway, and at

■

!!

points farther ;\

il WHOLESALE
On

>

■

equally

favorable terms?

■

H. F. BAILEY CO.
Storehouse an<i Mill.
W ATE It ST.,
ELLSWORTH.

I I Mi I

A

■

■l■■t■■l-^-^I

a»»rk. Crown ami Hridite
\V.»rk.
Cas, Ether anti
C*»4?»:ue f»»r lhiin less Exl OiCtlOli.

GREELY,

h

DENTIST.

at home.

s

about.

The Liberty club was entertained by the
president, Miss Carrie Haskell, last Saturday evening. Clam chowder w’as served.

KBTAHJ.INHKO

coffee will be served.

IMA.

FARROW,

WM.

SAI L-MAK El R.
hihJ
IWcrttl iHirk.
k'UaH •*! • iMlMll«ir* »♦•*'* Mi
Mil*,
r.tn > iJiiUel lu ttoftk «itb.

*VHAKK.

ship

ami

used

in

r«li

MAI

KOCALAXU.

to-day.

what

they

large

fire-box has

are

an

The

exten-

end, making it
very desirable for burning

sion

the

on

wood.

Coal

linings

Dock Ash Grate
nished if desired.

Damon. Miss Harriet NVhite and

Harold Hardy have recently joined.
The Bidewalk society will meet at the
home of Mrs. Ellen Hayes Wednesday
afternoon. This society will have a public
Christmas tree in the schoolhouse the
evening of Dec. 23. Chowder, cake and

Ellsworth.

Main Street.

first-class material
construction which
have made the Kineo Ranges

of

Chester

1-M-+ I I l -l'

counts every time.
It is the first-class workman-

son was

able to walk

.M I I I I

Quality

employment

can

with the
be

fur-

FOK SALK BY

F. B.

AIKEN, Ellsworth, Me.

MANUFACTURE!* BY

Noyes A Nutter Mfg. Co., Bangor, Me.

E.

Dec. 18.

AKK.

Dec. 18.

pale,

boy

can

the winter.

the best

Wesley Ford and wife are receiving conessentially
gratulations on the arrival of a little
nourishment for delicate daughter, born Dec. 14.

■

Do yon realize you
here in Ellsworth

once.

apples.

Boston.

Reports from Mrs. R. B. Staples, who
is in the Maine eye and ear infirmary,
state that she is improving and is now-

Dec. 16.

!!
][

I

Mrs. Collins Powrers arrived home Satur-

day.
Capt. Everett Thompson

now

be

!!
]}

we

;j At

Boston.

wife, for a while.
Ralph Crockett went to
springs Friday morning, where
employed through the w inter.

gone to

are run

gone to

Isle,

MARLBORO.
It will build up the weakened
Miss Katie McIntyre, who has
and wasted body when all working in Lamoine, is at home.
other foods fail to nourish.
If Peter, Joseph and George McIntyre

you

Miss Harriet White

wife.

Stockton

■

stock of
that

Thejniost ui>-to-4ate dental

born to Mr. and Mm. A. BillLittle Deer Isle, Dec. 14.
ings,
Louis and Emery Ellis, who have been
employed on the steamer J. T. Morse, are

he will

We have m large
high-grade floors
want to dispose of

Porcelain Inlays.

in

and

■

FLOUR

Sum jel Grindie and family, cf Granite,
have moved into the Murphy cottage for

been

Miss Carrie Greenlaw, of North Deer
is with her cousins, Lorenzo Gros*

::
!!
]\

14.;

Basil R. Lunt, who h«s boon at w-' rk at
Isle of Shoals, came horn*: Sunday.

_

Myra Gross, of Swan's Island, has
visiting friends here.
Mrs. Lonie Filield, of West Stonington,
U visiting her parents, A. J. Joyce and

1 I I

The smack Eva M. Martin waa here'Friday. The price of lobsters v\a»*Jd cents.

S.

Mrs.

great

ZfcbrrtiKiunift.

GOTT’S ISLAND.

Miss Rena Lunt, who has been visiting

OCEANVILLE.

n ouro a

Mrs. F. W. Lunt has been visiting in
Ellsworth the past week.
Mrs. Nettie Tinker, of Manset, spent
l he past week at her ol 1 n »me here.

store.

De<MS.

«

officers

relatives here last week.

ELWELL.

L.

The funeral service* of Virginia, wife oi
Howard L. El well, a well know travelling gales,
were held at the
home, :c>9 Woodford
street. Rev. Mr. FUher. of the West End Con.
gregstlonal churrh officiating. The service was
simple hut Impressive- Several selections were
rendered by a quartette composed of Dr. Nickerson. How ml Stevens, Mias Martha Hawes
and Mi*« Augusts Schumacher.
The floral
tribute was a large a^d handsome one, testify,
log to the high esteem of her many friends.
Among the many beautiful flowers sent were a
pillow from Mr Elwell** friends of the Elks
and set pieces from the Country Club and U. C.
T.'s. flu la 1 will be at Mechanic Falls.
Mrs. Elwell was born thirty six years ago In
Mechanic Falls. She had been an Invalid for
the p*st ten 5cars. « ut during that time had
borne her constant suffering without complaint,
and a patience that was something remarkable.
Mrs. El well had an exceedingly large circle of
friends bv whom she will be gwatly missed, for
her lovable disposition made friends of all with
whom sho came In on tact.
Beside* a hp-hand. a father and mother who
live at Meehtnlc Falls, a daughter, Anile, ons
Fred
Pul lfer, of
brother,
ftahattos, t«o
slater-, Mr* William tireer.lraf, of Auhurn,
and Mrs. Ada Parsons, of M. Paul, are left to

a

8.

H.

nian.

Town Hill.

Dec. 18.

MRS.

Friends here sympathize with Howard
L. El well, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. M.
L. Elwell, of this place, in the recent
death of his wife at their home in Portland. A Portland paper says:

opened by all singing America. A
talk byO. W. Foss followed, in which he
EDEN.
mainly outlined the purposes and future
Thu Central school closed Friday for a
a*ork of the order, showing himself to be
taro weeks’ vacation.
an earnest champion of an excellent cause.
Ernest and Edith Hall returned Mon“The American Indian,” by Charles
Sprague, was given by John R. Stratton in a day to Pittsfield, for the winter term at
the
M.C. I.
clear and dispassionate manner. The parMiss Frances Small, assistant in the
ody of the American Indian, by A. B.
Carbtree, deserves conspicuous mention. Central school, went to her home in AddiLn this reference was made to the officers son Saturday for a vacation.
of the tribe and sisters of the council. “A
The work of digging »ud hauling trees
history of the order,” by E. W. Wooater, for the
cottage grounds at Bar Harbor has
was delivered in an interesting manner.
furnish considerable labor.
In closing J. E. Bowden gave a sum- begun. It will
The heavy snow-fall of Sunday followed
mary of the advantages and work of the
order. Music for the evening was furthe (lurries of the Latter part of the
nished by Herbert Young, violin, and by
week, has made good sleighing on the is- !
lialen Younjf, piano.
An hour was spent land.
singing familiar songs, and at a late hour
the guests reluctantly departed.
Among those who are in attendance at
State grange at
Dec. 18.
C.
Bangor are Worthy
Master J. W. Wood, Julien Emery, D. U. j
Hall, Howard Crabtree and E. E. Smith.
WEST TREMOXT.
was

Rae.

_

DEATH OF

lecturer, Manda M. Carter; chaplain,
Alice M. Candage; secretary, Nellie M.
Wood; steward, Edwin E. Conary; assistant steward, C. H. Wardwell; lady assistant steward,
Nettie E. Graves; gateMrs. Evelyn Neal is preparing to join
keeper, Emery D. Leach; Pomona, Lizzie her son Wilder in southern Nebraska,
M. Davison; Flora, Annie M. Ridley; where the house is fast nearing compleOeres. Addie F. Grindle.
tion, his letters growing more and more
Spec.
Dec. 16.
pleading for his mother’s coming. Mrs.
Neal will visit her sister, Mrs. Crowe, at
HANCOCK.
Fall River, Mass., before continuing on
HEDMEK ENTERTAIN.
her w'estern trip.
Tlie first anniversary of the I. O. of R.
Dec. 18.
Spray.
M. of Hancock will long linger in the
Mrs.
Rose
a
few days at
Lurvey spent
memory of those present as one of the
Northeast Harbor last week.
most pleasant and enjoyable occasions.
On Friday evening, Dec. 16, the Omaha
Master El well Trundy is visiting his
tribe extended hospitality to their wives, grandparents, Elwell Humor and wife, at

|

likely

you need a concentrated fat food
to enrich your blood and tone
up the

X8-

the winter.

Mosley
opened
friends at Mansot, came home Sunday.
Copt. Robert B. 11. DJFrask visited the
Miss Maggie Gray, of Salisbury Cov*,
Wallace
Tyler, of Brockton, Mass., island Sunday, accompanied by bis sister
has teen visit mg her sister, Mrs. Lulu
Jennie and Mrs. Elizabeth Muneher, of
came Sunday to visit his sister, Mrs. Davia
Lurvey, for a few days.
McKinley.
Angell.
of
SomesRena
and
Ellen
Misses
Reed,
M-.ss Alice Potter, who has been with
QHIS is a common expresLoren W. Rum 11 attended the Odd
w
ith
vacation
N. Moore’s family since Halsey
ville, are spending schorl
Fellows’ convention at Bar Harbor last Capt. E,
!
was first taken ill in September,
Moore
sion we hear on every their sister, Mrs. Delia Lurvey.
Wednesday.
left for Bar Harbor last Saturday.
Jack London and wife, of California,
Miss Rena and Lucy Feed, of Duck
side. Unless there is j were the
Capt. L. S. Trask, Berlin Gott and others
guests of D. W. McKay and wife, Island, are visiting their sisters, Mrs.
will leave soon on their Christmas vacsand Airs. Lelii Rumill.
W. Kittredg? and wife, the past
Eunice
als^C
Lopaus
some organic trouble, the con-■
w-eek.
Mrs. Eunice Lopaus and Mrs. Kathlyn
A Fearful Fute.
dition can doubtless be remedied.
Rev. G. Mayo, of Winter Harbor, is tne Reed are arranging for a Christmas concert.
It is a fearful fate to have to endure the
gu?stofhis brother, G. W. Mayo. Mr. Mrs. Flora Murphy will decorate the terrible torture of Piles. “1 can truthYour doctor is the best adviser. | Mayo will occupy the pulpit at the Union church. The people of th.* place will have fully say,” writes Harry Colson, of
a Christmas tree.
JMUuonviUe, la., “that for*Blind, Bleeding,
Do not dose yourself with all •hurcb, Someaville, Sunday morning.
Dec. 18.
Thelma.
Itching and Protruding Piles, Bucklen’s
He will return Monday, accompanied by
Arnica Salve is the best cure made.” Also
his mother, Mrs. Abigail Mayo, who will
best for cuts, burns and injuries.
25c at
NORTH DEER ISLE.
kinds of advertised remedies
E. G. Mookk’m, druggist.
spend the winter with him.
has

worth, recently visited relatives here.
Mrs. Charles Brown has been the guest
of Mrs. I. N. Salisbury the past week.
an

to

Albert

All Run Down

Salisbury and family, of Ells-

Mel Salisbury butchered

r.

WEST EDEN.

his

Quite a number of men and boys are on
the pond in their tents fishing. Not
many
smelts yet, but George W. Staples
caught a
trout Saturday, which weighed about two
pounds and measured eighteen inches.

Mrs. Eva Robinson and little son Donald, of Hartland, arrived at the home of
her brother, Liston Smith, last week, to

the Elliner council and a few friends. The
welcome given was the heartiest.
Everybody apparently was in the best of spirits,
tnd ; h entertainment more than met the
inticipation of the goests. If anyone
wonders at the popularity of this order, he
should have been present at the banquet
served at 11 o’clock, consisting of roast

and

home.

>

NORTH LAMOINE.

fierrey

and wife l?tt Thurs lay
visit in Rockland.

days’

^_diaisniinn&.

are

Bangor.

in

—

Abbott and wife.

The sale and supper o' the Methodist

_

too* the

then

mike
Mr. Rich’s native town.
They have the
bts. wishes of their many friends.
Sumac.
Dec. 17.

is

Ellen Berry and W. H. Cousins and
attending the State grange in

eight,

|

Li district No. 5 has b©3 discontinued,
aad the pupils are eouveye 1 to this sc hxi’,
making it larger an 1 more interesting.
Dec. 18.
H.

Roy Stratton, who has been attending
Coburn classical institute, is home.
There will be a Christmas tree and exercises in the church Christmas evening.

breakfast for

oi

j

1

soon.

j the ladi.

hr Miss
school

LAMOINE.

M. Pert went to

Irving McFarland and A. E. Foren are
unployed at Winter Harbor.
Reuel McFarland and w ife are living on
[he Sherman Abbott place this winter.
Miss Jennie Marshall, of Bar Harbor,
recently made a short visit to her mother.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler has left for her

ieees in it. Thursday afternoon
s took it to th° ball, where they
tied an 1 in ide it. and Mrs. Joyce kindly
gave it to the pastor
Dec. 15.
A.
r

and C.

Jimmie PodgJ is quite ill.
G»orge Marshall is confined
house with a broken toe.

The village improvement society held a
9upper in tne haii at Atlantic Wednesday
which will go
night, realizing abjut
toward repairing th-- church in the spring.
Mrs. Emery Joyce was the lucky winner
of the quilt, g'ie-*«iug nearest to the numo

run

WEST HANCOCK.

Capt. Willard Staples l?ft Thursday to
see about a vessel, he having had letters
from different parties.

in

and will

Dec. 16.

business.

on

morning

was

horse

carried her husband and sou to
then
to
[.heir work on the
quarries,
Dceanville and bought a sleigh, and came
Some in time to seud the children to
[earn

D.

St. Clair & Alien,

Sylvester

Mineola

the

pared

work this week, when weather
Prices are rather low.

N. Allen, of
town last week

a new

There is at least one smart woman here.
She got up on Thursday morning, pre-

ATLANTIC.

week.

t\e+ page*

The people here were very sorry to learn
M the illness of Rev. S. L. Hanscom, of
Bar Harbor. He was tne pastor here some
years ago, and has always been kindly
remembered by his people and many
warm friends here.

some

Dec. 18.

«w

School commenced here on Monday
ftfternoon. Owing to the snow storm on
Sunday the teachers were unable to reach
Lheir schools until noon.

the hospital since April, is also at his
home at Bayside, somewhat better.

her sister in

Seir»%

«

Capi. Sarvery leaves on Monday for
Brewer, where he is intending to spend
[.he winter with bis son George.
Harry Stanley came home on Thursday
offering from quite a severe cold. He is
in hopes to be able to return to his work

of

Mrs. Chester Robbins, who has been in
the Portland hospital for treatment, is at
Mrs. Robbins’
home much improved.
brother, Chester Walls, who has been in

ton last week.

some

made

have

book

Mrs. Elisa Robinson, who has spent
of the summer and fall with her sisters at Franklin and Vinathaven, has returned to her home here. She was met at
Bar Harbor and accompanied home by
Miss Susie Houston.

grocery cart.
Earle

vacation.

The

check

MAINE.

Rockland Monday.

Miss Nellie Pervear, of North Brooklin,
is spending the winter with her brother,
John Pervear.

A. B.

a

FIRST NATIONAL HANK.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
C. M. Pert has

SEAL COVE.

into

money, and fur-

nishes you

without cost.

Addition'll County

o

num-

to work

your account, cares

for your

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. Annie Gott has moved home from
Crabtree & Havey have shut down i
Bass Harbor.
their quarry this week, they being the
Miss Maggie Daffy, of Bluehill, is stoplast to suspend work for the winter. The
paving cutters are the only men in town ping with Mr3. Chester Robbins.
Miss Sadi' Carver, who has been atemployed on granite. The prospects are
for a very dull winter. A large number of tending school in Bangor, is at home dur»t

and

mosi

Davis.

her attended.

dip

to

The Bank

ELLSWORTH.

Salisbury.

Dec. 18.

keeps

a

Mrs. A.

L. Allen and Mrs. G. A. Grindle
Capt. Roland Lunt has hauled up his
schooner, Pochaaaet, and came home Sun- spent Wednesday in Brook]in, visiting
friends.
day.
Frank R. Marks left here
A large delegation from Pemetic lodge,
to-day for
I. O. O. F., went to Bar Harbor last Wed- Boston, where he expects to spend the
winter
with
his
brother, M. A. Marks.
nesday to attend the convention.
Mrs. Eliza Herrick and daughter
Clifford Robbins, of Breakwater light
Jennie,
station, accompanied by his wife, is visit- of Bluehill, and George Abbott nnd wife'
of Bluehill, spent Sunday with
his
Mrs.
Howard
Robbins.
Richard
ing
mother,

Bank

a

only

Aurora.

Charles Salisbury and wife, of Pittsfield,
who were visiting his parents, Nathan
Salisbury and wife, were suddenly called
home last week by the critical illness of
their baby. They were accompanied home

by

some

This causes

THE

telephone

luckiest

the

Frank Kelli her ha* gone to Boston for
winter, where he has employment.
Mr*. Fred Mayo, of Providence, R. I., is
visiting her husband's parents and sister*.

ful affair.

hunters last week. Besides other game,
he shot two fine deer, from which he realized |21.

Thursday afternoon and^evening the
ladt s’ guild society, of the Ossipee comjAQion court, held a sale of Christmas

cake and

Salisbury

Willis

write a check.

already

NORTH 8RIK1WICK.
Mrs. Hattie Allen is quite ill.
O M. Allen and wife are
attending State
grange in Bangor.
Esther Allen, who attends the
academy
in Bluehill, is home for the vacation.

town.

society on Thursday afternoon and
evening was a very pleasant and success-

Emily Warren, who was seventyfive last
Wednesday, spent the day at
Tilden with her daughter, Mrs. Ben Frost.

KUb vorth, Hancock and East Sullivan
A lobster supper
in attendance.
were
was served during the evening.

While «w»y they will viait
AtUe->
and other places in
Massachusetts
n«. X8.

boro

aid

Mrs.

present tojwitness
third degree. Brothers front

money

has

his pen into the ink

delay.

a

Isle.

Lamoine and Deer

at

A person with
Account

to

order

check from

a

Bank Account.

Gertrude Laity has gone to Lamoine to
attend school. She will live with her
sister, Mrs. Lillie Higgins, this winter.

were

articles. The booths were very pretty and
the hall was artistically decorated. In the
•veiling a programme of masic, pantoIce-cream,
tnrme, etc., was presented.

from

home

is

a

friend who has

Harvey Salisbury has bought of Atwood
Edgecomb the trotting mare Irene, formerly owned by Percy Grover.
E. Lally and wife returned home last
Friday, after a few days’ visit with rela-

v-

the

Salisbury

Joe

W. Gordon and A. B. Havej, of
ftk-h«'«.>die tribe No. 92, attended the Kedmei s powwow al Bangor Dec. 12.
&• hoodie tribe of Redmen will meet si
Duier & Havey’s hall after Jan. 1.
R
«Mg ihe past year it has met at the K. of P.
Ball.
A -egular communication of David A.
Hi per
lodge, F. and A. M., was held
votiv in

or cret

week.

a

ing friend* in

week at

a

He has been employed on the
line, which is now completed.

A.

Many

for

buy

either

Ellsworth

of

Hamilton,
visiting

wishes

who

money away, has to

send

Frank Perkins is in town.

been

and wife for

S h. oner Mary Augusta was t-owed from
Bar Harbor Dec. 13, and is hauled up for
the winter at Dunbar’s wharf.

Saturday.

has

tlon.

jh*«.

the

A person without a Hank
Account

t

Nathan Salisbury’s.
George Marshall and wife, of Deer Isle,
have been the guests of Aaron Salisbury

with measles.

os

Miss Grace

^

Ellsworth

x*»f*

Mis* Jennie Ball, of Hancock, is visit-

Sav ing.

a

--

Tibbetts and wife are attending
grange at Bangor.
School closed last Friday after a successful term taught by Miss E. Dunham, of
North Mariaville.

Howard Abbott and Miss Lottie

Mrs.

A Bank Account is

the State

WEST SULLIVAN.

»t»

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Wallace

p*i«9*

Mk..V«a;

CHtWL

18._Y.

in

COUNTY NEWS.

SDbfrti«rmtnt».

subscriber* at 107 pig recently for W. R. King, which tipped
(
117 post-offices in Hancock countj. the scales at exactly 400 pounds.
iher papers in the County comMrs. A. L. Holt went to Eastport to visit
'» not reach so many.
The AMERI- her
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Hodgkins, innot the only paper printed in stead of Phillips, as reported last week.
*ck county, and has never claimed to
The ladies of the sewing circle extend
•< is the only paper that can propthAnks to William Austin for acting as
called a County paper; all the time-keeper and foreman during the conmerely local papers. The circula- struction of the new gravel sidewalk free
Also to Lewis Hutchings for a
The American, barring the Bar of charge.
day’s work gratis, be being out of the
tleeord's summer list, i* larger district.
xat of all the other papers printed
Dec.
cock county.
OTIS.
American has

i

STUART PIANOS (new), $144; or
on payment, $5 down, $1 per week, $160.
can furnish any other cheap make of pianos equally
We also handle the celebrated Vose, Briggs, Weser(

We

and other

high-grade

standard

low.

Hughes, Jacob Bros.,

pianos.

J, T. CRIPPEN CO.,

Subscribe for The

as

Southwest Harbor, fie.

American—only COUNTY paper—$1.50 per year.

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

Onnntp 1F««|

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Harrison Kimball and wife have gone to
Boston for the winter.
Laurie Holmes is home for a vacation
from Hebron academy.
The kindergarten closed Friday and will
not open again until May.
Isaac Ralph and family have moved into
their

new

house

near

the

parish

house.

Owing to a breakdown on the Catherine,
there was no boat from Boston Saturday.
Quite a large number of families from

Southwest

Harbor have moved here where

they have employment for the winter.
The primary, intermediate and grammar
schools began Monday. The high school
closed last Friday for two weeks’ vacation.
Work is still being pushed along on the
village club-house, and it now begins to
take on the appearance of a very beautiful
structure.
Charles Francis and wife,

the Indians

who have been staying here all the fall,
have done quite a large business making
and selling baskets for Christmas.

Hannah

Kimball

and

Francis
for the
Christmas vacation from Kent’s Hill,
where they attend the Maine Wesleyan
seminary.
Miss

Spurlmg have

returned

home

them.

Her shoulder continued to
L. Grindle was
called in. On examination he found that
the shoulder had been dislocated all the
time. The shoulder was put in place, and
Mrs. Higgins is now comfortable.
Dec. 11.
H.
one

other panes

»ea

of

pain

her and

finally Dr. R.

CASTINE.
W. G. Sargent spent several days of last
week in Boston on business.
The normal school opened for the winter
term on Tuesday, with a good list of
students.
Mrs. Fred Mills and daughter Rowena
a visit to relatives in

spent last week on
Milo and vicinity.

Pearl Dan forth, wife and children returned on Saturday from Berwick where
Mr. Dan forth is employed as teacher.
ladies of the Methodist church held
a harvest supper Friday evening.
It was
much enjoyed.
The correspondent can
speak from experience of the excellence of
the supper.
Mrs. W. H. Sargent met with a painful
accident at her home on Saturday. While
going about the house she tripped and fell
The

causing a very painful injury to her hip
and giving a general shaking up to her
whole system, which to a lady of her advanced years means a great deal of pain
and

until her death about five o’clock p.
m., Thursday. Mrs. Wescott had a large
circle of friends, who sympithize deeply
a number of years, was
for
health
poor
with the
She left six children—
stricken with paralysis and died at the Miss Abbiefamily. of
Collins,
Portland, a child by
home of [his daughter, Mrs. Maynard a former marriage; Mrs. James Norton, of
Gerald W’escott, of
Castine;
Lynn,
Paine, inJBar Harbor Tuesday, Dec. 12.
Mr. Peckham was sixty-seven years of Mass.; Miss Lucy Wescott, Mrs. Jno.
and Mrs. Lizzie Thompson.
The
Billings
age. He was born,in Portsmouth, N. H. funeral took place at the home on Sunday
His parents died when he was young. He afternoon. The woman’s relief corps, of
which deceased was a member, attended
came to Bass Harbor when a young man,
in a body.
and there'he married Lucy Dodge, daughDec. 18.
G.
ter of John and Elizabeth Dodge, of that
Mrs.
Peckham
died
three
only
place.
NORTH CASTINE.
months ago. He was foreman for John E.
John P. Leach, of Camden, was in town
Bar
of
contractor
and
Harbor,
Clark,
the past week.
builder, for several years, and then moved
Mrs. L. W. Rice has returned home and
where
he
had
built some very
to this place
is the guest of Mrs. Clara West.
nice cottages.
Edward West has built a stave and lath
lie was a aevotea nusbana, a loving ana
and faithful father. He leaves five chil- mill which is ready for the machinery.
Mrs. M. E. Salisbury, of Salisbury
dren:
Miss Emma C. Ward well is spending
Cove; Mrs. Nathan Kingsley, of West several days with relatives at Penobscot.
Goulds boro; Mrs Maynard Paine, of Bar
Mrs. Mary L. Leach is home from a visit
Harbor;*Mrs. CTharles Bunker, of North- of several weeks in Bluehill and Ellseast Harbor, and William M. Beckham, worth.
His children were
of Northeast Harbor.
Miss Maud Ward well is visiting her
with him, and he died peacefully as if goaunt, Mrs. Sarah Grindle, at South Peworse

£A. Peckham, who has been in

sleep. His last words to his daughter, Mrs. Paine, as he called her to him
“1 have a father in the promised
were:
ing

to

land.”
The body

nobscot.
There

will

be

a

Christmas tree and enDunbar schoolhouse

tertainment at the
Christmas night.

Bass Harbor on
The services conducted by Rev. A. E.
services were held Luce in the Perkins and Dunbar districts
and interment took place. the
past five weeks closed Friday evening.
The dowers were.very beautilul* among .The meetings were interesting and well
them being a handsome tribute from the attended.
I Dec. 18.
L.
W. C. T. U., of Northeast Harbor.
Spec.
Dec. 18.
EAST SULLIVAN.
was

Friday, where
at the church,

taken to

funeral

_

NORTH CASTINE.
William Dunbar is at home after
sence

ab-

an

Fred Dunbar has returned from
live weeka’ visit in Brockton, Mass.
Mrs.

a

Stevens, of Ellsworth,

has been

the guest of his sister, Mrs. Amanda Simpsou.

Mrs. Ada Joyce, accompanied by Miss
Goldie Dunbar and her brother Frank, has
gone to Brockton, Mass., to spend the
winter.
Mrs. L. W. Rice, who has
visiting
her parents, Leroy Wardwell and wife, in
Searsport, has left to visit friends in Bosbeen

ton and

Howard and Fletcher Martin are at home
sea for the winter.

from

Edward

of several months.

vicinity.
E. Luce,

who began holding
meetings at the Dunbar schoolhouse last
Thursday evening, will continue them
through this week.
Rev. A.

Twenty members of Castine grange atPomona meeting
tended tjie Hancock
which convened with Verona grange at
last Saturday. More than 100
patrons were in attendance and a pleasant
and x>rofUable session w’as held.
L.
Dec. 11.

Buckaport

NORTH BLUE HILL.

fair held by John Dority grange,
15, was a success socially and financially.
Preparations are being made for a
The

Dec.

Christmas concert at the hall Sunday
ning, Dec. 24.

eve-

Sunday morning services were largely
attended. Luther Smith and wife, who
are spending the winter in West Gouldsto attend both church serboro, drove
vice and

up
Sunday

school.

The souvenir postal card of the “Old
Willow” just out has revealed its history.
The tree must be

more

than

one

hundred

The story told
years old.
Ebenezer Bean to one of the
Mr. Bean, who was the original
is this:
owner of the farm purchased by Fred L.
Orcutl, made a trip to Castine on horseback over what was then but a bridle path
through the forest. He cut a willow whip
on the return journey, and stuck it in the
earth on reaching home. “He who plants
a tree does more than all.”
of
the
old residents

by

son

H.

Dec. 18.

Benjamin Saunders lost bis family horse
recently.
SULLIVAN.
Quite a number from this place are atMrs. Henry Preble, so long ill, is
tending the State grunge at Bangor.
steadily improving under the care of Ur.
Nathaniel Bowden and Harlan Cunning- Pbelps.
ham each shot a tine deer last week.
The Sunday school will have an.enterMrs. Deborah 8. Stacy, of New York, is tainment and Christmas tree at the Church
on Monday evening.
visiting her parents, J. S. Saunders and of Our Father
wife.
Noyes, Percy Dunbar and
George
in a few
Mrs. V. U Conary has broken up house- ThomaB Simpson are expectedwith their
days to spend the holidays
keeping, and will make her home with families and friends here.
her sou Charles for the present.
The beautiful weather of the last few
William E. Wescott met with a painful
days has been very much enjoyed by all
in
While
working
week.
last
accident
fortunate enough to have teams, by which
the woods he slipped and stuck a stub in 10 enjoy the tine sleighing, which it is
his eye, losing the sight for several days, hoped will continue through the holidays
so close at hand.
but he is doing well now.
visit
D-

Dec. 18.

__

crew

Miss Louisa Hawkins has gone to
brother, Dr. Henry Hawkins, in Dorin
chester; and also to take music lessons
Boston during her stay tberp. She will be
so as
and
much
particularly
missed,
very
organist during the holiday occasions.
her

CENTER
Frank Hodgdon has a
cutting cordwood for him.

of

men

Clifford Robbins and wife, of Rockland,
ilia
were the guests of his sister, Mrs.
Higgins, last week.
9 Harvey Seavey and Charles Manchester
went to Long Island deer hunting, and
returned with two large deer.
H*
Dec.

Much joy is manifested at the marked
improvement in the condition of Dr.
and it is
Bridgham in the last few weeks, his
place
hoped by his old patrons that
will soon be tilled by his own welcome
afternoon.
presence. He rode out Sunday

for treatment for cancer.
Several weeks ago, Mrs. Almira Higgins,
in her eighty-first year, was thrown and
trampled on by a cow, hurting her right
shoulder badly. She was confined in bed
not

having

any

physician

Ifmet

we othm

Japanese

ances

pngs.

WINTER HARBOR.
W. B. Harrington spent Sunday at home.
F. R. Bunker, who has been in Portland

business, is at home again.
Dentist Wood, of Bar Harbor,

in

the time, but gaining some she got out and
went to the home of her son, B. H. Higgins. There she did some sewing, spun
yarn for a pair of men’s mittens, knitting

will be

__

Miss Margerie Williams has been quite

has

from,

been

doing

snow

storm to

en-

have run low
heavy express business to

whose purses
a

pay their taxes by shoveling snow.
“March will give us the usual variety of
weather. Along about the 21st many
people will listen for a big, rollicking
earthquake similar to the one that sailed
through the air in 1904-but it will not
come.
April will be a month of warmth
and sunshine. The knolls will be dry
earlj\ Mayflowers will be in blossom by
the 20th, and will continue along into

Dr. Small’s office the past week.
Mrs. Hattie Davis, who has been quite
ill with slow fever, is improving in health.

at

H. Q. Smallidge and Mrs. Victoria Rand
went to Bangor this week to attend the
State grange.

Rev. Gideon Mayo went to Mt. Desert
to supply the pulpit of the Baptist
church there.

Sunday

May.

Dallas Bickford and wife, who have
been with relatives in town, left Monday
for their home.

“There will be

dings that

in

following attended the Odd Fellows

The

Mrs.

at Bar Harbor Wednesday
Torrey, Rev. G. Mayo, William
Coombs, A. J. Guptill, Dr. A. E. Small, C.
H. Davis, C. W. Jones, Ralph Crane, Byron
Hancock, Irving Willey, Arthur Rand,
Harry Hooper, J. B. Webber, M. B. Jordan, Milford Lash, F. E. Weston, George
Blance, Charles Bickford, John Hancock,
George Childs, Shirley Dunbar, H. E.

E.

E. E.

and

sawing

boxes.

In

centre of

the hall

was

the

Ladies’

booth, which Miss Cassilena
Springer superintended. The booths were
attractive, especially the latter, with fancy
paper festoons, which the periodical supplies. There were several articles from the
different booths remaining unsold, which
are on

sale at

i

bean suppers.
Dec. 18.

R.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Moses

Abbott is in the hoop business.

Arthur
for

the Mrs. Blaisdell’s.

Robertson has gone in the woods I

Henry French.

Carl Butler will lumber this winter for
society extends thanks to
kindly contributed articles, and Charles Macomber.
to those who did such faithful service durEverett Tracey, Sidney Lawrie, Lon
ing the sale. The society has in view' the Wilbur and N. R. Collar are making
enlargement of the vestry.
hoops.
The ladies’ aid

all who

Dec.

IS.

B.

Grace Woodworth was up from Sullivan
the county grange. Her cousin,
Eva Fenton, of
Sorrento, accompanied

to attend
WEST

FRANKLIN.

Mrs. S. S. Clark

is visiting her

sons

in

Lewiston.

her.

i

George and Hervey Butler shot
buck deer Dec. 11.

a

big

S. S. Scammon is cutting the wood on
the Mrs. A. B. DeBeck place.
Ch’e’eb.
Dec. 18.

Dogs killed two sheep belonging to Carl
The sheep were
one day last week.
in the pasture near the house and in sight
of the main road. The dogs were driven
away once by boys. They are thought to
belong to West Franklin parties.
Butler

Mae.

Dec. 11.
BY WIRELESS

FROM

THE MOON.

GOULDSBORO.
Tomcod fishing is the popular sport just
now.

W. F. Hutchings has commenced his
winter’s lumbering operations. He put a
crew of men in the woods last week.

Presiding Elder F. L. Hayward wil]
preach in the Methodist church Tuesdaj
evening. Quarterly conference will b«
held aft^er the sermon.
Two deer w'ere shot here last week, on<
of them being killed on the last dav of th
open season. There have been but few
deer killed here this season, but nearly al
have been unusually large.

Dec. 18.

Mr1*. Jane McFarland came from ri TeuSunday to spend a f?w days with bet
I sister, Mrs. 8. i\ Btackpoie.
Mrs. Annie Dollard and daughter, Aian
j Kay Alta Dollaru, left Burry Friday /or
Melrose, Mass., to spend the holidays witJt
I Mr. Dollard’s sister, Mrs. Byron Hoo r.

Francis McGown.

Days of Dizziness

Come to Hundreds of Ellsworth
The grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening and elected officers as folPeople.
lows: Master, Grafton Googins; overseer,
There are days of dizziness.
Pearl Wilbur; lecturer, Winfield Jordan;
steward, Leonard Butler; assistant stewSpells of headache, sideache, backache;
ard,Harold Kingman; chaplain,Cora KingSometimes rheumatic pains;
Frazier and William Perkins.
man; secretary, Eila Googins; gatekeeper,
At a meeting of D. L. Weare W. R. C., Hamlin Kingman; Ceres, Mary E. Lawrie;
Often urinary disorders.
at East Sullivan, the following officers were Floi*a, Dora Abbott; Pomona, Rosa Butler;
All tell you plainly the kidneys are sick, j
elected for the coming year:
President, lady assistant steward, Edna Lawrie.
Lucretia Downing; senior vice-president,
B.
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure all kidney ills.
Dec. 19.
Geneva Sargent; junior vice-president,
Here is proof in Ellsworth:
PENOBSCOT.
Ellen Sargent; treasurer, Cora Roberts;
John H. Brown, of 28 Church St., EllsMiss Maude Ward well, who has been ill
chaplain, Rachel Smith; conductor, Alice
Ferrin; guard, Mary Spurling; delegate to with the measles, is improving.
worth, Me., says:* “Doan’s Kidney Pills
convention, Cora Southard Roberts; alterThe
Misses Dwelly, of Franklin, are
cured me of a feeling of extreme languor
nate, Geneva Sargent. All other officers visiting their uncle, F. M. Bowden.
j
The public installawill be appointed.
Miss Carrie Sellers, of Ellsworth, is vis- and dizziness. I was bothered with dizzy j
tion of officers will be on Thursday eveniting her sister, Mrs. M. A. Wardwell.
spells for a long time. If I stooped over
ing, Jan. 4, if stormy, the following TuesTruman Leach was called home Saturday
and rose suddenly I became so dizzy that
day. All corps members are requested to
the illness of his daughter Florence,
attend. There w ill be a dance and supper by
I
I often thought I would topple over.
wtio has the measles.
after installation, to which all are cordially
The annual sale of the Willing Workers did not know that it was caused from my
invited. The officers will be installed by
at grange hall Thursday evening was well
Past President Cora S. Roberts.
kidneys being in a disordered condition
attended. Proceeds, |28.50.
Dec. 18.
_S.
Miss Nina Varnum, Mark Smith and until one day I read of a person being
FRANKLIN.
Howard Leach are home from Bucksport, cured of similar troubles
by Doan’s KidMr. Nickerson, high school teacher, will where they have been attending school.
Pills.
I
went
E.
G.
Moore’s drug
to
ney
attend State grange in Bangor this week.
Rising Star lodge, F. and A. M., and
William F. Cook, an old-time resident Penobscot chapter, O. E. S., will hold a store and got two boxes. They w'ere just
now living at Brcoklin, was in town SunSaturday
evening, what I needed. I only took one box when
joint installation
Dec. 30.
day and Monday.
I have the
I was cured of those spells.
Miss Ivy Walls, who has been the guest
The annual meeting of Court Bagaduce
of Miss Susie Swan, returned to South- for the election of officers has been post- other box in the house now, and wouldn’t
west Harbor Thursday.
poned to Tuesday evening, Dec. 26. All take a good deal for it if I couldn’t get
Boyce Blaisdell and Harold Wilbur are members are requested to be present.
any more.”
Suba.
Dec. 18.
at home from Higgins classical institute;
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
also Murchie Gordon, Burleigh Swan and
EAST FRANKLIN.
Miss Vivian Seammon from E. M. C. semiFoster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Jessie Patten, whose arm was so seriholiday recess. George
nary for the
for the United States.
ously hurt on the ice, seems to be gaining. agents
Martin comes from Exeter this week.
Remember the name—Doan’s-and take
are
home
and
Blaisdell
Carroll
Lloyd
1
from Waterviile, where they have been at- no other.
CHRISTMAS SALE.
school.
The Christmas sale by the ladies’ aid tending
Spufal Kailua.
Nason Springer and wife went to
society last week had disappointing
weather tor the opening, but the sale was Georges Pond Dec. 17 to see Curtis Hooper,
STATE OF MAINE.
fairly successful. The toy booth was pre- who is seriously ill.
Hancock ss:—Clerk's'Office, Supreme Judicial Court, Ellsworth. Me., Dec. 16. 1905.
The
sided over by Miss Doris Hartwell.
A son was born to Elmer Fernald and
is hereby given, that Isaac Hillapron booth was In charge of Mrs. Follett wife on Sunday, and a ten-pound girl ar- NOTICE
son. of Eden, in the county of Hancock,
Mrs. E. W. Hastings, as usual, rived at the home of Calvin Springer ard and State of Maine, has filed in this office his
Hartwell.
Application for Naturalization, and prays
was in the candy and fruit booth.
wife.
that he may oe beard thereon, at the term of
said Court, to be held at Ellsworth, within and
Mrs. L. T. Hunker’s booth
displayed
Rev. A. W. Lorimer, pastor of the Bap- for the
County and State aforesaid, on the
Here a quilt
many pretty fancy goods.
tist church, preached a very interesting Third Tuesday'of January. A. D. 1906.
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
and rug proved as attractive as the daintier sermon at the Free
Baptist church here
articles. Nearby was the china and glass- Sunday.
STOCK HOLDERS’ MEETING.
ware booth, where Miss Esther Dwelley
Ellsworth Loan X Building Association.
There is to be a church rally and busiwelcomed purchasers and conducted a
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
rpHE
ness meeting at the Baptist church Thurs1 X Building Association for the election
Miss
Lola
which
voting contest, through
which
the
Dec.
after
will be held January 15. 1906, at 7.30
of
officers
afternoon,
day
21,
at the rooms <>r the First National Bank
Dyer won a pretty sofa pillow.
ladies will serve one of their famous baked p. no.
Home Journal

Jen.

vj

ton

••Itching hemorrhoids were the plague
life
Was almost wild.
Doan’s Oi
cured me quickly und permanently, afn»
tors had failed.” C. F. Cornwell, Valley
Saagerties, N. Y.—Advt.

<»>

mjr
nt
fV-

To all persona interested in either of tn* estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in *.n4
for the county of Hancock, on ih
ifik
a. d. 1905.
day of December,matters
efollowing
having bee
usented for the action thereupon hi
after indicated, it is hereby ordered tbaotice thereof be given to all persons inter
d,
ibby causing a copy of this order to b
lished three weeks successively in the
ta4
worth American, a newspaper publish.
Ellsworth, in said county, that they m«v apHapear at a probate court to be he’d «>
of
worth, in said county, on the second d
he
January, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock
ea
forenoon, and be heard thereon if th«

THE

will take

L. Clow has returned from Machias,
intends putting a crew in his mill

I

erthy.

Watson McGown and wife, of Hull's
Cove, spent Sunday with Mr. McGown’s I
parents, Melvin McGown and wife.
!
Mis. Florence Savidge, of New York,
Mrs. Mabel Clark, of Northampton, Mas?.,
and Mrs. Elvira Ellis, who have been at
the old home since the death of their
mother, Mrs. Emily Clement, have returned to their homes, Mrs. Ellis going
South to join her husband.

Bangor.

convention
last:

a

removed from his lip Friday by Dr.
He is doing well.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Lyman DeWitt and wife visited relatives in Brewer recently.
Benjamin Mitchell, who is employed at
Bar Harbor, spent a few days with his
family here.
Eugene Iceland, wife and family, of Bar
Harbor, are visiting Mrs. LeJand’s mother,

large crop of June wedSaturday evening a party from Ellsplace early in the
worth Falls, consisting of Allay Staples
Mrs. Lucy Hammond, of South Goulds- month. The opening days of ‘the good
old summer time’ will bring joy and glad- and wife, Augustus Flood and wife and
boro, is spending a few days with her son,
Asa Flood and wife, w'ith a few neighbors
ness, for the weather will be beautiful,
E. C. Hammond.
and the long June days will be duly ap- and friends of this place, spent a very
Mrs. Gideon Mayo and daughter Mary*
home of Lew-is
preciated. Later not much attention w'ill pleasant evening at the
w'ho have been visiting relatives in Banbe given to the weather. Politics and the Flood and wife. Mr. Staples brought his
returned
gor,
Thursday.
which was very interesting.
pulling of weeds will be the prevailing graphophone,
C. W. Jones was suddenly called to
An oyster stew wTas served by Mr. Flood
topics.”
and wife.
Lowell, Mass., Saturday by the serious illness of his daughter, Mrs. T. J. Whiting.
EASTBROOK.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
J. S. Leighton has returned home.
Schools opened Monday for the winter
term.
Miss Sophia Baker teaches the
Harold Kingman and Francis Wilbur
There w ill be a Christmas tree at grange
grammar school and Mr. Higher the high each got a deer last week.
hall Christmas night.
school.
Miss Mildred Butler has returned from
Mrs. Margaret Moore and little son are
Miss Clara Jones, who has been attend- a visit to relatives in Franklin.
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Isabel
ing the fall term at Higgins classical inLewis Googins, of Trenton, was in town Smith.
stitute, arrived home Friday for the holi- on business one day this week.
Elwin Trueworthy had a blood tumor
day vacation.
Hamlin Kingman has greatly improved
The following officers were elected in D.
In Mad Chase.
his buildings with the addition of an ell.
L. Wearepost: Commander, John Perry;
Millions rush in mad chase after health,
There will be an entertainment
and from one extreme of faddism to
senior vice-commander, Joseph J. Robanother,
Christmas tree at the town hall Christmas when,- if they would only eat good food,
erts; junior vice-commander, Elbridge
and keep their bowels "regular with Dr.
Stevens; chaplain, James Ash; surgeon, night.
King’s New Life Pills, their troubles wrould
Miss Flora Wilbur left for Pittsfield all pass away. Prompt relief and quick
Eppes Sargent; officer of the day, W. P.
cure for liver and stomach trouble.
25c at
to
resume
her
studies
at
the
officer
of
Hermon
Young; Tuesday,
Blaisdell;
guard,
E.G. Moore’s drug store; guaranteed.
installing officer, J. J. Roberts; delegate M. C. I.
to convention, W. P. Blaisdell; alternate,
Grafton Googins and wife and Miss
fflrtical.
W. B. Thomas.
Mina Wilbur are attending State grange

Burnt
The attention of the sage of
was called
to the weather
mountain
and
R.
Collar
of
N.
Marion, daughter
prophecy purporting to have been made by
in
rethe
and
the man
wife, who has been ill is convalescing.
moon,
Carroll Phillips spent Sunday at the ceived by wireless telegraphy by the West
Franklin man. The only reliable, selfhome of his uncle, S. S. Scammon.
weatherMrs. Lizzie Williams and Mrs. Laura sustaining English-speaking
manufacturer known said:
Orcutt are attending State grange in
“The message was delayed in transBangor.
mission and should have reached here one
Miss Verna Lawrie spent last week with
also there were errors in transher aunt, Mrs. Fred Bunker, who has been year ago;
lation. He said there would be some cold
ill with erysipelas.
in January to still the microbes that
Irving and Janie Springer, of West days
were scientifically created to regulate the
Franklin, visited their grandparents, W.
F. Cousins and wife, recently.
population of the earth, but were not
Mae.
needed at present, owing to the RussianDec. 18.
ill.

big, drifting

a

able those

NORTH FRANKLIN.

INDIAN POINT.
Miss Cummings, the teacher in this
place, has gone to Massachusetts to spend
her vacation.
The friends of Deloraine A. Higgins, of
the Narrows, are sorry to know that he
was obliged to go to Bar Harbor hospital

weeks,

R-

Dec. 18.

18._•

some

*.<UUtionai Count-,

on

suffering. At this writing, while suffering considerable pain, she is resting as
comfortably as could be expected.
Jack London, author and war correThe community was saddened on Thursspondent, with his wife, has been visiting day afternoon to hear of the death of Mrs.
Mrs. London’s aunt, Mrs. Augusta Gil- Samuel Wescott. Mrs. Wescott suffered
patrick. Mr. London will go from here to but a very short illness, being about her
Harvard university where he will lecture. work and on the streets on Monday and
M.
Dec. 18.
Tuesday. She was taken suddenly ill
Tuesday afternoon, and rapidly grew
DEATH OP JAMES A. PECK HAM.
James

war and the internal disturbof the empire of the Czar.
“There will be considerable wetness in
January that will keep the bottoms of the
wells moist. It will be a good month for
horse shoers. Along in February there

(OUXTY NEWS
'»•

!

John O. Moore, late of Mariaville, in -*I4
couBty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testaim t of
osaid deceased, together with petition for
he
bate of same, presented by H.T. Silsi
exectuor named therein.
Maria S. Lee, late of Bucksport, n
id
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testame of
said deceased, together with petition f<
obate of same, presented by John J. Let. oe
of the ext cut' rs named therein.
? .id
Abhie E. Joy. late of Ellsworth, i
urcounty, deceased. A certain instrumei
porting to be the last will and testam n of
said deceased, together with petition lor proBertha loy
bate of same, presented by
Thompson, 'he executrix named therein.
In
Zulttin .Vi. Harding, late of Lamoin
said county, deceased. A certain iustr. meat
purporting to be the last will and testame. of
said deceased, together with petition for r<jbate of same and for the appointment of aa
administrator with the will annexed, presented by Charles H. F. Hardii g, a son of s .id
deceased.
Margaret A. Griudal, late of Penobsc v. fa
said county, deceased. A certain insti unie«,t
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
of same, presented by Walton Q.
rindal, the executor named therein.
George H. Gouldsboro, late of Gouids'i ra±
A certain ius rain said county, deceased.
ment purporting to be the last will and i« stament of said deceased, together with petitioa
for probate of same presented by A obi*
Gouldsboro, the executrix named therein
William P. Smith, late of Mt Desert, ic »-al4
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for prwbate of same, presented by Bloomfield £L
Smith, the executor named therein.
Clarissa C. Coggins, late of Lamoine, in <14
A certain insi rument purcounty, deceased
porting to be the last will and testament of
said otcea1 eu. together with petition for probate ol same, prtsented by Frank L. Hodgkins. the executor named therein.
Lula E. Rice and Gladys Rice, minois,
Gouldsboro, in said county. Petition filed by
Daniel Deasy, guardian, for license to sell
certain real estate of saiu minors, as described

Srobate

Ernest D. Gordon, minor, of Eden, in Hail
m* rPetition filed by Melvin F
county
son. guardian, for license to sell certain read
estate of said minor, as described in said pead
Mark I. Smith, minor, of Penobscot, in
Petition filed by Ruth F. S u tit,
county.
guardian, for license to sell certain real c.-ute
of said minor, as described in said pelitTon.
De Grasse Fox, late of Eden, in said con tv,
deceased. First account of Franklin A. v ilson. executor, filed for settlement.
Bessie A. Clark, late of Eden, in sai Musty, deceased. First account of William CTrk,
administrator, filed for settlement,
John F. Pherson. a person of unsound min T_
formerlyof Sullivan, now of Franklin instil
county. First account of Charles T. Bunker,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Ira Lesnre, a person of unsound mind, of
Ellsworth, in said county. First account of
Albert F. Burnham, guardian, filed for scitleJoshua L. Marshall, late of Southwest Harbor, in said county, deceased. Petitiou til 1
by Mary E Marshall, widt w, for an allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceattd.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge or said ct< rt.
\ true copy. Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, lt<
s'er.
u

gives nolict that
duly appointed execu or
will and testament of \lar> R,

subscriber
r|tHK
he has been
JL

of the

last

hereby

Willard, late of Orland, in the county od
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons hi*vine
demands against the estate of said deceased
desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.
Theodore H. Smith.
December 5,1905.

are

to make

subscriber hereby gives notice hat
has been duly appointed administraof the estate of Isaac Closson, late
of Bluehill,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
AJ1 persons having demands against th* estate of said deceased are desired to preKcut
the same for settlement, and all iudebu-d
thereto are requested to make payment itu-

rjlHE
X he
tor

mediately.

December 5, 1905.

Henry B. Darling.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Willard A. Gardner, of S dgvvick. Hancock county, and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the twenty-third day of January, a d. 1904, and recorded in the registry of deeds for said Maucock county, in b, ok 403, page 237, conveyed t«
the undersigned, Henry W. Sargent, a ct rtaiu
lot or parcel of land, with all buildings
thereon, situate in said 8edgwick, in the
county of Hancock, aforesaid, described a..<i
bounded as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake at the highway leading
from Sargentville postoffice to Herrick postoffice, Brook-ville, at junction of land of
Harold A. Young and J. B. t’batto, running
southwesterly on said Young's line metythree (93) feet to a stake and stones; the ce
northwesterly sixty (€0) feet to a stake and
srones: thence northeasterly ninety-three (93)
feet to the aforementioned highway, to a 'i»ke
and stones; thence following said highway sixof Ellsworth.
(Signed)
ty (BO) feet to the tirst mentioued bound conUknrv W. Cushman,
taining twenty (20) square rods, more or l«ss,
Secretary. !1 And whereas, the condition of said in rtgage has been and now is broken, now thereto e, by reason of the breach of the cond.ti •»
STOCK HOLDK ItV .MEETING.
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortFirst N» loual Brtul^uf |l£tlftwortii
gage. and give ibis notice for that purpose.
Tl 1HE annual meet ingot tne stock holdt rs of
Henry W. Bargtnt.
the First National Bauk of Ellsworth, I
A
Sedgwick, Maine, Dec. 12, 1905.
will be held at their banking rooms in EllsNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE,
worth, Maine, on Tuesday, the ninth day of
January, a. a. 1005, at ten o’clock in the fore- TTT'HEREAS Willie C. Bates, of Brooksj
noon for the following purposes:
ville, Hancock county, Maine, by wix
First. To lect a Board of Directors for the
j mortgage deed dated the twenty-fifth day of
ensuing year.
1903, and recorded in the -eufstry
Second. To act upon such other business I September,
of deeds of said county, book 395, page
Hu,
as may come before said meeting.
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot
conveyed
Henry W. Cushman,
or parcel of land situated in stid
Brooks ville,
Cashier.
u«>
being the southwesterly half of lot No
hundred and twenty-two on the plan of eilgCOMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
wick, of the first division, and bounded so .thwesterly by lot No. one hundred and twentyH-.ncock ss:—December 12, a. d. 1905.
three of the first division; northwester > by
having been duly lot No. fifty-four of the third division; no th\\r E. tbeMundersigned,
Tv
appointed by the Honorable O. P. Cun- easterly by land of Abbie L. Roper, and s< u'hof
within
and
for
ningham, judge
probate
the Bagaduce river, containing
said county, commissioners to receive and easterly bymore or
acres,
less; excepting from said
decide upon the claims of the creditors of fifty
the land sold to Alice E. Bate*, J U.
premises
David F. Tribou, late of Ellsworth, in said Walker and Oscar
Lymeburner; and whereas
county, deceased, whose estate has been rep- the condition of said mortgage has
een
resented insolvent, hereby give pnblic notice broken, and
reason of the breach ot
by
agreeably to the order of the said judge of condition of said mortgage I claim a foreclosprobate, that six months from and after De- ure of the same, and give this notice for lhai
cember 5. a. d. 1905, have been allowed to said
Geo. M. Warren.
creditors to present and prove their claims, purpose.
Dec. 20, 1905.
and that we will attend to the duty assigned
us at the office of William E. Whiting, EllsIn the District Court of the United State Ifojr
worth, Maine, on January 5, a. d. 1906, and
the Hancock District of Maine.
June 4, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the
In the matter of
)
forenoon of each of said days.
William R. Shelton and t
William E. Whiting,
William E. Haynes, indi- 1 In
Bankruptcy.
Ralph E. Mason,
vidua!ly and as Shelton
Commissioners.
and Haynes,

WHEREAS

j

Bankrupts,

ANNUAL MEETING.

BucRaport National Bank, of Bucksport.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
this bank will be held at their banking
rooms, Tuesday, the ninth day of January

THE

To the creditors of William R. Shelton and
William E. Haynes individually and oa
Shelton and Haynes, of Eden, in the county
of Hancock, and district aforesaid, bankis

hereby given
9th day of December,
d. 1905, the
NOTICE
Shelton & Haynes,
duly adjudicat

next, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the choice of di*
rectors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them.
Edw ard B. Moor,
Dec. 4,1905.
Cashier.

not

couLiv

o

Cnite^ States of America.

Mary C. Frkiz Austin.

|

on

*

I
I
and the first meeting of t?
r
creditors will be held at my office, Eu»*
on
the
30th day of .Peworth, Maine,
ember, a. d. 1906, at 2 o’clock in the uiternoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact
such other business as may come before said
William E. Whiting,
meeting.
December 16, 1905.
Referee in Bankruptcy

bankrupts;

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocas Park,

Maine, and the

that

a.

were

trespass
protection to life and propertj
DO demand
*Ue
of Hancock, the State

I'-oui

J

t-

for additional

County Ne u>$

i«c other

for

pa get

Additional

We have made our two buildings groan with the enormous stocks
more than we should have assembled had
hold hardly as much we
we known that our two buildings could
But what a magnificent Holiday store they repreare overcrowded.
sent! How easy it is to find the wanted things, the unusual dungs,
the appropriate gift things at M. Gallert's.
Our stores breathe of Christmas.

bought this season—vastly

A GREAT HOLIDAY STORE
Filled with a most elaborate display of
gifts for men, women and children.

WHAT A nARVELOUS COLLECTION 1
THE CHILDREN TO SEE THEM.

C

LH-/L.L5-BRING

PICTURES FOR YOUR HOME, CHINA WARE, LEATHER GOODS,
such as Pocket Books, Hand Bags of the newest designs and
quality, MIRRORS, BRUSH and COMB SETS. FANCY
BACK and SIDE COITBS, PAPER in FANCY

BOXES, HAT PINS, NECK WEAR,
and all kinds of

AND

NOVELTIES

KNICK-KNACKS.

Each group of above articles has a multitude of subdivisions. We
would it end if
might write a long story about each of them, but where
we t>>ld it all ¥ The only way for you to know all about them is to
come and see them.

Sensible Christmas Presents.
!

!

j

There are many people who do not like to buy Christmas presents
for their friends that are not useful, therefoie not appreciated ; for
them we have a store full of useful gifts. Why not give them a Fur
Coat, Fur Piece for the Keck, Muff, Coat, Skirt, Shirt Waist, or a Silk
N

Petticoat ?

A

large

line of Children’s Furs at

WE HAVE MARKED DOWN OUR LADIES’ FUR COATS.
Tlie

#30.00 kind

$25.00.

to

30.00.

35.00

•«

Tlie $40.00 kind to
«

$35.00.
40.00

“

50.00

OUR MISSES' and CHILDREN’S CLOAKS.
We have also marked down and made a reduction on Ladies’ Garments, Eiderdown Dressing Sacks. Kimonas, Bath Hobes and Wrappers.
The holiday assortment of these goods is extensive and the most
attractive that can be found. Made from the latest colorings and
designs, in Eiderdown, Floceone and Flannelette.

CHRISTMAS

HANDKERCHIEFS.

BROOKLIN.

spent Sunday

cal treatment.
C. H. Flye, O. G. Flye, Gleason and Bessie Flye, of Stonington, visited Mrs. B. O.
Dollard Sunday.
Bert Marks has moved his family to
North Brooklin to occupy Fred Hamilton’s
house for the winter.
Steamer J. T. Morse made her last trip
Dec. 11. Steamer Juliette will
Monday,
be on the route this winter.
Mrs. Addie Marks went to Somerville,
Mass., Thursday to spend the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Wakefield.
Mrs. J. J. McDonnell and P. J. McDonnell, of Bath, are in town, called here by
the serious illness of O. J. McDonnell.
R. R. Babson had the misfortune to fall
from a staging while he was employed at
Stonington last week, injuring bis hip.
Jessie Grant died at her ho ne at West
Brooklin, Wednesday, Dec. 13, of pneumonia, after a short illness, aged seventeen years.
Mrs. Fannie Davis and George Davia, of

The grammar and primary schools reteachers—
grammar and
Miss Haywood in the primary*
The library society held a sale of fancy
ind useful articles in the library Wednesiay afternoon and evening. Miss Mary
Somes and Mrs. Dencie Somes
presided at
;he above named table; Miss Norton and
Miss Parker at the candy table, and Mrs.
tda Leland and Mrs. Varnum at the crake
md
Leland
^ell-o and cream table, Mrs.
oh king jell-o into very
pretty moulds of
lifferent flavors, combined with fruit and
auts, which certainly did look “good
rnough to eat”. They netted $22.71.
J.
Dec. 19.

Monday with the same
>pened
Mrs. Maud Trask in the

SHOE DEPARTMENT.
In connection with our usual large stock of Boots and Shoes for Men,
Won en and Children we are showing Christmas Slippers for men 75c
all colors, fur
Children's felt Romeos,
and
to #2. Women's
trimmed, Lamb's Wool Soles, Leggips, Overshoes and the largest assortment of Rubbers, Gaiters and Lumberman's Rubbers in the State.
We are sole agents for the best Rubbers in the world, the GOLD
SEAL RUBBERS. They costo but a tritie more, and will outwear
three pairs of any common Rubbers.

The smelt fishermen are not doing anything as yet, but are living in hopes.
There will be a union Christmas tree in
the Methodist church Christmas night.

Dolls, Pictures, Fancy Goods, Crockery, Handkerchiefs, Gloves,
and Underwear, Bath Robes, leather Goods. Silks, Dress
Goods, Table Linens. Towels, Bureau Scarfs, Pillow Shams, White
Goods, Notions, Bed Spreads, Blankets. Lace Curtains, Portieres,
Couch Covers, Table Covers, Sofa Pillows, Bags, Women's, Misses'
and Children’s Cloaks, Furs and Fur Coats, Women’s Waists and
Skirts, Wrappers and Sacqnes, Underwear and Corsets, Shams, Aprons,
Shoes, Slippers, Gaiters and Rubbers, Umbrellas, Combs and Beits,
Carpets and Rugs. See the most completely equipped holiday store at

Foss, who has been visiting
EAST ORLAND.
Ellsworth, returned to 8urry Monday.
F. T. Jellison, worthy master of Arbutus
Henry and Arthur Dunbar are
grange, went to Bangor Monday to attend | from Bluehill for a few days,
Mrs. Fred

the State grange.
Surry lodge, A. O. U. W., elected officers
Saturday evening as follows: P. M. W., F.
T. Jellison; M. W., W. R. Milliken; foreman, H. E. Co nary; overseer, W. B. Kane;
recorder, J. F. Staples; receiver, R. G.

J

V«w»#

we

pagen

DEER ISLE.

meeting
ing
the

officers
term:

to

elect officers.

were

chosen

The followto

serve

for

Morris Hodgkins,
vicepresident; Lather Merchant, treasurerBora
Wooster,
Lawrence
secretary;

M.

Dec. 18.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

DEDHAM.

additional fJnnnti/

at home

Mrs. Lizzie Marks has been the guest of
Mrs. A. K. Buck the past week.
A. E. Marks returned Saturday from
Portland, where he has been for a few

j

|

8.

Dec. 20.

Mrs. Alice P. Giles, widow of Joseph
died at her home here Dec. 14, aged
nearly eighty-eight years. She leaves one
son, Otis J.* Giles, of Dedham, and one
sister, Mrs. Jane Carr, of Skowhegan.

1

Giles,

Sensational
Cure of
Mrs.
Caldwell Is the Talk of Her

Acquaintances.
Mrs. Ids Caldwell, 506 Pearl street,
Sioux City, la., Vice-President Order of
Washington, writes:
“I suffered with catarrh of the respiratory organs off and on for the last
three years until I thought it was
chronic. My chest and lungs were irritated and I had to use the greatest
care not to expose myself to
chilly air
or dampness as it increased
my troubles.
"My physician advised me to try a
change of climate, but / was unable to
leave my family. Reading of the wonderful cures performed by Pcruna, I
bought a bottle.
"It was with the greatest satisfaction
that / found It the one medicine among
them all which cured me. I was relieved within three days and after two
months and a half the irritation was
gone, my lungs perfectly healed and my j
healtli restored.”—Ida Caldwell.
ask

your

B. A. Gray is cutting wood at the Point.
Capt. Hugh Duffee is at home from the

Bangor hospital.
Wilfred Conary is

academy

home from
for two weeks’ vacation.

Bluehill

llaslem, Irving Young, George Young The funeral services were held Saturday
Capt. P. Friend, schooner Gamecock, arexecutive
The
president afternoon, Rev. Ira Smith officiating.
rived home Sunday from Stonington.
Capt. Willard Staples, of Atlantic, was closed the committee.
meeting.
G.
Dec. 18.
Spec.
Thursday on business.
Dec. 18.
Bora Wooster, secretary.
Charles Alexander and wife, the last of
for
their
our summer people, left Monday
asbrttiMtnrntt.
home in Malden, Mass.
WEST BROOKSVXLLE.
Schools in the village have been post- j
Schooner
Joanna
Ilurgain is due here
poned until after New Year’s on account from
Rockland, grain loaded.
of the prevelance of measles.
Capt. Gersham Farnham fell from a
W. H. Patten, a former high school
ladder on Saturday, and badly injured his
teacher here, and now principal of Bluehill academy, is visiting his many friends right foot.
John Farnham, who has been
in town.
employed
Alfred Joyce and wife, of Swan’s Island, on one of the Portland dredgers this seais at home.
this
son,
few
visited Dr. and Mrs. Small a
days
The schooner Waldron Holmes is the
week. They left Thursday for Portland,
w here they w'ill spend the w* inter.
only vessel that has gone into winter quarat Wasson’B wharf as yet.
ters
The ladies’aid society will have a midof its goods at the chapel
winter sale
Arrangements are being made for a conTuesday, Dec. 19. A short musical enter- cert and Christmas tree at the Congregatainment has been prepared. Supper w'ill tional church Christmas night.
be served.
Capt. Lewis F. Gray has been drawn to
For the past three weeks the public have been buying CHRISTsserve as traverse juror at the
Dec. 18.
January term
MAS PRESENTS quite liberally at the prices I have given
of the supreme court at Ellsworth.
SORRENTO.
them, for which X appreciate their patronage, and thank them.
Herbert Wescott, who has been steamon
And yet I have lots of good 'things left which I am more than
Rev. Henry White, who at one time boating is atLong Island sound the past
home for the winter.
I have just received an invoice of
lived here, visited relatives in town this summer,
to convert into cash.
willing
The ladies of the Congregational
week.
sewing
circle held a sale of fancy articles ThursT. N. Nickerson expects to leave for
CUT
day afternoon and evening. A supper was
Florida for the wr inter in a few* days.
served from 6 to 8.
Both the sale and supbetween here and FairJ. W. Hall lost a valuable horse this per were well attended. Proceeds
somewhere
sidetracked
has
been
which
$25.
Dec. 18.
Tomsok.
Mass., for the past three weeks.
haven,
the
attended
from
here
supSeveral
sale,
There are some of the finest specimens of Cut Glass one could
per and dance at East Sullivan, given by
SARGENTVILLE.
John Dority grange
Friday night. All
Whut's the matter with business to the westward ?
wish to see.
Mrs. Lou L. Perkins has returned from
report a very fine time.
a few days’ visit with relatives in BrookAll
the “big houses” in the large cities are, contrary to custom beLuther Pinkham, of Sorrento, and Miss lin.
fore Christmas, selling their stocks at marked-down sales.
Bertha Bennett, of Hancock, were married
Llewellyn Sargent and wife are
at Sullivan by Rev. O. Q. Barnard SaturCapt. his
Perhaps they have large stocks, as I have, and wish to reduce
parents, Capt, Jasper Sargent
day, Dec. 9. Both are well known here, as visiting
are smart business men and the examples they set are

CHANCE-

“BLOW MY HORN”
BEFORE

CHRISTMAS!

__

THATCHER BROS.’

Mr. Pinkham has lived here for several
years, and Mrs. Pinkham has been employed at the Hotel Sorrento for several
seasons.
Their many friends extend con-

gratulations.

T.

Dec. 18.

_

LAMOINE.

and wife.
All were sorry to have the J. T. Morse
taken from the route. The Juliette is on
in her place.
Saturday Miss Flora Bowden retnrned
from Boston, where she has been visiting
relatives. Wednesday she left for destine
normal school.
Dec. 18.
M.

The first meeting of the Longfellow
school improvement league was held FriBUCKS PORT.
day afternoon of the first week, Dec. 8. I
Meeting was called to order by the presi- j Torrent »nglne company has fixed upon
make
the
was
to
dent. Constitution
read,
Jaunary s as the date of its annual con1
league work plain to all. Object of the cert and ball.

CLASS,

them. They
wise to follow.

I have many goods left instock which I do not wish to carry over
to another year, and if price will sell them, they will go, and they
are

yours.

A word to the wise is sufficient

No. 5 Main Street,

County Newt

tee

other page*

Maine, preached a very interesting
in tne Union meetinghouse two

weeks ago.

Mrs. Myra G. Steele, who came here to
her son Filmore, has returned to her
work at Philadelphia, where she will remain the winter.
There will be a Christmas entertainment
and tree at the Union meetinghouse next
Monday night, to which Ml are cordially
invited to contribute and be present.
Rev. A. P. McDonald, who has been on a
visit to his family in Massachusetts, has
returned and resumed his lrbors here. Rev.
Mr. Freeman preached one Sunday during
Mr. McDonald's absence.
Elisha G. Bunker and Miss Annie Spurling were married last Saturday evening
Rev. A. P. McDonald at the home of
by
Mrs. Hannah O. Bunker, where they will
reside for the present. Twenty seven
people witnessed the ceremony. A bountiful supper was served by the hostess.
Dec. 18.
R.

bury

at Bar Harbor.

Miss Annie Knox spent a few days at
Mrs. E. C. Sargent’s last week.
There will be a Christmas tree at the
schoolhouse Monday evening.
Miss Rubie Higgins returns to Seal Harbor to-day to resume her school.
Charles Heyward and wife spent a few
days with P. 8. Higgins and wife last
week.
Miss Kathleen Was/att entertained a
few of her young friends on her thirteenth
birthday, Dec. 13.
Mrs. Sidney Higgins entertained several
Reyoung ladies on Saturday evening.
freshments, music and games were en-

Ellsworth

We hare many thousands of letters
from grateful women, with permission
to use them in public print, which can
never be used for want of
space.
Catarrh would not ba Much a curse
In thl* country U the people thoroughly
understand Ha nature. It must he
treated at once to prevent It from making Inroads upon vital organs.
If you suffer from catarrh, buy Peruna to-day, for a day gained on the
enemy, catarrh, means a day nearer
recovery.
We have on file many thousand testimonials like the one Riven here. We can
only give our readers a slight glimpse
of the vast array of unsolicited endorsements we are receiving. Noother physician In the world has received such a
volume of enthusiastic letters of thanks
as Dr. Hartman for Peruna.

Country Byway*.
Th« highway marches •tardily to m<rk«t town
ami mill.
But I would find h Mule road that loiters up a
hill—
A little, vaaram woodland road gray ribboned
through the green.
Where berry hratn’itai bar the way and orchard
«kl'*r» lean.

highway U a world's w*y, but I would
drop berdnd
To follow little luring p ith* that only laggards
The

flnd.
The

challenge of the bandit

wee

Is. ihe tilt with

HUutkxl beea—
What

The

can thedury highway glee for journey
Inga like these?

highway Is the tun'i way a'<d follows

eaHt

and west.
But there aro yellow vagrant beams thu love
my road the best.
That linger down the weedy ways where lady'*
lace la spread
Or slant through shady orchard paths and tint
the tree trunk# red.
The
I

highway, the highway!

It caiU;
watch you

You follow where

through
leafy
crumbling orenard walls;
a

screen

from

1 wait and stnlle among the green and know
that by and by
We'll lure you back through dust and dew—my
little road and 1.
—Margaret Lee-Ashley in Harper'$ Magazine.

Cranberry

Puffs.

One pint of cranberries, 1 pint flour, 2

teaspoonfuls baking powder, 1 teaspoonful
salt, 2 eggs; add enough sweet milk to
cake.

a

batter

a

Grease 6

little thicker than for
7 cups with butter.

or

Fill half full, set in a steamer closely covered and steam an hour. They will come
out perfect puff balls. They are spongy
and will require a lot of sauce.
Cocoanut Bread Pudding.
Soak 1 heaping cup of fine bread crumbs
in a pint of milk and beat until smooth.
Cream together 1 cup of sugar and on*'
quarter of a cup of butter, add 4 well1
beaten eggs, half a teaspoonful of salt,

teaspoonful of vanilla, 1 freshly grated
cocoanut and the soaked crumbs. Bake
slowly 1 hour aud serve either hot or cole
&m£rU&rottni&.

joyed.

Dec. 18.

H.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
J. P. Walker killed a hog recently which

weighed

450

pounds.

L. 8. Jordan and wife and J. P. Walker
attending State grange.
Miss Gertrude Coggins went to Castine
last Tuesday to attend the normal school.
Mrs. Ida Wilson, who has been employed
at R. H. Young’s, has
£one to Sullivan to
spend the winter with her sister, Mrs.

A Safe Remedy
for Headaches

are

Downing.

Miss Effle F. Walker, who teaches school
Berlin Falls, N. H., arrived Saturday
for a vacation of four weeks with her
sister, Mrs. E. J. Davis.
G. P. Haven, who broke his leg three
weeks ago, la gaining, but is still confined
to hi* bed. Mrs. Haven is expected home
from the hospital Boon.
Dec. 18.
W.

at

our

as our hun

GREELY.

Thousand* of women owe tlieir live*
to Peruna. Hundred* of thousand* owe
their health to Peruna. Hundred* of
thousands are praising Peruna In every
state of the Union.

make

SOUND.
School begins here Monday, Miss Mabel
Sweet teacher.
Miss Mildred Wasgatt is spending a few

days

Lungs.

lor rree reruna Almanac lor iwo.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Like

_

A. W.

uruggisi

COUNTY NEWS.
For uddilitmal

in town

-LAST

Last Resort, Cured Her of

Severe Attack of Catarrh of the

a

The

as a

jerraon

days.
George Blakesley and wife, who have
Osgood: financier, o. A. McGraw; guide, been
boarding at W. W. Blaisdell s since
W. G. Rich; I. W.,C. P. Anderson; O. W.,
last
May, left Thursday for their home in
Sterling Anderson. Officers will be in- ;!
Ct.
Hartford,
in
second
at
the
stalled
meeting
January.

M. GALLERT’S.

Pe-ru-na, Used

?rn

in

Hosiery

HER PHYSICIANS DESPAIRED.
ADVISED CHANGE OF CLIMATE.

The masquerade ball last week was a
iecided success.
Millard Hpurling and wife have gone to
button’s Island for the winter.
Rev. A. P. McDonald will teach the
Rockland, accompanied the remains of grammar school at Islesford this term.
The pupils who have been attending
Mrs. Flora Shspleigh faye for burial last j
Hebron academy and Kent's Hill are home
Wednesday.
Miss Bernice Mayo, Everett Kane and ; lor the holidays.
M&hlon Hill came home last week from
Capt. Warren A. Bpurling has given up
Charleston, where they have been attend- fishing for t^e season, and has taken his
vessel
to winter quarters at Northeast
classical
institute.
Higgins
ing
Harbor.
Dec. 18.
Unk Femme.
Rev. Mr. Hague, field secretary of eas-t

SURRY.

The Santa Claus touch is in evidence all over our store! Every department has the Holiday spirit, and form the grandest Christmas
stocks we have yet shown.

of Stonington,

in town.

Fred Hamilton and wife have gone to
Hopedale for the winter.
Edwin Randall, who has been employed
on steamer J. T. Morse, is at home.
Charles Sherman and wife have gone to
Somerville, Mass., for the winter.
Asa Smith and son have gone to Chelsea,
Mass., where Mr. Smith wul receive medi-

seek.

UMBREIvIvAS.

COUNTY NEWS.

Christ-

M.

E. J. Carter and son,

Gideon Ma^o, of Winter Harbor,
^reached a very interesting sermon in
l?nion church Sunday.
The Somesville hunters feel satisfied in
Lhe open season for shooting deer, as they
jot all the law allows them.
Jack London, author, war corresponient and traveller, with his bride, was
•ailing on friends here Monday of last

Stunning assortment of Gift Umbrellas for both Ladies and Gentlemen in all newest handles and reliable materials. Prices from $1 to $8.

p,

a

Saturday evening.

Dec. 18.

Rev.

public knows what Handkerchiefs mean at this store and our
Christmas displays will bring hundreds to see our choice assortment of
these dainty goods where more Handkerchiefs are sold and shown than
anywhere else, where varieties are greater, styles better and prices
lower.

was

tree

gratulated.

library.

a'eek in the

The

GIFT

man

!

High school closed Friday fora twoseeks’ vacation.
Mrs. C. J. Hall, of Swan’s Inland, is
t>oarding at J. J. Somes’.
Andrew Somes is home from Hardwick,
Vt., to spend Christmas.
William F.
Henderson arrived home
Monday from Frankfort.
Miss Emily Phillips, of Asticou, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Crafts a few days last week.
Mrs. Helen Richardson entertained the
anited church workers Tuesday of last

Low Prices.

Special

other page$

Lilia
Mias
McIntyre is home from
Invitations are out for tlfe Thurston- | Bates college for the holidays.
Dora LeAch and Edward Skelton, who
AUen wedding, which is to take place
have been ill with lung fever, are better.
Christmas morning.
A large delegation from Bluehill lodge,
Mrs. Katie Merritt is again in town. It
is rumored that she will not return this I. O. O. F., attended the district conventime, but will remain in this community. tion at Bar Harbor.
The sad news was received Monday of
Eldorus H. Bridges is visiting his daughter, Mrs. G. M. Means, and will probably the death of Mrs. Ira Orindle in Brewer,
remain with her the greater part of the ! where she had gone to spend the winter.
winter.
Misses Louisa McIntyre, Nellie Douglass
Friday evening, Columbia chapter, O. E. and Emma Hinckley, who are teachers at
i
liar
officers
as
follows!
8.
elected
Harbor, are spending the holiday vaAngie
8.,
Dority, W. M.; J. Frank Gray, W. P.; Ada ! cation at home.
Misses Lizzie McIntyre, Irene Billings,
Mrs. Lizzie Kice arrived last week from
her home in Sutton.
She will stay with Margaret Hinckley, Elsie Philip and C.
her father, L. W. Guptill, until her hus- J Mary Curtis w*ent to Castine last week to
school.
band, who is at sea, returns.
|* attend the winter term of normal
Monday evening, Dec. 11, the senior class
W. A. Buckminster, who has been employed as foreman in the Twitchell- of B. G. ». A. gave a drama in the town
Champlin Co.’s factory at Wolcott, N. Y., hall, which was much enjoyed by a large
A dance followed in Kane’s
oame home by boat Sunday morning.
; audience.
!
Mr. Crane, field secretary of the Y. P. S. hall.
At Wm. T. Sherman council, J. O. U.
C. E., preached at the Baptist church Sunday morning. He will hold meetings at I A. M., there was an initiation Friday
Sargentville on Monday, Tuesday and evening. There were visitors from other
Refreshments
councils in the county.
Wednesday evenings.
Charles Conary, who has been engaged were served.
Mountain Rebekah lodge received three
in the lobster business at Sunshine, has
Finished work for the season. His wife, I new members by initiation Friday evenA party from Cecilia lodge, West
who has been at work at C. H. Closson’s, ing.
has returned home.
Brooksville, was present. Refreshments
were served.
F. Moore, A. M.: Fannie Herrick, secreFriends of Frank P. Ewer, of Baneor,
tary; Nellie E. Hooper, treasurer; Madella
H. Small, conductress; Mrs. Georgia Mae were sorry to hear of his death. Mr.
S
Kenney, associate conductress. They will Ewer purchased the summer cottage of
bold a joint installation with Minne- | the late George H. Stover on Peters point,
w auk on
chapter on Wednesday evening, and bis family had occupied it two or
three seasons.
Dec. 27.
.James A. Garfield W. R. C. has elected
Pig-killing time has come again and
Mrs. Mary WesFrank E. Gray is kept busy slaughtering the following officers:
(X>rkers of various sizes. The pig is first cott, president; Mrs. Sarah Davis, senior
ihot and then butchered, which is a much vice-president; Mrs. Eliza A. Hinckley,
nore humane method than that of several
junior vice-pr.siient; Mrs. Augusta OsMrs. Carrie Snowman,
rears ago. The writer is reminded of the good, chaplain:
iime when, with his sister, he would treasurer; Mrs. Nettie Leach, conductress;
Mrs.
lasten to the guest chamber as the most
Abby Billings, guard.
•emote spot from the scene of murder,
The Baptist church, which has been
* here, cramming our fingers in our ears,
closed for some months while the interior
are would dance and sing, often remaining
has been renovated, was reopened Dec. 10
in hour, making all the noise possible to
with appropriate exercises. The pastor,
leaden those blood-curdling screams until Rev. R. L. Olds, was assisted by Rev. Mr.
lure that all was over.
White, of Waterville. The ceiling and
walls of the church building have been
Dec. 18.
H.
steeled and tastefully decorated and a
The ladies of
new carpet has been laid.
SOMESVILLE.
the circle and society are to be con-

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS.

I

iM

Each Sunday school is to have

Cecil Eaton is home from Wolcott, N. Y.
been ill with !

Mrs. Hoyt Eaton, who has
the measles, is recovering.
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iSberttsnntnt*.

shadows,

our

wishes lengthen

Readfield Corner, Me., April 7.1904Dear Sirs:—
I have.been troubled with headache
and a pain in my side for about three
Bityears. I commenced to take your
ters about one month ago. I feel like
a new woman and I owe it all to your
medicine. I don’t feel that X can say
enough in its praise.
•
MRS. EDITH A. INGHAM.
There’s always a cause for headache.

Usually in the digestive organs. Healthy bowel action the only safe cure.
heal“L. F." Atwood’s Bitters make

thy bowels.

declines.—Young.

Read Clement’s Co-operative
advertisement.
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